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Migration, Media Flows and the Shan Nation in Thailand

Amporn Jirattikorn, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2008

Supervisor: Ward Keeler

This dissertation examines the cross-border flows of media texts, migration and
the construction of ethnic identity in the receiving state. It focuses on the recent wave
of Shan ethnic nationals from Burma who migrate to seek work in Thailand and their
relationships with Shan media -- primarily in the forms of audio cassettes, video CDs,
and movies -- that follow these mobile people. My purpose in linking mass media and
migration is to understand how displacement shapes the social construction of identity
and how Shan ethnic media plays a significant role in shaping identity in a situation of
displacement.
Based on eighteen months of ethnographic work with the Shan migrant
community in Chiang Mai, Thailand, this dissertation argues on two grounds. First,
while Shan media shows the ability to cross the borders, and hence disturbs the
boundaries of the state, transnational flows are also shaped by the politics and practices
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of a nation-state. The diversification of Shan media that now include a variety of local,
national and transnational as well as commercial and community media illustrates ways
in which mass media can offer both a technology of state control as well as parallel
spaces for alternative transnational practice. Second, I argue for the need to pay
attention to diversity within a migrant population, in particular the presence of various
groups of migrants at the same point of time. In trying to understand how different
social and material conditions and the history of migration shape the ways people
ascribe to ethnic and national identity, this study draws on four different categories of
Shan migrants -- the new arrivals, the long-term residents, the ethno-nationalists, and
the exile prisoners. Each of these points to different ways of engagement with this
media and the different meanings the individuals in each category ascribe to the notion
of Shan nation and to what it means to be Shan.
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Introduction

This dissertation is about the relationship of people who are on the move and the
cross-border flows of cultural products that follow them. More particularly, it is about the
recent wave of Shan ethnic nationals from Burma who migrate to seek work in Thailand
and their relationship with Shan popular music that flows across the Burma borders into
the migrant community in Chiang Mai, Thailand. This study is driven, on the one hand,
by efforts to understand ethnic media that is neither predicated on the singularity of the
nation nor controlled by global marketplace. On the other hand, my aim in linking media
and migration is to understand how displacement shapes the social construction of
identity and how popular music as a mediated form of culture plays a significant role in
shaping identity in a situation of displacement.
Literature on migration over the past few decades tended to focus on issues of
assimilation and migrants‘ reception in their host countries. Recently, migration studies
has shifted its focus to ways in which transnational migrants maintain link with a
homeland or a place of origin by a range of modes of communication and social
organization. Under the new umbrella of ―transnationalism,‖ this approach to migration
studies presents a challenge to the continued significance of nation-states. Scholars under
this trend conceive transnationalism as sustained activities across national borders,
involving multiple ties and interactions linking people or institutions across the borders of
nation-states, thereby transcending the power of sovereign nations (Glick Schiller et al.
1995, Basch et al. 1994, Portes et al. 1999). The trend that celebrates migrants as freefloating, escaping control and domination by the state, leading ―dual lives‖ (Portes et al.
1999) that connects here and there, however, has recently come under criticism, for it fails
1

to recognize that nation-state still plays a crucial role in processes of transnationalism
both within and beyond physical state boundaries (Ong 1999, Smith and Guenizo 1998,
Willis et al. 2004)
Within one strand, transnational migration studies is attentive to the process and
activities that migrants create to maintain links with their homeland. Following the other
strand, diaspora studies, an outgrowth of British cultural studies, discusses the subjective
experiences of displacement and cultural struggle of diasporic groups in the modern
world. Although work following this trend has contributed a great deal to the notion of
―cultural hybridity,‖ theorized as ways in which displaced subjects use to struggle against
adversity and discrimination in host societies, the approach that takes diaspora as a type of
consciousness (Vertovec 1999) and its focus exclusively on texts, narratives, and
subjectivities tend to leave out political economic realities and local-global articulations
which shape the dynamics of these experiences (Ong 1999).
My project is situated in between these two approaches. I follow transnational
migration studies by focusing on the mobile Shans who migrate to seek work in Thailand
and the cross-border flows of media that follow them, while seeking to understand how
the experience of displacement shapes their construction of identity. However, in my
view, what is often missing in these two approaches is the study of relationships between
the new and the old migrants. Although conventional migration studies had long
discussed how different generations of migrants adapt into a new society, transnational
migration studies, because it focuses on transnational processes and activities, is often
caught up in presenting a given group as homogenous, ignoring heterogeneity within the
group. I argue that not only do we need to pay attention to diversity within a migrant
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population, in particular the presence of various groups of migrants at the same point in
time, we also need to take into account power structures at play between diverse groups as
well as their different relationships with the nation-state in which they live.
Linking mass media with migration often brings issues of identity to the fore. As
Vertovec (2001), among others (Smith and Guarnizo 1998, King and Wood 2001), has
observed, this is because migrants‘ transnational networks or activities which they create
in the host society are grounded in the perception that they share some form of common
identity, often based upon a place of origin and the cultural and linguistic traits associated
with it. Here we talk about identity as a sameness that is distinguished from identity as
subjectivity. Identity as sameness, as Paul Gilroy has observed, ―moves on from dealing
with the formation and location of subjects and their historical individuality into thinking
about collective or communal identities‖ (2006: 386) whether it be nations, genders,
classes, generations, or racial or ethnic groups. Work on migration and identity has been
largely influenced by Anderson‘s concept of ―imagined communities‖ in discussing the
role mass media play in shaping imagined community among migrant groups. However,
instead of providing space for imagining community that fits within the bounds of nationstate with which Anderson is concerned, transnational scholars argue that mass media
provide space for imagining transnationality as well as nationality. This ―imagining
transnationality‖ may include various forms such as the ideas of nationhood that appear
crossing existing state boundaries as in the case of the Kurds, or ―imagined ethnic
communities‖ in a transnational space as is the case of immigrants in any place in the
world maintaining their ethnic identities by using modern communication technologies to
connect with their home.
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Building on the work of Anderson‘s imagined communities, which argues for the
crucial role print-capitalism plays in constructing imagined communities, in Modernity at
Large, Appadurai (1996) considers how other forms of electronic capitalism can have
more powerful effects, for they do not work only at the level of the nation-state.
Appadurai contends that the combination of mass media and migration means that what is
imagined is no longer the ―imagined community‖ of the nation-state, but numerous
―migrant public spheres.‖ Appadurai bases his argument on the notion of ―imagination‖
through which mass media and migration together unleash new forms of desire and
subjectivity, and make resources available for the production of cultural identity and a
―virtual neighborhood.‖ For Appadurai, these virtual neighborhoods are ―imagined‖
communities of ethno-national identity formation that emerge as mediated forms of
cultural agency, becoming agents in the production of a new felt sense of locality unmoored from the pull of the nation-state in which the real ethnic communities are located.
While this study is informed by the work of Appadurai in trying to understand
how the flows of people and cultural products co-constitute new social identity, the
problem I see in this kind of work is that it remains caught up with the concept of a
nation. The argument is that through the joint work of media and migration, transnational
disaporic communities have been activated to ignite the micropolitics of a nation.
Although Appadurai sees many mobilized national ethnicities as transnational, for they
operate beyond the confines of a single nation-state, those diasporic groups are striving
for the idea of nationhood. To Appadurai, this ethno-national identity formation, albeit
shaped and reshaped in a deterritorialized space, is yearning for a conceptual nation that is
associated with particular localities and territories.

4

This dissertation argues, on the one hand, for the need to take migrant
communities not as given communities, extensions of an ethnic or national group, but as
imagined communities, continuously reconstructed and reinvented (Tsagarousianou 2004:
52). On the other hand, we need to take into account the different social conditions among
migrant populations that provide attachment to the idea of nation in some, while
discouraging such a view in others. I take the case of the Shan migrant community in
Chiang Mai, Thailand to examine how different social and material conditions and the
history of migration – in short, different types of displacement – contribute to different
types of engagement with this Shan media and different interpretations of what it means
to be Shan.
In the section that follows, I present my theoretical framework and the context
which informs the structure of this dissertation.

The Nation and the Media
In trying to understand Shan media as an integral part of Shan nationalism and
how this medium gets translated, employed and modified once it flows across the borders,
I shall make it clear from the outset that my usage of the term ―nation‖ is not one and the
same with ―nation-state.‖ A nation is a form of self-defined cultural and social
community. It is more amorphous and its appeals are emotional and nostalgic (Reynolds
2005: 23). Nationhood is an ethical and philosophical doctrine and is the starting point for
the ideology of nationalism. In Nations and Nationalism, Gellner (1983: 1) defines
nationalism as ―primarily a political principle, which holds that the political and the
national unit should be congruent.‖ Nationalist sentiment, he continues, is a feeling of
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anger aroused by the violation of this principle or a feeling of satisfaction due to its
fulfillment. While the nation is a cultural entity, emerging from shared feelings or
―imagined communities‖ (Anderson 1991), the state is a political and geographical entity.
The nation-state is a certain form of state that gets its legitimacy from serving as a
sovereign entity for a nation; i.e. as a sovereign territorial unit. Against the grain of the
view that takes nation as a cultural entity, Giddens (1987) places the idea of a nation in
the context of the nation-state, which has specific territorial borders and an administrative
social system. Giddens believes that nations are formed through the processes of state
centralization and administrative expansion. To him, ―a nation only exists when a state
has a unified administrative reach over the territory over which its sovereignty is claimed‖
(Giddens 1987: 119).
The concepts of nation and nationality have much in common with the concepts of
ethnic group and ethnicity, but have often been used in a more political sense since they
imply the possibility of a nation-state. The term ―nation‖ thus has many implications of
claims to independence from an existing state. Historically, the area which we call ―Shan
State‖ 1 today existed as several ―states‖ ruled by hereditary chiefs called ―sawbwa‖
(Lord of Heaven). The Shan fell under Burmese rule for more than two centuries during
the 16th - 19th centuries, and after 1888 they transferred their alliance to the British.
Under British rule, the Shan States remained relatively autonomous as a protectorate
while ―Burma proper‖ was incorporated into British India under direct rule. Silverstein

1

Burma is divided into seven states and seven divisions. While ―Divisions‖ are predominantly
Burman, ―States‖ are home to particular ethnic minorities. Seven States are Chin, Kachin, Karen
(Kayin), Karenni (Kayah), Mon, Arakan (Rakhine), and Shan State. I use ―Shan State‖ here to refer
to the present geographical area of Shan State. However, the terms ―Shan States‖ is also used when
discussing several states ruled by Shan chiefs which existed before and during the British
annexation, when Shan States remained autonomous as protectorate.
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(1958) has argued that the ways in which the British governed the Shan States by
allowing greater autonomy helped to separate Shan chiefs‘ interests from those of the rest
of Burma, and helped perpetuate the historic separatism between the Shan States and
Burma proper. Based on these factors, it seems that the administrative form of the Shan
―states‖ has existed for quite some time but until relatively recently had yet to come to
acquire the form or idea of a ―nation.‖ The idea of Shan nationhood, I would argue, came
into being after World War II when Shan chiefs agreed to join the Union of Burma but
retained the right of secession after a period of ten years if they so wished (Silverstein
1958). The very idea and consciousness of a nation, on the one hand, was mobilized
during the time when the Shan joined hands with the Burmese in the struggle for
independence. On the other hand, I would argue, the idea was rooted in a ―primordial‖
claim based on ethnic and cultural traits as well as in a political claim on an existing,
well-defined autonomous territory given to the Shan States during British rule.
Over the past few decades, Shan ethno-nationalists have been taking up arms to
demand political autonomy, although they have yet to succeed in any form of political
independence. The reasons that brought them into fighting with the central government
stemmed from the Panglong Agreement signed in 1947 during the struggle for
independence which granted the Shan, along with the Chin and the Kachin, the right of
succession from the proposed federation after ten years (Smith 1999). 2 The core of the

2

The right of secession in this case is a unique right, not found in any other modern federal constitution
except that of the U.S.S.R In Constitution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Fourth Convocation;
Art. 17, ―the right freely to secede from the U.S.S.R. is reserved to every Union Republic‖ In the case of
Burma, however, only two stages – the Shan and Karenni – are eligible to secede. See Silverstein, Josef.
1958. Politics in the Shan State: The Question of Secession from the Union of Burma. The Journal of
Asian Studies 18(1): 43-57.
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Panglong Agreement, however, has not been observed by the successive military regimes,
including the present one, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC).
Today, the Shan State Army (SSA), the only armed group still fighting with the
central government, claims that they are fighting for freedom and that their ultimate goal
is a Shan nation-state (Coster 2007). On a cultural level, in response to the political and
cultural pressure of Burmanization, Shan intellectuals in Burma formed the Kaw Lik Lai
Lae Fing Ngay Tai (the Shan Literature and Cultural Committee) to preserve and
revitalize Shan culture. The fact that the Shan are an ethnic minority, living under
Burmese rule means that Shan ethno-nationalism is different from Gellner‘s main form of
nationalism which holds that the political and the national unit should be congruent.
While it is important to distinguish Shan ―proto-nationalism‖ (ethno-linguistic
nationalism) from the nationalism of an established state, which they so resist, some
Shans are mimicking the ideology of Gellner‘s nationalism by taking up arms to demand
their own nation-state. Throughout this dissertation, the term Shan ―nation-state yet-tobe‖ is used when referred to desire to have a sovereign nation. The term Shan ―nation‖
will also be used when referring to emotions and nostalgic feelings ascribed to Shan State
as a cultural entity of an ―imagined‖ community.
In discussing the idea of a Shan ―nation,‖ it is equally important to note that the
notion of being Shan is not an uncontested ethnic national identity, homogenous and allembracing. Smerchai (2003) has argued that within the geographical area of the Salween
River, which today is called Shan State in Burma, the Shan can be divided into three subgroups. Each group has its own history and their ethnic consciousness is not
homogeneous. These three subgroups are (1) the Tai Mao in the area around northern
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Shan State, a few miles north and south of the stretch of Nammao (or Shweli) River
between Muse and Namkham as well as the western Yunnan in China, (2) the Tai Long,
the southern Shan who inhabit the central and southern part of Shan State down to
northern Thailand, and (3) the Tai Hkun in the eastern plains and river valleys of
Kengtung. These three sub-groups speak different dialects and have developed their own
scripts independently of each other. Among these three groups, the Tai Long constitute
more than 60 per cent of the Shan population in Burma.
While Smerchai (2003) argues that to lump these three groups under the name
Shan or Tai is problematic as it conceals differences, he maintains that today the
differences between these three groups tend to be blurred, as Shan ethno-nationalism has
emerged in response to oppression by Burmese military governments. Smerchai also
argues that Shan ethnonationalism works to build an ―imagined community‖ of one
―Shan‖ among these three groups through the construction of narratives of ―nation,‖
religious practices, and by emphasizing Tai Long dialect as the language of its
―imagined‖ nation (see also Michio 2007).
Scholars have argued that the formation of the modern nation-state is closely tied
to the ideologies of language (Anderson 1991, Gal 1998, Gellner 1983). In recent years,
Shan ethno-nationalists in Burma, along with an attempt to revitalize Shan culture, have
worked to unite all the different groups of Shan by emphasizing the use of Tai Long as the
―national‖ Shan dialect. Because they lack both capital and control over the means of
media production, the Shan ethno-nationalist project has been operating mainly on the
level of Anderson‘s ―print-capitalism.‖ They have focused their efforts on promoting the
use of Shan language as well as encouraging the use of Tai Long dialect and script. While
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this effort was ongoing, the arrival of rock and roll music in Burma and advances in
technology in the 1970s had come to have a significant impact on the Shan literacy
movement. Shan musicians began to adopt a Western style of music and instruments to
promote the use of Shan language and to help disseminate Shan language to everywhere
in Burma. Shan pop music, from its initial stage, can hence be seen as an integral part of
Shan ethno-nationalism.
In a situation like that of Burma where the Burman-dominated military is
Burmanizing the entire country by eliminating any potentially threatening vestiges of
cultural difference in predominantly non-Burman areas (Smith 1999), popular music can
be an effective medium for constructing ethnic identities for many reasons. First, it is the
only form of modern mass media entertainment that the regime allows to exist in ethnic
minority languages, whereas other forms of mass media such as newspapers, television
programs or movies are tightly controlled and are almost absent from the cultural
landscape in the Shan State and elsewhere in Burma. Second, the low cost of audio
cassettes and video CD technology 3 on which this Shan pop music is built makes this
medium a popular form of entertainment for both music producers and audiences in
Burma. Third, the fact that music does not require literacy for its consumption – only
aural comprehension – means that Shan pop music has become an effective mediator in
carrying Shan language to everywhere in Burma. This medium is suitable to the diverse

3

Video CDs are CD-ROMs that can hold about 45 minutes of moving images and audio. They can
be played on a computer disc drive, or on an inexpensive VCD player. VCDs utilize DVD
technology but they are more flexible, and cheaper. Their image and sound quality is comparatively
inferior, but their price is perhaps 5 times cheaper than the cost of an authorized DVD. VCDs never
gained a foothold in the United States, Europe or Japan but are very popular throughout the rest of
Asia because of the low price of the players, their tolerance of high humidity, and the lower-cost
media. See Davis, Darrell .2003. ―Compact Generation: VCD markets in Asia.‖
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population of Shan in Burma; some have been educated in Burmese language but still
speak Shan in everyday life and others, including an estimated 50% of villagers, are
illiterate.
While I am suggesting that Shan popular music has played a significant role in the
Shan ethno-nationalist project in Burma, my concern here is different from Anderson‘s
territorially-bounded nationalism. I seek to understand what role Shan pop music plays in
shaping migrant identity in a situation of displacement, and how this pop music that is
produced and situated under local industries, material culture and labor practice in Burma
translates and transforms under the ―space of flows‖ (Castells 1989). Popular music,
unlike ―print capitalism,‖ offers a different kind of mediator that utilizes both old and new
technologies and involves a range of communicative means. It conveys language in the
form of lyrics or sung words, while also carrying sound in its melodies. It utilizes audio
cassettes, CDs, DVDs (or VCDs in this case), radio broadcasts, and live performance.
Each of these media involve different levels of technology and also impose different
social relations. It is for these reasons that, when I began to locate this space of flow, the
thing that struck me is that it is more chaotic that I thought it would be. Here we have
various actors, including recent Shan migrants, Shan cultural intellectuals from the old
Shan ethnic community, the Shan insurgents operating across the borders in order to
sustain the insurgent movement, and the Thai state. All of these actors have come to
appropriate, reject, modify, and deploy the medium of Shan pop music for their own ends.
Insofar as various actors come to be involved, so are the boundaries of the state and the
culture of a nation disrupted. As a result, we have music videos produced by the Shan
State Army located on the Burmese side of the border, which flow into the migrant
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community in Thailand, as well as radio broadcasts originating from Chiang Mai,
Thailand that flows back to Shan State, Burma. Beside the audio cassettes, CDs, and
VCDs produced by Shan musicians living in Burma that spill across Burma‘s border into
the migrant community in Thailand, we also have singers from across the border invited
to perform onstage in the city of Chiang Mai. It is through examining these chaotic flows
that I seek to understand what precisely the effect the borders make and how specific
power structures are at play among the various groups involved.
In most debates on the local, the global, and the transnational, the study of
communication flows is preoccupied with national culture and national audience. Surely,
we cannot erase the nation as a site of both political and culture activity. But here, Shan
pop music exemplifies cultural forms that are not necessarily predicated on the singularity
of the national. The question I raise here is then, to borrow from Appadurai (1996), how
do we understand the new order of cultural production and consumption when neither
media nor audience fit within the boundaries of the nation-state?

Media on the Move
While literature on media studies has been slow in engaging issues of migration,
media studies has recently begun to examine how migrants might use global media, host
country media, media transmitted from the country of origin, or media produced by
migrant communities in order to come to terms with their new lives and to make sense of
their migration experience. One growing approach is to explore how media originating
from the migrants‘ sending country, such as films, video, and satellite television, as well
as internet technology, play a dynamic role in the cultural identity and politics of migrant
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or diasporic communities (Hassanpour 2003, Jeganathan 1998, Naficy 1993, 2003). In
other cases, migration can lead to the creation of new forms of media which are indicative
of the issues facing immigrants, which in turn help them to deal with a new life in a new
place of settlement and in the articulation of new identities (Baily and Collyer 2006,
Banerji 1988, Chapman 2004).
Speaking of different kinds of television programs produced and consumed by the
Iranian immigrant community in Los Angeles, Hamid Naficy (2003) defines three
distinctive genres of diasporic media. To Naficy, ―ethnic television‖ refers to television
programs primarily produced in the host country by long-established minorities.
―Transnational television‖ consists primarily of media produced in home countries
imported into host countries. ―Diaspora programs‖ are made in the host country, usually
by local, independent, minority entrepreneurs for consumption by a small cohesive
population as a response to their own transitional and/or provisional status. What we have
in the Shan migrant case, however, is neither media entirely originating from the sending
country, nor ―diasporic media‖ made in the host country, but media created by the
interplay between the two where transnational flows, though carrying messages and
influences from far afield, are selectively appropriated, transformed, rejected and
deployed locally. Just as migration itself disturbs the boundaries of the state, so too does
the communication that migration generates (Georgiou and Silverstone 2007).
Raymond Williams‘s (1977) concept of dominant, residual and emergent might be
useful here in trying to capture the moments of media in transition. Williams‘s residual
refers to any element that has been formed in the past, but it is still active in the cultural
process as an effective element of the present. Along the same lines, the residual element
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of Shan pop music I am referring here is not an element of the past, but ideas that once
were emergent (prior to migration), and which are now transformed into residual elements
under the space of flows. Emergence, in contrast, refers to new meanings and values, new
practices, new relationships and kinds of relationships that are continually being created
(Williams 1977: 123). Under the articulation of media and mobility, here the residual and
emergent aspects of Shan pop music co-exist. While the residual carries ideologies,
aesthetic values, and historical condition from within the broader framework of being
Shan in a Burmese society, the emergence refers to its localized, embeddedness in sociopolitical practices, cultural systems and institutional realities of the place to which it
flows. More specifically, the residual and emergent aspects of Shan pop music of which I
speak are most clearly expressed in four important channels.
1) audio cassettes and video CDs which carry Shan pop music produced by Shan
songwriters and singers living in Burma to the Shan migrant community in Chiang Mai;
2) festivals and concerts where Shan singers from Burma are invited to perform
onstage along with Shan migrant performers, and where live performances are often
broadcast live (via radio programs) back to Shan State, Burma;
3) two Shan radio programs broadcast in the city of Chiang Mai: one run by the
Thai state which aims to extend its reach into the migrant population, and the other a
community radio program run by an NGO whose staff are migrants themselves. Both of
these programs play Shan pop music imported from Burma while at the same time adding
new content related to the Shan migrant community in Chiang Mai into the programs;
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4) music videos and movies produced jointly by the Shan insurgency and the Shan
ethno-nationalists in Thailand, carrying images and sound of the Shan military struggle to
migrant audience members.
Each of these four genres constitutes a form of cultural expression and a resource
through which social and political identities are constructed, contested, reshaped, and
manipulated. While 2) and 3) form ―migrant public spheres‖ (Appadurai 1996) in the city
of Chiang Mai, 1) and 4) can be consumed both privately and publicly. While this coconstruction of emergent and residual signifies the basic realignment of cultural artifacts
and the mobility of people, I am not suggesting that this transnational flow is a new
phenomenon. Assuming that, one runs the risk of failing to recognize that the concept of
flows, mixture, and realignment has been around since Boas‘s concept of ―diffusion‖ and
Levi Strauss‘s ―bricolage.‖ What is new here, I would argue, is that not only does Shan
pop music exemplify cultural forms which are not necessarily predicated on the
singularity of the national, but also that we are moving to a more democratic process in
which media is no longer solely the product of elites nor institutions. Inexpensive and
accessible new communication technologies enable the Shan insurgent group to embrace
domestic movie-making technology as a powerful tool to communicate with its dispersed
population. We also see the emergence of Shan cultural brokers, most of whom come
from the long-established Shan migrant community in Chiang Mai, who have established
themselves as key figures in facilitating links between the recent wave of Shan migrants
with the homeland as well as mediating the interest of Shan migrants with the Thai state.
Here we arrive at a particular moment in time when transnationalism accommodates a
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number of activities that involve the cross-border flows of media and people across
national boundaries as well as allowing various actors to come into play.

Heterogeneity within the Shan Migrant Community
Over the past two decades, the concept of ―imagined communities‖ has become
associated with the notion of ―nation.‖ Anderson‘s (1991) notion of ―imagined
communities‖ has often been used in a limited sense to refer to the concept of political
community with the implication that nationalism is tremendously powerful for people.
Linking diaspora with media, a number of scholars apply the notion of imagined
community to emphasize the diasporic connections facilitated by various media and the
simultaneous consumption of the same content by members of the transnational group
(Karim 2003). While literature on diaspora studies often describes diasporas as imagined
communities and diasporic communities are often presented as deterritorialized ―nations‖
in which the members of diasporic groups strive for nationhood (e.g., Kurds, Palestinians,
Sikhs, Tibetans), we also have scholars who argue that ―imagined community‖ and
nationalism is not always about the nationness. Hall (1990) discusses multiple
positionings that invite us to think of alternative forms of community and the rearticulation of identities. Gassen Hage (2005) argues that the notion of imagined
communities has become an excuse for not doing any empirical work on trying to
establish that a group of people form a community in the first place, and that the notion
seems to have very little ―community‖ in it and a lot of ―imagination‖ instead. While the
space of nation-state largely continues to remain exclusive, migrant and diasporic
communities in many places around the world present a significant challenge to the
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concept of ethnic homogeneity and the essentialism usually ascribed to ethnic and
national identity.
Aksoy and Robins (2003), studying the viewing of satellite TV programs among
the Turkish immigrant community in London, have argued against a framework that treats
transnational media as sustaining new kinds of ―transnational imagined communities.‖
They maintain that this framework is problematic because it seeks to understand
transnational development through what are essentially categories of national imaginaries.
A fundamental problem with diasporic studies is that in the end, they remain caught up in
a mentality of imagined communities which is grounded essentially in the mentality of a
nation. In a different fashion, Lissa Malkki (1995) examines the difference in meanings
that Hutu town migrants and refugees in a camp ascribe to national identity and
homeland, and exile and refugee-ness. Malkki shows how different social and material
conditions between the camp and town settings predispose differences in meanings that
the refugees in the camps and the town migrants ascribe to national identity. While the
social conditions of the refugee camp prompt certain Hutu refugees to respond to their
own displacement from the ―national order‖ by creating another nation in exile, the town
migrants dissolve national categories in the course of everyday life and produced more
cosmopolitan forms of identity instead. Malkki‘s work presents a significant challenge to
the ―national order of things‖ which is often understood as the naturalization of the links
between people and place. The Hutu refugees, by enacting a collective, idealized return to
the homeland, make claim that state and territory are not necessarily significant to make a
nation, whereas the town migrants challenge national essentialism by seeking ways of
assimilating and of inhabiting multiple, shifting identities.
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The Shan migrant community in Chiang Mai provides an interesting case in which
to examine the many ways ethnic and national identity can be imagined, and how
different social and material conditions shapes different ways people ascribe to ethnic and
national identity. After 1996, when the Burmese government introduced a forced
relocation policy in many areas of Shan State in order to break up any alleged links or
support for armed opposition groups, northern Thailand began to experience massive
migratory flows of Shan ethnic nationals from Burma. These new migrants did not come
in one day, but within the past decade they have come to make up one-sixth of the total
Chiang Mai population, or around 150,000 in this city with a population of about one
million. 4 Not only does the recent influx of Shan migrant workers into the city create an
interesting relationship between the recent migrants and the Chiang Mai inhabitants who
employ migrant workers as their cheap labor, it also brings the new arrivals into close
contact with various existing groups of Shans in the city. There is a preexisting Shan
community in Chiang Mai whose members had settled there before the recent wave of
Shan ethnic nationals from Burma. Due to geographical proximity between Shan State
and northern Thailand, Shans have long traded and migrated for work in this region. For
many decades, migrants drifted across the border easily both as individuals attracted by
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In 2004, when a cabinet resolution permitted illegal migrant workers from Burma, Cambodia,
and Laos to be documented under the Ministry of Labor, there were 76, 952 workers from Burma
registered to apply for work permit in Chiang Mai. Subsequently, 48, 619 migrant laborers applied
and obtained work permits. According to the labor office in Chiang Mai, of the 48, 619
documented migrants in Chiang Mai, 48 were from Cambodia and Laos and the rest were from
Burma. Of these numbers, more than 90% were ethnic Shan from Burma. My estimate of 150,000
Shan workers in this city comes from estimates made by the SHRF (Shan Human Right
Foundation) and SWAN (Shan Woman Action Network). According to SHRF and SWAN, the
number of Shan migrant workers in Chiang Mai is far higher than the number registered. It should
be noted that migrants who arrived in Thailand after 31 July 2004 have not been permitted to
register, and if counted, their number (including those who arrived after 2004 and those who had
been working in the country without being registered) would be double or triple the amount of
those who have registered.
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the possibility of employment for wages, and as families moving for trade. Prior to the
1990s, Shan migrants came in small numbers; they could find work and assimilate into an
existing community easily. However, as a result of the forced relocation policy and the
deterioration of the Burmese economy, the 1990s saw a major shift in the pattern of Shan
migration. The new arrivals came in much large numbers. They work for low-paying jobs
which involve everything from construction work, agricultural farms, serving as
housemaids, to food vendors and selling various goods in the markets. They have become
a highly visible group in this city.
In the section that follows, I detail historical aspects of Shan settlement in the city
of Chiang Mai, but here my aim in introducing the ―old‖ and the ―new‖ migrants is to
provide examples of diversity within the Shan community in question. Obviously,
economic and educational factors as well as citizenship make the longtime resident Shans
in Chiang Mai different from the new arrivals. The old migrants settled in northern
Thailand prior to the past decade; some are from an already existing Shan community in
Chiang Mai, others moved to Chiang Mai from established Shan immigrant communities
elsewhere in northern Thailand. Most of them have managed to obtain Thai citizenship.
They were educated under the Thai school system and are well-assimilated into Thai
society. In sum, they have more ―cultural capital‖ (Bourdieu 1984).
So far, we have two groups differing from one another regarding their time of
migration or citizenship status. Yet the diversity within the Shan community in Chiang
Mai needs to be understood not only by means of the dual relationship between the old
and the new migrants. Here various types of displacement have rearranged themselves
into new conjunctures that give these phenomena greater analytical currency. Many
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decades of an intermittent civil war within Burma produced several Shan nationalist
militias which have operated along the Thailand-Burma border since the 1960s (Lintner
1994, Smith 1999). As a result, the city of Chiang Mai has hosted a number of former
militants and armed irregulars as well as a number of those associated with the present
insurgency movement. They comprise a group whose migration is motivated by political
convulsions in Burma and whose background is linked with nationalist projects at home.
While it is perhaps more correct to call these people ―Shan ethno-nationalists,‖ I
propose that we consider them rather as members of the ―diaspora.‖ Safran (1991) defines
diaspora as those who 1) are dispersed from an original ―center‖ to at least two
―peripheral‖ places; 2) maintain a ―memory, vision, or myth about their original
homeland‖; 3) experience alienation in their host country; 4) desire for eventual return to
the ancestral home; 5) are committed to the maintenance or restoration of their homeland;
and 6) those whose consciousness and solidarity as a group are defined by this continuing
relationship with the homeland (1991: 83-84). Cohen (1997) acknowledges that diasporic
communities not only form a collective identity in their place of settlement or with their
homeland, but also share a common identity with members of the same ethnic
communities in other countries. While the term has recently become inclusive as to
include any group dispersed from their original lands but ―whose social, economic and
political networks cross the borders of nation-state or, indeed, span the globe‖ (Vertovec
1997: 227), my usage of ―diaspora‖ here is to provide a working definition of a different
group of Shans whom were forced to leave home due to political conflict rather than
economic need. They are those who will continue to dwell in a host nation but for whom
the social formation of diaspora and mythical homeland are more important than either
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the host nation or the contemporary homeland (Kearney 1995, Safran 1991, Sheffer
1986). I attempt to show in the following that the Shan ―diaspora‖ are obliged to maintain
links with homeland politics and they work in tandem with the Shan ethnic insurgency
operating along the border in the struggle for recognition and political autonomy.
There is also another group of exiled Shans with whom I came into contact during
the course of my fieldwork, yet I find it difficult to classify them in terms of any type of
larger displacement trend. They are a group of Shan men who crossed the border to the
land of economic opportunity only to end up in Thai jails for drug-related crimes. During
2005-6 when I was conducting my fieldwork in Chiang Mai, I found that there were 300
Shan inmates out of a total of 3,000 inmates at Chiang Mai male prison, constituting onetenth of the total inmate population (interview with the director of Chiang Mai male
prison, May 2005). Most of them are serving sentences between 10-25 years on drug
trafficking charges. While migration to Thailand is considered a movement towards
improvement of one‘s situation, the prisoners show the downside of migration that ends
with imprisonment.
My purpose in including various existing groups of Shans living in the city into
my analysis is not to label them under any fixed categories of displacement, but to
examine such relationships among highly diverse groups of Shans in Chiang Mai.
Building upon Malkki‘s approach in examining how different social and material
conditions and history of migration shape the ways people ascribe, act and engage with
national and ethnic identity, I seek to understand how different types of Shan
displacement contribute to different types of engagement with Shan media and different
interpretations of Shan ethnic and national identity. My ethnographic data that follows
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attempts to show how different interpretations of and engagement with Shan media can
reveal differences in the meanings people ascribe to ethnic identity and contribute to an
understanding of the larger notion of ethnicity and nation.

The Setting: The Shan in Chiang Mai
As mentioned, a Shan community in Chiang Mai existed before the recent wave of
Shan ethnic nationals from Burma. In his study of Chiang Mai‘s ethnic pluralism in
Chiang Mai in the early 1980s, Vatikiotis (1984) writes that the earlier immigration of
Shans began in the 19th century as the result of cross-border trade (although it can be
traced back to the 13th century during the time of the founder of Chiang Mai, who raided
nearby kingdoms and brought back their residents as artisans). In the latter half of the 19th
century, Shan traders began to settle down in this city. For over a century, the Shan, called
Ngiao or Tai Yai by northern Thais, filtered into northern Thailand as peddlers or gem
miners. However, between the 1950s and the 1980s, the patterns by which ethnic Shan
nationals from Burma had migrated into northern Thailand had slightly changed.
Vatikiotis has argued that a combination of deteriorating political and social conditions
for minority groups inside Burma during the post-independent era, together with the
growth of profitable cross-border trade, resulted in a constant influx of Shans from Shan
State, Burma into northern Thailand. During the 1950s-1980s, considerable numbers of
Shans migrated across the borders either to seek employment for wages or to flee military
activity which threatened to affect villages on the Burmese side. Vatikiotis notes that
Shans present in northern Thailand during that period may be divided into a number of
different categories. Rural economic migrants settled predominantly in remote districts of
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Mae Hong Son (in northernmost Thailand) or Chiang Rai provinces (to the northwest of
Chiang Mai). Urban areas in Chiang Mai attracted commercial migrants. As an
intermittent civil war within Burma continued for many decades, a number of former
militants or armed irregulars, usually highly educated and with past insurgent links,
tended to congregate mainly in Chiang Mai (Vatikiotis 1984: 110-111).
Prior to the 1990s, those who came in small numbers to perform migrant labor or
trade could find work and assimilate into the existing Shan community quite easily.
However, the 1990s saw a shift in the pattern of Shan migration. While the pattern in the
past featured small numbers and was seasonal, beginning in the 1990s, Chiang Mai began
to experience a large-scale migration of Shan people. This new and massive migratory
flow is a recent phenomenon stimulated by the growing demand for cheap labor in
Thailand as well as the economic and political situation in Burma.
The massive flows of Shan ethnic nationals from Burma into this region can be
understood from both push and pull sides. From the push side, there are at least two main
factors that contribute to this massive migratory outflow. First, as many Shan scholars
often point out, the recent wave of Shan ethnic nationals from Burma began in 1996 when
the Burmese government introduced a forced relocation policy in many areas of Shan
State. The Shan Human Rights Foundation reports that during 1996-1998 as many as
1,400 villages were forcibly relocated and over 300,000 people, deprived of their lands
and livelihood, and were forced to work without pay by the military, and lived in constant
fear of torture or execution on suspicion of supporting the Shan resistance, ended up
fleeing to Thailand (SHRF 2003).
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While many Shan activists and scholars often highlight this forced relocation as
the main reason for the recent arrivals, I would argue for a second reason--an economic
one--which should be seen as equally important. In fact, these are complementary and
inseparable reasons for the forced relocation policy, as political oppression contributed
greatly to the deterioration of local economic conditions and the ensuing shrinkage of
opportunities. Thus, even those who were not directly affected by the forced relocation
left home in search for jobs abroad because there was nothing to do at home. In addition,
it can be argued that this massive flow of people was fostered and sustained by the fact
many Shans have already migrated and hence had established a community in which the
potential migrants could be readily absorbed. As Massey et al. (1993: 449) argue, social
networks perpetuate the process of migration; the Shan sustain their migration by social
networks. Every new migrant reduces the costs of subsequent migration for a set of
friends and relatives, and some of these people are thereby induced to migrate, which
further expands the set of people with ties abroad. These push factors combine with pull
factors: Thailand‘s economic boom needs cheap labor, and the geographical proximity
between the Shan State and northern Thailand makes border crossing affordable.
In a broader context, as Thailand shares a 2,401-kilometer stretch of border with
Burma, Shan migration is in fact part and parcel of a large-scale migration of a wide range
of ethnic groups from Burma into Thailand over the past decade (Huguet and Punpuing
2005). This in turn has created migrant towns in several provinces of Thailand which
border Burma, in places such as Ranong and Tak provinces. While such provinces host
migrants and refugees mostly from Mon, Karen or Burman ethnic groups, Chiang Mai has
become home to a large population of Shan migrants in particular due to three main
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reasons: its provincial border with Shan State in Burma, the language similarity between
the northern Thai dialect and Shan language, and Chiang Mai‘s status as a metropolitan
center in the North where there is a great deal of demand for cheap labor.
The city of Chiang Mai itself provides an interesting setting for the Shan
migration. While migration to Thailand is not always a one-step movement. Some move
first to the border towns in Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai or Mae Hong Son provinces, they
then migrate to the city of Chiang Mai where there are more jobs available. The moment
migrants enter the city of Chiang Mai, they enter a liminal space that is both foreign and
familiar. Shan migration to the villages in the border towns in northern Thailand is often a
migration to already existing Shan communities, where many Shan migrants can find
work as hired laborers on the village farms (see Eberhardt 2008, Tannenbaum 2007), and
everyday interaction can be limited to contact between migrants and local Shan
households. The city of Chiang Mai offers a different, ambiguous space where the Shan
encounter friends, relatives, and a prevalence of the Shan language while at the same time
facing an urban environment which creates all kinds of low-paying jobs in which migrants
are treated as ―alien‖ and exploited only for their cheap labor.
This kind of both familiar and foreign environment may not be different from
immigrant communities elsewhere: Mexican immigrants migrating to Texas, or Chinese
immigrants in New York, for example; people who migrate to a place where there is an
existing community of their co-ethnic migrants (see Chavez 1998, Limon 1994, Smith
2006). Yet, the case of Shan migrants is peculiar for the fact that while they migrate
across the border to a land of economic opportunities and modernity, they at the same
time migrate to a country they perceive as sharing a sense of brotherhood with. Due to
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some claims of kin relationship between the Shan and the Thai dating from the distant
past, and the linguistic similarity between the Shan and the Thai, the Shan tend to think of
the Thais as their ethnic kin or cousins. More particularly, the perceived closeness
between the Shan and northern Thais in terms of dialect, skin color, physical features as
well as geographical similarities between the Shan State and northern Thailand can lead
Shan migrants to associate Chiang Mai as proximate in many ways (cf. Beyrer 2001).
Thus, for many Shans, migrating to Chiang Mai is not only a way to escape human rights
violations and economic mismanagement by the Burmese military regime, but it is also a
movement to a very proximate land in both a geographical and mental sense. Although
Chiang Mai remains foreign in terms of material wealth and unrestricted consumerist
commodities that are not immediately attainable to many Shan migrants, these contexts
provide an interesting setting in which to examine the experience of transnational lives
that figure into the process of identity construction.

Methodology: Ethnography of Media and Migration
About fifteen months of my one-and-a-half-year fieldwork was conducted in the
city of Chiang Mai, during 2005-2006. I arrived in Chiang Mai in mid-February 2005,
found an apartment in the middle of the city and shortly after purchased a motorbike as a
mode of transportation. Although Chiang Mai was supposed to feel like ―home‖ because I
was born and raised in the country in which it is located, such a background scarcely
prepared me to conduct this urban fieldwork research. During the first month or two, I
was enthusiastic, yet frustrated that I could not find ―my informants‖ despite being told
that they were ―everywhere.‖ At one point, I was sitting in a street-side restaurant and was
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desperate enough to ask one of the waitresses working there, ―are you Shan?‖ (I asked
this question in Thai as ―nong pen khon tai yai roe?‖). Of course the answer I received
was ―no,‖ as she retreated into silence. I found out only later that many Shan migrant
workers are illegal migrants. Not only was my question misguided, since Shan workers
prefer to keep a low profile, but also sometimes business owners ask their Shan
employees not to talk to customers about anything other than business matters, because
their accent might reveal that they are alien and thus run the risk of their being arrested by
the police. Trying to find Shan migrants was not an easy task at the beginning of my
research, and my apartment-dwelling days did little to produce the sense of membership
in a community that I might have acquired if I were staying in a rural village.
I will not dwell on how difficult this task was at the beginning of my fieldwork,
but even though I eventually and gradually acquired a sense of ―community,‖ the field
still felt out of place and was alienating to me. Much of what I saw and learned in those
early days of my fieldwork was disconnected and sometimes just ―noise‖ that had no
meaning to me. In June 2005, I went to the hospital to visit a Shan soldier who lost both
his legs and had no hope to live. He was sent from the headquarters of the Shan State
Army across the border to Chiang Mai hospital because he had stepped on a landmine. As
I was the only Thai person who visited him, the nurse asked for my contact number. A
week later, I was the first and the only one whom the hospital called to inform of his
death, for he had no relatives or anyone else whom they could call. I also learned from my
conversations with many Shan inmates at Chiang Mai prison that ―life is small, but for
some, nation is big.‖ I found myself involved with my informants in unconventional
ways. I became a ―transmitter of memories‖ when I traveled from Chiang Mai to Shan
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State, Burma, and many of my Shan friends asked me to bring pictures, letters and objects
for their parents. At one point I was asked by a mother (who lives in Burma) of a Shan
female migrant worker (who works in Chiang Mai) to deliver moral instruction to her
daughter: ―do not live together with a man before marriage.‖ Another time, a Shan girl
working in Chiang Mai asked me to copy a childhood photo that she took with her and
bring it back to her twin sister in Burma. I also became an ―agent,‖ finding jobs for two
illegal migrants, and was I asked by several Shan migrants to register them as my
employees. Much of my research was therefore carried out in a field where the ―natives‖
and the anthropologist both lacked understanding as to what was going on.
In part, this is a dissertation about the lives of mobile Shans with whom I came
into contact. In part, it is about lives in a city where sojourners were coming and going
and the sharp line between ―natives‖ and the ethnographer, locals and foreigners becomes
blurred (cf. Ferguson 1999). I chose to work in the city because it provides a key location
where the production and consumption of Shan media takes place, as well as where
tensions and struggles for the control of information, communication, and migrant
ideologies interact. The city is also a place where studies about migration can never be
studies only of transmigrants. However, working in a city also means that the idea of
doing ethnography by immersing oneself in the way of life of ―others‖ becomes almost
impossible.
Without claiming to offer a view of the ―whole,‖ knowable social world of the
Shan migrant population in Chiang Mai, I adopt Smith‘s (2001, 2005) concept of
―transnational urbanism,‖ an approach that offers two ways of dealing with the
complexity of the transnational moment. First, I pay attention to the everyday dimensions
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of transnational mobility, trying to understand how Shan migrants eat, sleep, work, call
home, send remittances, or engage in the public space of Chiang Mai, as well as
examining patterns of media they consume in everyday life. This method might simply be
called ―participant observation,‖ though not by conventional anthropological standards as
defined as taking place in a [usually] rural, face-to-face community. My participant
observation was instead informed by my frequent visits to migrants‘ work sites, be it
construction, restaurants, markets or private homes, my long hours of chatting on the
phone or over Shan meals, my letters corresponding with Shan prisoners, my going to
concerts or karaoke bars with my informants, and my role as a Shan radio program host.
Those experiences were fragments, representative of textual, aural and visual experiences
that play a part in constituting both the Shan migrants and myself.
Second, although my emphasis is on Shan migrants‘ everyday activities and their
engagement and interpretation of media texts -- a method which can be characterized as
viewing the transnational ―from below‖ (Smith and Guarnizo 1998) -- I am also attentive
to the transnational ―from above‖ and ―from in-between‖ as I seek to understand how
transnational social actors, be they Shan intellectuals or insurgents, play a role in
facilitating or brokering migrant community with the Thai or Burmese state. I also
explore how the Thai state employs migrant public spheres to control its alien population.
Third, outside Smith‘s model, as the sharp line between media producers and consumers,
commercial and community, state-controlled and alternative media has become blurred
under this space of flow, I give emphasis to both media re-production and media
consumption as well as exploring audience reception in both private and public spheres.
Along these lines, my approach resembles Louisa Schein (2000)‘s ―genre-blurring,‖ a
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demonstration that engaging cultural texts and media products and representations, their
production, distribution, and social effects is an inalienable part of the field.
In Media Worlds, Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod and Larkin (2002) define the
―ethnography of media,‖ as a category of media studies which involves decentering the
textual content of media technologies in favor of analyzing the social context of their
reception. Still, media anthropologists have had trouble grappling with how to conduct an
ethnography of audience reception. Gibson (2000) offers three useful stages of
ethnographic audience studies: 1) collection of people‘s interpretations, 2) discursive
analysis of the interpretations and 3) examining the social and political import of cultural
consumption by tracing the practice of interpretation to its connections within other
discourses and practices within the context of everyday life. While Gibson urges us to
consider that the meaning of the significance of a text emerges in the act of decoding,
where socially situated readers bring their own particular cultural resources to bear on the
act of interpreting media, the question remains as to how collectively we can really define
those ―socially situated readers‖ in terms of ethnicity, class and gender. While we need to
take such formations of class, ethnicity and gender into account in the study of audience
reception, I am not convinced that we can realistically and successfully pursue this kind of
―methodological individualism.‖ Not entirely forgoing such formations (as I will illustrate
in chapter 2, where I show that gender and ―cultural capital‖ play an important role in
how a particular subject may negotiate his/her relationship with Burma, Shan State, and
Thailand through the consumption of mass media), I choose to situate my subjects within
broader categories of displacement. While such categories – the migrants, the exile
prisoners, the diaspora, the longtime residents – each emerge from different social and
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material conditions, and the history of migration and cultural capital which they possess,
they reveal differences in the meanings each of them ascribe to national and ethnic
identity The case of each group can also contribute to our understanding of the notions of
homeland and nation as experienced conditions.
Lastly, doing ethnography of people and media on the move, I follow a multi-sited
approach that Marcus has described as moving ―out from single sites and local situations
of conventional ethnographic research designs to examine the circulation of cultural
meanings, objects, and identities‖ (1995: 96). I trace the space of flows of this medium
back to Burma where this Shan pop music originates. I interviewed Shan singers,
songwriters, and music video producers. I also participated in the process of music
production and distribution in order to gain a better understanding of how pop music
translates and transforms at the transnational level. One question I sought to answer in
particular is, how is pop music that is produced and situated under diverse and conflicting
ideologies, aesthetic values, and material interests in Burma perceived, received, and
interpreted across territory? My fieldwork also included two short trips in February and
July 2006 to the Shan State Army‘s headquarters, located on the Burmese side of the
border. Combining different research methods with a focus on a place has often been
neglected in conventional anthropological and media studies, I hope this dissertation
contributes to a rethinking of the role of new media technology, migration and
transnationalism in the formation of identity – both cultural and political – as well as to a
rethinking of how researchers might best investigate that role using an ethnographic
approach.
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Outline of the Dissertation
Although my dissertation focuses on the relationship between Shan migration and
cross-border flows of Shan pop music, Chapter 1 traces the space of flows back to Burma
where Shan pop music originates. I lay out the structure, content, and social significance
of Shan pop music that has emerged in close connection with cassette technologies as
well as the political and cultural situation in Burma. I explore the role that different and
conflicting ideologies, i.e., state regulation, ethno-nationalism, the desire to express
themselves by means of modern technology, and the practice of copying and borrowing,
play in shaping Shan pop music in Burma.
Chapter 2 moves across the borders to the city of Chiang Mai, following Shan
subjects who are on the move, and describing the cross-border flows of musical products
that follow these people. This chapter explores how Shan pop music that is produced and
situated under local industries, material culture and aesthetic values in Burma translates
across the border. It focuses on the consumption and interpretation of Shan pop music
among the recent wave of Shan migrants from Burma, trying to piece together how
migrants appropriate, reject, and modify this medium in the process of the social
construction of Shan ethnic identity. This chapter attempts to understand how Shan
migrants‘ engagement and interpretation of Shan pop music can reveal the meanings
individual and collective Shan migrants ascribe to the notions of homeland and ―nation.‖ I
take this chapter as a point of departure for my later chapters, in which I attempt to
compare migrants‘ interpretation of and engagement with Shan pop music with that of
different groups of ―displaced‖ Shans.
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Chapter 3 discusses Shan migrant public spheres which Shan migrants help create
and participate in within the city of Chiang Mai. It involves three main public spheres: the
radio airwaves, Buddhist temples and festivities. Although they seem to be very different
forms of public space, I weave them together under the rubric of two forces: local agents
situated in these domains in the mobilization of collective activities, and their relations to
Shan pop music. This chapter explores Shan migrant public spheres in Chiang Mai at
three different levels. It examines the specific ideologies which are reinforced in these
public spheres, arguing that the state does not give way to transnational space; instead it
attempts to control foreign bodies through public spheres. Second, in arguing that the state
exercises its power through local agents, I introduce the ―old‖ Shan migrants, members of
an existing Shan community in Chiang Mai whose cultural capital enables them to
become cultural ―brokers‖ mediating the interest of Shan migrants with the Thai state.
Third, I look at how Shan migrants participate in these public spheres and to what extent
they accommodate themselves into the dominant order.
Chapter 4 looks specifically at the group of ―displaced‖ Shan, Shan prisoners and
HIV+ prostitutes. In a broader context, I attempt to unravel the complexities of
transnationalism that involves cross-border migration, the cross-border drug and sex
trade, through the stories of Shan prisoners and HIV+ prostitutes. In relation to the notion
of displacement, I explore the construction of nation and identity among Shan prisoners
through the means Shan media have provided them. I attempt to show that comparison of
the prisoners‘ and the migrant workers‘ interpretations of and engagement with media can
reveal differences in the meanings both ascribe to national and ethnic identity, and to
notions of homeland and exile as an experienced condition.
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Chapter 5 explores the ethnic politics of the Shan insurgency in relation to the
transnational flows of media and the mobility of people. It argues that the Shan
insurgency today has adapted itself in response to the shift in Shan population and in light
of transnational openings. It has become what I call a ―virtual‖ insurgency whose
strategies are employed through cultural and political realms and whose fighting is
mediated by mediascapes. In weaving my argument together about how different types of
displacement contributes to different degrees of engagement with ―homeland politics,‖ in
this last chapter I introduce another group of Shan whom I call the ―Shan diaspora,‖
comprised of current or former militants, exiled activists and other intellectuals, who were
forced to leave home due to political conflict rather than economic need. I attempt to
show how members of the ethno-nationalist group or the diaspora work in tandem with
the Shan insurgency through the means of mass media, in order to draw support from the
migrant population. In exploring how members of the Shan migrant audience respond to
and engage in the call to be part of the struggle, I conclude that the difference in the
notions of ―diaspora‖ and ―economic migrant‖ contributes to the differences in the
meanings both ascribe to national and ethnic identity.
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Chapter 1
The Origin and Development of Shan Pop Music

The night bus that took me to the Shan hills stopped 3 times for an ID/passport
check. As I was walking through the check point, I thought to myself, the bus ride did not
reveal the realities of Burma which, I was told, consist of forced relocation or forced labor
when villagers are forced to work on government construction projects. However, the ID
check does tell us one thing: in this country, you cannot travel freely and you are always
under the radar of the state. After many checkpoints, I arrived at Taungyi, a capital of
Shan State, Burma. This was as far as I, as a foreigner, could go in Eastern Shan State.
Beyond this is an area restricted by the government, because it is where Shan and Pa-O
rebel armies and Wa and Chinese opium warlords operate.
Taungyi from the top hill evokes memories of charming people in a delightful land
in the plateaus to the eastern and northern Burma plains. To other people, the word
―Shan‖ may not even exist in their geographical imagination. I came to the land that the
outside world knows so little about, to study their popular music. Why popular music?
What can the anthropology of music offer in a place such as Burma where almost all pop
songs are renditions of international hits? Many Shans also asked: why not study about
their ―khwam tai pan kao‖ or traditional folk music that they perceived as more
―authentic‖ and ―indigenous‖? My answer to this question was simply because it is a
popular cultural form. It reaches the masses easily whereas traditional Shan folk music is
old and improvisational, yet it is becoming less popular. In Burma, where newspapers and
television programs in minority languages are largely absent, Shan pop music is perhaps
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the only form of ―modern‖ media entertainment produced by Shans for Shans. In a
country where information is filtered by the apparatus of the Burmese military regime,
Shan pop music may tell us about the ways people think about themselves, the society in
which they live and their ―imagined communities,‖
Initially, I had come to Shan State with the intention to explore both the subjects
of production and consumption. But once there, I found that my ―potential audiences‖
were now gone. Young people had left the villages and migrated to seek work in
Thailand. In the urban areas, many young educated Shans stay put only to find themselves
unemployed. Hanging out with young Shan men in the city, I was intrigued to find that
many of them aspire to be singers. Some have already produced their own albums, others
were preparing for their first albums. Although lacking funds, they work to save enough
money to produce an album, or they receive financial support from their parents. During
the course of my fieldwork in Burma, it was clear to me that Shan musicians are not
musicians in a Western sense. Shan singers and songwriters face the burden of having to
work additional jobs to make ends meet or rely on their parents‘ income to produce music
albums. One singer who has cut three albums wakes up every morning to help his sisters
make Shan lettuce pickles. I have met many Shan singers who own grocery shops in the
market, yet spend their earnings from selling grocery goods to make music albums. In a
land where household economy depends so much on remittance and one fourth of Shan
population is involved with transnational migration, what are these young Shans doing?
Are they trying to make noise, if noise means being heard? But who do they want to hear
them, and by whom are they really being heard?
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For me, getting into the lives of young Shans in Burma means trying to understand
what impulses are behind this desire to be heard. Although I see an indirect causal link
between economic mismanagement by the Burmese government and aspirations to be a
singer among young Shan men, the situation is a lot more complex and one needs to look
at a variety of factors, i.e. state regulation, censorship, ethno-nationalism, modernity and
aesthetic identification that come to shape the desire at this site. This chapter attempts to
lay out how Shan pop music is produced under diverse and competing ideologies,
aesthetic values, and material interests within the broader framework of Burmese society.
I begin by describing the beginning of the Shan pop music that emerged in close
connection with Shan literature movement. I then move to the stories of four individuals,
whose struggles illustrate how Shan pop musical styles and development have been
conditioned by technological and cultural logics in Burma, and whose songs reflect how
Shan men and women view and imagine their community.

The Pre-Pop Period
There is no record of the moment when contemporary Shan pop music was
conceived and folk music began to be seen as ―traditional.‖ In what follows, I present the
description of Shan folk music based on my interviews. In current Shan terminology,
there are two forms of music: khwam pan kao (music of the old times) and khwam pan
mai (music of the new times). Khwam pan kao refers to folk musical forms that either
ordinary people play and sing together (rather than watching others), or which is
performed by members of the community whose knowledge has been passed on by oral
tradition. The former emerged from a courtship tradition where the initiative in courtship
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is expected to come from men while the village girl has to be adept at the art of verbal
counter-punching. The words are rhythmic and the verbal caress and riposte are skillfully
fashioned. The girl, while being placed in a passive and defensive position, should
nevertheless attempt through her verbal artistry to control the battle. While the former is
played out in everyday life, the latter is normally performed for a variety of special
occasions. It can be performed in private homes by invitation of the host, in the context of
a feast. Other occasions for performing khwam pan kao are religious festivals and New
Year festivals. The singer is paid for his or her performance.
Although in both forms, the improvisation is the norm, the latter form uses more
difficult language and contains verse from the traditional Buddhist canon. It usually
begins with the introduction of a praise song for the celebration of the occasion and the
host. Most often there are two singers, a man and a woman, who occasionally engage in
duet-duels, performing for twenty or thirty minutes each. Repertoires vary from one
region or town to another. Sometimes, a musical instrument, the pi (a free-reed
instrument, made from several bamboo tubes inserted into the body of a modified gourd)
is added to accompany performers‘ voices. The audience often plays an important role in
creating an atmosphere for performance, cheering when a song merits it. However, with
the use of the verse in the traditional canon, and the vocabulary that makes obscure
references, young Shans today find it difficult to understand and appreciate it. Although
this type of folk music is becoming less popular, we can still find khwam pan kao (old
songs) existing alongside khwam pan mai (new songs) in various occasions and festivals.
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The Beginning of Contemporary Shan Music
In Burma, ethnicity has become one category for the classification of music.
People categorize music according to the ethnicity of the singer and language the singer
uses. Shan pop music, therefore, refers to the songs that are written and sung by Shan
singers, using Western instruments, i.e., electric guitar, organs and drums, and playing
melodies that are their own or taken from Chinese, Thai as well as Western sources.
Lyrics are mainly in Shan. This category is superficially based on the language of the
lyrics. For example, an ethnic Shan singer singing in Burmese is considered a Shan ethnic
singer but his songs are categorized as Burmese pop. As the majority of the population in
Burma speak and understand Burmese, many aspiring singers want to sing in Burmese
because they can reach larger numbers of people. By contrast, singers singing in ethnic
minority languages can cater only to limited numbers of audience. In terms of musical
styles, the term ―pop‖ is loosely used here to refer to a broad range of music such as easy
listening, country, rock and hip-hop.
Shan scholars believe that contemporary Shan pop music began during the era of
World War II (Serng Kham Haw 2002). During that period, Shan composers took
Japanese and English melodies and wrote original Shan lyrics for them. The song that the
Shan today take as their ―national anthem‖ was written in this period by Khun Pahan.
Although it can be argued that the World War era gave birth to the modern form of Shan
music that broke with traditional folk songs, there were very few songs written at that
time and those were not popularized as mass media. Shan music was not ―popular‖ until
the advent of cassette technology at the turn of the 1970s.
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From 1956 to 1961, a group of Shan students at Rangoon University set up a band
called ―Namkong‖ (Salween River). The band sang Shan lyrics in a Western style by
taking melodies from Western and Japanese hits of that time. Their songs were
popularized on the state-run radio, Burmese Broadcasting Service (BBS), which was
formed in 1946, and since then allocated a daily half-hour program to Shan language.
This Shan program under the BBS invited the band to sing in live performances and
recorded their songs with radio equipment, to be broadcast later. However, in 1962, the
military coup led by General Ne Win and the Burma Socialist Program Party (BSPP)
brought about change to all Burmese music, of which this Shan pop music was a subset.
In the 1960s, rock and roll began to enter Burma, and Burmese youth began to imitate
rock stars such as the Beatles, Elvis Presley, Cliff Richard and the Shadows. They
performed Western versions of rock music in local venues such as universities or tea
shops. Burmese musicians later developed ―cover versions‖ of Western rock music. By
―cover versions,‖ I mean taking melodies from Western rock and inserting original
Burmese lyrics into the songs. Nonetheless, after the military government led by General
Ne Win seized power in 1962, it began to ban clubs featuring Western style music along
with beauty contests, horse racing, and dance competitions, for these were all seen as
cultural pollution. In the late 1960s, the regime set up a censorship board for the Burmese
Broadcasting Service (BBS) radio music program. The board set certain criteria for the
selection of songs and quickly banned ―cover versions‖ of Western rock, which it claimed
promoted ―un-Burmese sounds, un-Burmese expressions, and un-Burmese state manners‖
(Maung Tin Mya 1984: 46). Ironically, while Burmese musicians who sang cover
versions were not allowed to play their cover songs on the state-owned radio station, the
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BBS weekly half-hour English program, ―Local Talent,‖ continued to provide a venue for
Burmese artists who sang original English versions of Western rock songs (Min Zin
2002:23).
The refusal by the censorship board to play cover songs on state-owned led the
Shan language program under BBS to stop broadcasting the few modern Shan songs
composed in Western style on its program. Burmese musicians, on the other hand, denied
access to state-own radio station, looked for alternative ways to reach audiences. They
turned to private promoters. The emergence of private promoters coincided with the new
technology of reel-to-reel audio tape that arrived in Burma in the 1970s. Tape became an
alternative for artists who had been denied access to state-run radio. Before the arrival of
reel-to-reel technology, all songs disseminated through radio were in mono. But the new
technology contributed to better audio quality, producing the music in stereo. Thus when
the censorship board refused to play their cover songs, young musicians recorded those
songs in promoters‘ studios equipped with high fidelity stereo sound-recording facilities
and marketed the reel-to-reel albums, labeling them ―stereo music‖ to differentiate them
from the Burmese Broadcasting Service‘s mono recordings (Maung Tin Mya 1984). It
was at this point that Burmese pop music became known as ―stereo songs‖ in contrast
with the ―mono‖ BBS productions. Initially, this new culture only had a limited audience,
particularly in the form of urban educated youth. The non-urban audiences who could not
afford reel-to-reel players still listened to the music that had been scrutinized by the
censorship board, and since the board rejected Western-style compositions, the music
played on the radio was traditional Burmese music. While the Burmese musicians turned
to private promoters to produce ―stereo‖ albums with the reel-to-reel technology, there
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was no record of any Shan ―stereo‖ albums during that time. The development of Shan
pop music went two ways both within and outside Burma.
During the time that young Burmese musicians were urged to catch up with the
rock and roll trend, two Shan boys who were to become two of the most influential
figures in the Burmese music industry were studying at Mandalay University. Sai
Khamlek, 5 a medical student, started to compose Shan songs even before entering
university. He stated he was compelled to write Shan songs for the reason that there were
very few ―modern‖ songs for Shan people to sing while there were many songs sung in
Burmese language. He composed his first few songs without knowing theory, notes or
how to play a guitar (Sai La 1997). At Mandalay University, Sai Khamlek met Sai Htee
Saing and the two became involved with the Shan literature movement that began after
1962, when the military government banned Shan language in school. Fearing language
loss, Shan intellectuals set up alternative schools in Shan State during the summer to teach
Shan language to illiterate villagers and children. As part of this literacy movement, Sai
Khamlek and Sai Htee Saing composed songs in Shan language and used their guitars to
foster language learning. They saw pop music as a language teaching tool.
It is crucial to note here the role Western style music played in the Shan literacy
movement and the politics of identity. The government banned the language, maintaining
that Shan State, being a member state of the Union of Burma, must teach Burmese as the
first language in all schools (Sai Kam Mong 2004). The ban on langauge fostered a
sentiment of loss. The fact that Shan language was not the medium of teaching in schools

5

The names of public figures mentioned in this dissertation are real names, except in some cases
where revealing their real names could possibly do harm to them; in those cases I use pseudonyms.
I also use pseudonyms for the names of all informants mentioned in this dissertation.
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cannot be used to blame the Ne Win government alone. Even if Shan had been allowed as
a medium of teaching, there was a lack of standardized Shan text books, and a lack of
trained teachers. For the Shan, the issues of education and maintaining Shan language
were important for maintaining the Shan ethnic identity. As the principal education officer
of the Shan State Education Department stated at the Panglong Conference held on 10
February 1947, ―it is only with education that the Shan people can survive as a race in the
modern world‖ (Sai Kam Mong 2004: 320).
Fear of language loss, Shan students at Rangoon and Mandalay universities went
out to teach Shan language in the villages during school breaks. Coinciding with the rock
movement that began to infiltrate Burmese music scene, young Shans who went out to
teach Shan language started to compose songs (using Western style composition) in Shan
language as a vehicle for their teaching. They played guitar and wrote down lyrics in Shan
script on the blackboard so that the songs could be remembered easily. During a few years
of ―going to the village‖ to teach Shan scripts, Sai Khamlek composed several Shan songs
on guitar which were not recorded but were sung often and came to be known widely by
Shan people. Because these young, intellectual Shans walked from one village to another,
songs they composed traveled with them. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to take
lyrics in this case as poems or literary objects which can be analyzed entirely separately
from music. As Frith (1996) points out, when we hear words being used in a musical way,
we hear words being sung in human tones which are themselves meaningful. The words
without the music were usually unmemorable (Frith 1996: 160). Sai Khamlek composed
songs to foster Shan language teaching can be seen as a strategic use of music; the sung
words become a form of conveying ideas. It is repeatable and memorable. Although this
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becomes a way of reproducing literature -- conveying the language that people would
otherwise not have access to -- it would not be memorable without the music that
accompanied it. Lacking access to and control over the means of production of
recordings, Shan songs at that time were disseminated by word of mouth (and memory) in
language classrooms.

Two Shan Singers and One Songwriter Who Changed the Shan Pop Scene
During 1970-73, Sai Khamlek composed several Shan songs on guitar which were
not recorded but sung and came to be known widely by Shan people. Many of his songs
written during that time were later recorded by various artists and have been sung
occasionally on stage during festivals. However, as it was customary that Burmese singers
would borrow freely from various sources, it is said that some of his songs were taken up
by Burmese singers and sung using Burmese lyrics. Some audiences, not aware that the
songs were originally written by Sai Khamlek, turned to accuse him of copying melodies
from Western sources, as almost all of Burmese pop songs at that time were actually
foreign tunes with Burmese lyrics. It was at this point that Sai Khamlek decided to write
original Burmese songs, and the band the Wild Ones was formed with Sai Htee Saing as
lead singer (Interview with Sai Htee Saing, September 2005).
In 1974 the Wild Ones became popular among Burmese speaking audiences. The
unique aspect of their music was that they composed their own songs. While the Wild
Ones gained nationwide popularity among a Burmese speaking audience, Sai Khamlek
still composed songs in Shan language. His songs written in Shan language were love
songs as well as songs written for the purpose of teaching Shan language. In Shan
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language classrooms, Shan nationalist sentiments were transmitted to and ingrained in
students. Songs were an outlet for a sense of expression, and called for the love of Shan
script. The songs were a force for preserving Shan culture; they urged students to be
proud of the Shan race. Sai Khamlek‘s songs written in Shan language, although later
been recorded into cassettes, were produced neither as part of a business enterprise for the
purpose of earning a profit nor distributed on a large scale. They became songs that
people chose to sing in celebrations such as New Year festivals to boost their self-esteem.
As mentioned earlier, in the late 1970s Sai Khamlek turned to write songs in
Burmese and the Wild Ones was formed to record albums in the Burmese language. Sai
Htee Saing as lead singer of the Wild Ones became a superstar in the Burmese music
industry. While Sai Khamlek‘s songs written in Shan language are more didactic, his
songs written in Burmese are mainly love songs. Sometimes he composed songs in Shan
language and later used the same melodies for the Burmese version, but the lyrics of both
versions are always different. As for Sai Htee Saing, while he became a phenomenon in
the Burmese music scene, he was not very popular among Shan audiences when singing
in Shan language. The audiences often say that Sai Htee Saing‘s voice sung in Shan
language is not as charming as when he sings in Burmese. Throughout his career, Sai
Htee Saing recorded 2-3 albums in Shan language while his albums in Burmese language
numbered from 30 to 40. 6

6

Sai Htee Saing is considered one of the most celebrated singers in Burma. Although he was the
most famous in the eighties, his old songs are still popular in Burma and his albums continually sell
well. He was frequently invited overseas by expatriate Burmese to perform at Burmese festivals. I
saw him perform last time in London at a Shan New Year concert on December 5, 2007. He
captivated the audience with an hours-long program of all his famous songs. On March 10, 2008,
his fans were shocked to learn that Sai Htee Saing passed away in Rangoon General Hospital.
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While in the 1970s the Wild Ones was enjoying popularity in Burma, on the other
side of the border, Sai Sai Mao, who later became the most popular singer of Shan pop
music, started recording his first few albums in Shan language in Thailand. It is
interesting that the history of Shan pop music is associated with Thailand to a large
degree. As mentioned, there are Shan communities that settled in northern Thailand,
especially in the Mae Hong Son area, for more than 100 years (see Eberhardt 2006, Niti
2006). During 1968-1969, Sai Sai Mao traveled extensively back and forth between
Burma and northern Thailand because his grandfather traded goods between Taunngyi
and northern Thailand. In 1968, Sai Sai Mao was invited by Radio Thailand, Chiang Rai
to perform on their Shan language program. It was the same procedure as when a radio
program in Burma invited singers to perform in a live performance, then recorded it and
played it repeatedly on the program. Sai Sai Mao came to be known widely by Shan
communities both in Thailand and Burma through this channel. A Shan man in his 50s
who now lives in Thailand recalled that when he was growing up in Burma, he looked
forward to hearing Sai Sai Mao‘s songs broadcast via Radio Thailand, which could reach
as far as Shan State, Burma. 7
Between 1973 and 1976, Sai Sai Mao was associated with the SSAE (Eastern
Shan State Army) and was given financial support from his boss to record a Shan music
album. He came to Bangkok to record his first album, which includes the famous song
Likhommai Panglong (The Promises of Panglong). Likhommai Panglong talks about the
Panglong Agreement signed in 1947, in which the Burmese representative promised the
Shan and other ethnic groups the right to secede from the Union of Burma after a period
7

Radio Thailand broadcasts in the AM frequency. With a capacity of 50 kilowatts on AM
frequency, the broadcast could be heard in Burma and some parts of China.
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of ten years. The song calls for the Burmese government to make good on the promises
made in the agreement and condemns the regime as a betrayer of the Shan ethnic
minority. Although most of Sai Sai Mao‘s songs recorded later were love songs,
Likhommai Panglong became his trademark song and established Sai Sai Mao as a
―nationalist‖ Shan singer. During his years of association with Shan State Army-Eastern,
which had one of its bases near northern Thailand, Sai Sai Mao recorded his first few
albums in Chiang Mai, Thailand. In 1976, he surrendered to the Burmese government and
started a career as a professional singer, recording albums in Burma both in Shan and
Burmese language (interview with Sai Mao, September 2005). Most of Sai Mao‘s songs
are taken from Thai or Chinese hit tunes, and sung in Shan lyrics. Most of the song lyrics
are written by him or his brother, Sai Lao. However, Sai Sai Mao‘s songs sung in
Burmese are often translated from his Shan versions. While Sai Htee Saing can be said to
be the most famous singer singing in Burmese language, Sai Sai Mao is the most popular
Shan singer singing in Shan language as well as the best-selling Shan recording artist.
With the advent of cassette technology at the turn of the 1970s, Shan pop music
started to grow slowly. But with a population of only 4 million people, the market for
potential Shan music consumers is relatively small, and the music business of Shan pop
songs is still not fully an industry. Before embarking on an analysis of contemporary Shan
music, I shall outline some of the characteristics of Shan pop music in relation to its
structure, content, and social significance. It should be noted here that although I use the
term ―contemporary,‖ which signals a break with traditional music, Shan pop music
shares a great many characteristics with folk entertainment. I shall turn to these points
now.
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Some Characteristics of Contemporary Shan Pop Music
I would argue against a strict distinction between popular music and traditional
folk music. Music scholars argue that pop music differs from traditional folk music. The
latter is said to have been created by ordinary people for their own enjoyment, whereas
pop music is the product of the modern business enterprise and disseminated for the
purpose of earning a profit. As I will try to show, many young Shans who aspire to
become popular musicians are not always driven by the profit motive. In addition, in the
initial stage, Shan pop music was intrinsically associated with specialized traditional lifecycle functions, rituals and ceremonies, and western music was used only to substitute for
traditional music for events on stage. Hence, it shared some characteristics of folk music.
Nonetheless, contemporary Shan songs are different from folk music because they
circulate in a different sort of cultural economy, i.e., via cassette and VCD technology.
Below I outline some of the characteristics of Shan pop music, describing the process of
how Shan pop music has been produced and distributed.
In terms of music, ―cover versions‖ are common in Shan pop music. While
Burmese pop often takes melodies from Western hits and write original Burmese lyrics
into the songs, for Shan pop music, there seems to be some very specific preferences in
terms of borrowing. Singers and songwriters prefer to borrow tunes from Chinese and
Thai sources rather than from international or Western hit tunes. The terms ―copied tunes‖
and ―own tunes,‖ adopted from English, which refer to two styles of composition, are a
common usage among musicians and audiences in Burma. As for the Shan, they are
expressed in mixed terms, ―siang khong toe‖ (original tunes) and ―khwam copy‖ (copied
tunes). The issue of ―original‖ and ―copy‖ is significant in Shan pop music. While some
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Shan musicians express pride in their original melodies by printing on the cassette or
VCD‘s cover ―siang khong toe,‖ others who borrow tunes from Thai or other sources state
that audiences prefer copied tunes sung in Shan language because the melodies are
already familiar to them.
As regards content, many song lyrics revolve around themes of romantic love,
celebrating lost love, the lost homeland, and the loss of the good old times which were
common and ―universal‖ themes in the international popular music repertoire. At the
beginning of Shan pop music development, however, lyrics were not written to express
romantic love, longing and desire. As mentioned earlier, they were written to be a
language teaching tool. Therefore, the themes often address the issues of the value of
Shan script and the pride of being Shan. When Shan pop music became ―popular‖ with
the advent of cassette technology, then we see the majority of Shan pop lyrics becoming
mainly concerned with love. One recurrent theme we can find in Shan pop song that
resembles North American country music is reference to place, using music as the means
of expressing relationships between people and specific geographical locations. By
referring to local places, rivers and people, Shan songwriters make this imported music
relevant to local audiences.
In the realm of business, the Shan mode of music production is small, imperfect
and amateur. The Shan musical business is not like the system in the West where music
producers are in charge of recording, promoting and distributing albums. In the Shan
community as well as within the entire Burmese music industry, more often than not
singers or bands provide the finished album to local businessmen who can be called
―distributors‖ or ―promoters.‖ Singers pay out of their own pockets to fund the recording
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process. In the very few cases where the singers are famous or lucky enough, promoters
will pay for recording, album cover costs and putting the album out. In return for finished
albums, promoters pay the artists a lump-sum fee, normally just enough to cover their
initial investment. After the promoters buy the albums, they make copies of the covers
and sell them to small studios in all municipalities of Shan State as well as in Mandalay
and Rangoon where the Shan ethnic nationality resides. The local studios are in charge of
duplicating copies from master tapes onto cassette tapes. They then put together the
covers for retailing. In this method, promoters do not need to transport the cassettes and
retailers do not need to stock the cassettes in their stores. With this peculiar system, Shan
musicians often complain that while they face the burden of having to work additional
jobs to make ends meet, promoters are the money men in this industry.
Finally, in terms of distribution and promotion, it can be argued that the Shan
music industry emerged from distributors turning into producers. Many of the major
producers today started out with a store from which they developed their business. There
are also many minor producers for whom the store is still the primary business and record
production only a sideline. Today there are around 5-6 producers who started their
business from music stores as distributors. There are two in Mandalay; Onpa and Fon
Khao. There is Fuji in Taungyi. There are Music Tai and Siang Kong Tai at Tachilek, the
border town opposite Mae Sai, Thailand. There is Nation at Namkham, the border town
opposite China. These music stores-cum-producers are doing their business in two ways.
In the first case, they sponsor Shan artists for recording, promoting and distributing
albums. In this case, the relationship between the singers and the sponsor becomes like
that of a family. The producer is called ―mae liang‖ (female boss) or ―paw liang‖ (male
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boss). The terms ―mae‖ and ―paw‖, which mean mother and father, imply a family-based
relationship. The singer in turn receives a lump-sum for his/her singing but does not get
any royalties for his/her album. In the second case, the singer invests in his/her own
album and sells the finished album to the producer. The producer pays the artists a lumpsum fee, normally just enough to cover their initial investment. The record store
manufactures cassettes from the master tape and makes covers, then distributes them to
every town.
Besides formal distribution channels, the informal or unofficial sector of the Shan
music industry includes piracy (unauthorized copying) and bootlegging (unauthorized
recording). Pirated and bootlegged tapes are available in stores and from street vendors in
all municipalities of Shan State. Merchants dub tapes for customers on the spot,
continuously reusing the same cassettes until they literally fall apart. In every city, it is not
difficult to find a cassette store that also offers duplicate requested hits for individual
consumers. Many of the cassettes have handwritten covers and make no pretense at
authorization or legitimacy. During the era of cassettes, even though piracy is very much
everywhere, people still buy the original copies because of the difference in quality. But
recently, the ease of digital piracy has resulted in a rash of high-quality pirate compact
discs which masquerade (and are sold) as legitimate recordings.
The origin of Shan pop music must be understood in relation to the development
of the Burmese pop movement. In many ways, it has adopted systems, taste and ways of
doing things from the Burmese pop music industry while simultaneously developing its
own unique features. In what follows, let us move to the stories of four individuals whose
life interlock, yet who represent multiple voices of what life is like in Shan State, Burma.
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Modern Subjectivity
Sai Lao is now a man in his 60s. He was born at Namkham, a border town in
northern Shan State, near the Chinese border. What strikes me about Sai Lao is the fact
that his name appears on almost every Shan music album. He writes songs almost every
day. Throughout the 30 years of his career, he has written more than 2,300 songs. When I
met him at his house in Mandalay in September 2005, he showed me lyrics he composed
on a piece of paper with his handwriting. There were no notes. When asked how he
composes songs not knowing notes or guitar chords, Sai Lao replies:
―Sai Sai Mao, my brother, always laughed at me when he saw me composing
songs. Because I don‘t know how to play a guitar, I think up the melodies in my
head. When I finish the lyrics, I recite the melodies along with lyrics to the
guitarist. He then writes guitar chords for the songs. We record the song by
cassette recorder and send it to the singer to practice before recording in the
studio. The technicians in the studio will arrange it and dress it up, but that is
beyond my job.‖
In Sai Lao‘s recounting of how he writes songs, a way in which Shan pop music is
created becomes clear. Shan pop music embodies an ambivalent sense of ―popular
music.‖ Peter Manual (1988) argues that popular music can be defined in two senses:
first, it emerges in a society with a relatively highly developed division of labor.
Secondly, there is a clear distinction between producers and consumers in which cultural
products are created largely by professionals, sold in a mass market and reproduced
through mass media. Taking Sai Lao‘s way of creating music as an example, we may
assume that Shan pop is ―popular‖ music, and as such it is capable of acquiring inputs
from various people in the process of its production.
But being able to compose songs without skill in notes and music theory is not the
only thing Sai Lao is known for. He is also famous for his ability to write ―copied songs‖
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with poetic lyrics. Sai Lao has taken melodies and rhythms from Thai, Chinese, Japanese,
and Korean sources and written original Shan lyrics for the songs. In the early days of his
career, he mainly took melodies from a Taiwanese pop singer, Teresa Teng or Deng Lijun
who was hugely popular throughout Asia in the late 1970s and the 1980s. He wrote Shan
lyrics to these melodies for his brother, Sai Sai Mao (see more on the influence of Teresa
Teng on Sai Mao‘s songs in Chapter 2). When many of these songs went on to become
big hits, this method of copying and adaptation was followed by many Shan singers and
songwriters. Shan pop music is now flooded with copied tunes. Sai Lao himself often
traveled to the border areas between Thailand- Burma as well as China-Burma to buy
cassettes of international hits. He said his job was to listen to all the songs from the
records he bought, decide which ones would fit with Shan audience tastes and then write
Shan rendition of them. Today, Sai Lao does not have to do that anymore. It has become
the singer‘s task to look for new sources and decide which ones they want to cover, and
then commission Sai Lao to write original Shan lyrics that would fit them best.
When I met Sai Lao during September 2005, he was being commissioned to write
five songs for a new female Shan singer.
―New singers always come to me. They want me to write copied songs for them.
They pick which songs they want from Thai, Korean, or Chinese sources. Then
they send me a box full of cassettes and CDs they have chosen, and my job is to
listen to the melodies and write lyrics I think would fit them. It‘s difficult to write
songs for new singers because I don‘t know them well enough to know what kind
of lyrics would work best for them‖ (interview with Sai Lao, September 2005).
The reason new Shan singers choose to start their career from copied tunes can be
understood as these rhythms and tunes are already popular and familiar to the audiences.
Therefore, the tunes are catchy and listeners can more easily remember the lyrics than if
the song was entirely new to them. This practice can in fact be thought of as the
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appropriation of musical accompaniment from outside, existing sources, onto which is
grafted new lyrics and content in the language of the intended audience. As Nang
Khamnong, who now is the most famous female Shan singer in both Burma and Thailand,
puts it:
―Before I released my first album in the eighties, there were a few female singers
but all of them sang ‗own tune‘ songs. These own tunes were slow, sentimental,
and the music was boring. My promoter then asked me how I would want to sing
my songs, I decided that I wanted to sing copied songs. Then I asked Sai Lao to
compose copied songs sung with Shan lyrics for me. My first album was hugely
popular. I guess it was because it contained copied songs‖ (interview with Nang
Khamnong, December 2005).
What Nang Khamnong sees as the key to her success is simply singing cover
versions that easily catch the ears of audience members. I would suggest, however, after
reviewing her songs and lyrics that were written by Sai Lao, that by singing copied songs,
Nang Khamnong has brought into being new tunes and new emotions--which invoke fun
and relaxation--to the Shan public, complete with Shan lyrics. Before Nang Khamnong
released her albums, female Shan singers sang what I see as ―darker‖ songs, and
expressed sad lyrical themes framed by slower tempos. Although Shan pop lyrics have
always been about love and heartbreak, the lyrics of older songs, especially those sung by
female singers, tended to be more melancholy and forlorn, and were sung with traditional
vocalization. By ―traditional vocalization,‖ I mean singing with wavering notes or a
strong vibrato which in turn creates a kind of ―crying sound.‖ When accompanied with
melancholic lyrics, a sense of darkness was invoked in these old songs. What Nang
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Khamnong adopted was not only the sounds of Western pop music (mediated by Thai or
Chinese pop), but also its lighter and brighter lyrics, written by Sai Lao. 8
What makes it lighter perhaps lies in the ways Nang Khamnong sang with less
traditional vocalizations (dropping the wavering in the voice), along with the music
(borrowed from outside) that tends to exhibit slightly faster tempos. In fact, Sai Lao‘s
lyrics may not present anything new but because they were set to music from outside
sources, they had to be sung in a less traditional style. With the faster tempos, words have
to be sung with a lighter, dance-like movement onstage, a type of movement associated
with thing more ―modern,‖ more up-beat.
Can we then conclude that in a country where the know-how of musical
arrangement has not been developed, people tend to borrow rather than to compose
original melodies? I would contend, instead, that Sai Lao‘s copied tunes sung with Shan
lyrics tell us less about copying or borrowing and more about modern subjectivity which
is deeply affected by a mass-mediated imaginary. Sai Lao‘s lyrics portray romantic love,
voicing an ideology of individuality regarding intimate relationships. They are nothing
new in that Shan pop songs in general have always been about love and romantic
relationships. However, when they are accompanied with new lyrics that tend to be less
sad, and more fun and relaxed, along with music that tends to be lighter, coupled with
faster tempos, this romantic longing implicates another desire: the desire to modernize, to
8

My analysis of the shift from ―darker‖ lyrics to ―lighter‖ lyrics which coincided with faster
tempos in the Shan ―copied songs‖ builds upon Christine Yano‘s work on Japanese enka. Yano
(2002) argues that during the 1970s and 1980s, enka moved away from a dark, melancholy style to
lighter, brighter lyrics with music influenced by Western pop music. While the sense of ―darkness‖
in enka emanates from sad and crying lyrics combined with slow tempos, the sense of ―lighter and
brighter‖ is brought about by faster tempos and less traditional vocal ornamentation. In a similar
vein, the Shan traditional style of singing, especially that of female singers before the adoption of
―copied songs,‖ tends to be melancholy with slow tempos, sung by older singers, thus generating a
sense of darkness that is noticeably absent in the new ―copied songs‖ adapted by Nang Khamnong.
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Westernize, and to be with a very different kind of person. Listeners desire the freedom to
experience and express longings for the kind of romantic experiences Thai, Chinese or
Westerners seem to be having.
At the end of our conversation, I asked Sai Lao: ―as Shan musicians continue to
borrow freely from outside sources, why do you think that sometimes there exist two or
three versions of the same song?‖ Sai Lao commented: ―any given song is up for grabs,
it‘s free to borrow.‖ Borrowing, while it has sometimes been condemned as cultural
thievery, has proved to be an effective way of enhancing one‘s own capital at the margins
of global capital.

Rock Ambiguity
Every morning, Sai Than wakes up to help his sisters make Shan pickles to sell at
the market. After everyone has gone out to work in the market, Sai Than spends his day
practicing guitar and sometimes writing new songs. Sai Than is now in his early 30s. He
lives in Kyaukme, a medium-sized town where some people work as laborers in tea fields,
while others have their own farms and orchards. Yet, almost every household seem to
have sons or daughters working abroad, mostly in Thailand. Sai Than left school after
grade 8, only to find himself with no job. Single, he is no hurry to start his own family
since he knows that he cannot afford it. Sai Than is like thousands of Shan men in a
country where the unemployment rate is so high, yet education cannot guarantee jobs.
Most of them end up living with their parents and relying on their parents‘ income (which
usually comes from farming or selling goods in the market). Some of his friends left town
to find jobs in Rangoon, others migrate to seek work in Thailand. But he stays put. Sai
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Than is lucky to have many sisters who can work for the survival of the family and take
care of their parents, so he can choose his own path. He has chosen music, and his
musical choice is rock and roll.
Sai Than was a product of the rock and roll trend that began to infiltrate Burma in
the 1970s. As mentioned earlier, the Burmese government banned rock and roll over the
airwaves of the state-run radio station, Burmese musicians, however, found their own
venues with the assistance of private promoters and cassette technology. It is crucial to
point out that after the rock and roll trend in the seventies, the eighties saw a heavy rock
trend flourish in Burma. Even today, Heavy rock remains the music of choice for many
young Burmese. There have been two main heavy rock bands in the Burmese music
industry, Emperor and Iron Cross, and today only Iron Cross remains popular. Most of
Iron Cross‘ songs are cover versions of popular songs from the West. Lay Phyu, the
group‘s lead singer, is perhaps the most admired celebrity in the country (Gluckman
2000). Iron Cross plays heavy rock music with Burmese lyrics that first have to be
approved by a Board of censors. Most of Iron Cross‘ lyrics are about love and romantic
relationships which allow them to pass the censorship board‘s scrutiny. What makes Iron
Cross so popular among Burmese fans perhaps lies in their heavy metal music, whereas
other bands play American and Western lightweight pop. It is heavy metal that speaks to
the soul of angry and frustrated Burmese youth. Iron Cross produces albums like a
machine; the band has recorded perhaps more than 60 albums. Their strategy lies in
―copied tunes.‖ As the new international hits arrive, they borrow the music and render it
into Burmese (Gluckman 2000). The audiences love their songs because ―we want to keep
up,‖ as one audience member says. Some of the urban, educated, both male and female
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audience members I had informal conversations with in Rangoon say even though they
know that those songs are cover versions of international hits, they prefer to listen to the
Burmese versions because the lyrics are beautiful, and more importantly, they contain
local content.
As in all heavy metal cultures, visual presentation plays a large role in the music
and stage shows are as much a part of the presentation as the music itself. Many of the
Emperor and Iron Cross band members wear long hair with blue jeans and leather jackets.
They performed in live concerts, screaming and shouting just like the way heavy bands
perform in the West. The audiences were pleased but these appearances get on the
authorities‘ nerves. The government has prohibited longhaired performers from appearing
on public stages (Gluckman 2000). These conflicts with the government perhaps help
associate Iron Cross with images of heroism and rebellion.
Sai Than grew up like most Burmese boys in this country, listening to Emperor
and Iron Cross. Posters of Emperor and Iron Cross are hanging on his walls. He told me
that if he became successful in singing Shan pop music, his next project was to produce
albums in Burmese language. He wanted to become like Iron Cross. He wanted to gain
nation-wide popularity but he knew he needed to start off in a smaller market first. Sai
Than was, in fact, no different from most of the boys in this country who were urged to
pick up a guitar to declare their love to the girls. After the seventies, rock music and
guitars have come to exist in Burmese society alongside traditional forms of courtship
such as sending love letters. Sai Than was a product of this new custom. When he was a
teenager, he developed his expressions love in rock and roll, especially in heavy metal. He
has long, straight hair down to his shoulders and loves wearing T-shirts bearing images of
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rock legends. Sai Than‘s favored images are no different from those of Burmese
youngsters in Rangoon who dress in boutique ―grunge‖ gear with leather jackets and
shirts bearing the image of rockers Aerosmith, Iron Maiden and Cinderella, and they
listen to western recordings of these groups. The difference is that those youngsters in
Rangoon, many of whom are the sons and daughters of military leaders or the offspring of
businessmen, buy authentic America imports for US$25 an item, whereas Sai Than gets
cheap Chinese reprints that sell for US$3-6. As for his love of rock and roll, he asked his
Shan friends who migrated to seek work in Thailand to send him Thai heavy metal bands‘
recordings.
Sai Than has released three cassette albums, two of which have been made into
music video karaoke. When I met him in Kyaukme in 2005, he was preparing to release
his latest music video karaoke album. He gave me his latest album in the form of a
cassette. His album cover reveals ways in which contemporary Shan pop music is created.
As mentioned earlier, typically Shan singers invest in producing their own records.
Producers or promoters buy their records for a flat fee. Many Shan singers work to save
enough money to produce an album, then sell the finished product to the promoter. In Sai
Than‘s case, since he was unemployed (and unknown to the audience), his parents
sponsored his albums. To express his gratitude to them, he put their photos on the cover
and gave special thanks to them. The cover contrasts images of himself and his parents.
On the front cover, Sai Than is represented in blue jeans with a denim hat and leather
shoes, holding an electric guitar with a Harley Davison chopper on the background. His
image bears a sharp contrast to the inside cover, which features black and white photos of
his parents, looking like photos taken 30 years ago for an ID or passport photo. The liner
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notes express his gratitude to his parents and state their sponsorship and ownership of the
copyright of this cassette. The cover reveals two different worlds that help create Shan
pop music. It is an old world that can survive even in times of economic depression. It is
an old world in which his parents live; an old world that stands to support its offspring.
Then there is a new world filled with images of modernity, the desire to catch up with the
world. The blend of old and new worlds shown on this cassette cover reflects the situation
in Burma and the conditions of producing music in the Shan pop business. The situation
of economic mismanagement by the government has left unemployed youth with feelings
of uselessness and emptiness, only to break out into a music world to find out who they
really are. But being able to describe oneself requires some capital, and in turn it becomes
the burden of the parents to help their offspring make ends meet.
Among all Shan pop singers, Sai Than proudly says, he is the only heavy metal
singer. Heavy metal is a style typically characterized by a guitar-and-drum-dominated
sound, strong rhythms and a ―heavy‖ singing style (high-pitched screaming). This style
that Sai Than has adopted is not new in Burma, as Iron Cross and Emperor have paved the
way for the younger generation‘s acceptance of this music. When asked why he chose a
heavy metal style, Sai Than said ―we, the Shan, already have rock, we have hip-hop but
we haven‘t had heavy metal yet. I want Shan music to catch up with the world. I feel the
urge to produce heavy rock albums so that Shan people can say that ‗now we have it. We
keep up with the world‘‖ (personal communication, September 2005). Sai Than can often
be seen strolling through Kyaukme market, or sitting at the teashops in the market with
his long hair, leather shoes and t-shirt bearing images of Western rockers. When I met
him in 2005, he often walked me around the market. I found that local people confronted
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Sai Than‘s image with a sense of ambiguity, as they had no idea how to make sense of it.
They didn‘t know whether they should laugh or be impressed.
While the musical style of heavy rock reflects the desire to catch up with the
modern world of music, his song lyrics feature ―authentic‖ Shan concepts. By ―authentic,‖
I mean the desire to maintain a strong attachment with traditional aspects of being Shan.
He sings about preserving traditional Shan culture and Shan language. He mourns about
what is going to be lost. Below is an example of Sai Than‘s attempt to preserve Shan
culture, which he sees as vanishing.
Mai Soong Kha (Greetings)
Greeting, brothers and sisters,
Make progress,
Learn Shan script, care for our art.
Learn our Shan history.
Don‘t look down on Shan language
Don‘t be embarrassed, don‘t be shy
Make an effort to learn
Shan art, Shan tradition
Don‘t let it be lost
Born to be Shan, [you] need to know what we have and who we are
Don‘t ignore for your own fun
Think about yourself
Shan race, Large race
Shan kingdom, Large kingdom
Prosperity, gold, silver, rice
We have it all, enough to feed our people
We should be capable of using our own language and culture
So we could build our ―nation‘s‖ progress and modernity
Brothers, sisters, we should learn Shan script, tradition
Don‘t waste your time
(written by Sai Than, 2003, my translation).

What we can see here is perhaps Sai Than‘s exposition of what it means to be
Shan at the beginning of the 21st century. On one level, rock and a ―heavy rock‖ style
becomes a source of cultural pride, allowing one to move from tradition to become
―modern.‖ As Sai Than puts it, he presents rock in a heavy style because he wants the
Shan to ―khued kab khued pan,‖ meaning to catch up with the world, to be contemporary.
The style represents a form of cultural production that many young Shans can claim as
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their own, thereby enabling them to feel proud of their identities. On the other level, while
being ―modern‖ encompasses rock and roll, Sai Than weds the concept of modern in his
music with the desire to preserve Shan ―traditional‖ culture in his lyrical content. The
dichotomy of identity construction, progress on the one hand, fear that old certainties are
lost on the other, finds an expression in Sai Than‘s music and lyrics.
It is crucial to note here that the Shan term equivalent to race or ethnicity is ―kur,‖
normally used as a compound term ―jur-kur.‖ In general usage, kur has two connotations.
In the first usage, kur refers to a creeping plant that grows everywhere. The second usage
carries implications of lineage or family. So race or extended family, kur Tai (the
Shan/Tai race), or kur Palaung (the Palaung race), for example. ―Jur‖ is normally
prefixed to kur, and is used as a kind, a sort or a visible element with which one can claim
to belong to a given kur. Sai Than‘s song lyrics below exemplify an interesting link
between race, gender and heavy metal. While the concept of race as extended family is
expressed in the song, it gets transferred onto women‘s bodies. Women‘s bodies become a
symbol of race and nation, and the heavy metal style associated with rapid playing,
virtuosity, gruff vocals, and loud screaming becomes a way of teaching morality to
women. In Fang Lee Lee (Watch Out!), Sai Than shows how the notion of race gets
conflated with the notion of nation and gender, through the style of heavy metal.
Fang Lee Lee (Watch Out!)
The earth quakes, but the Shan race still continues,
People break apart, race is erased.
Our customs should be preserved and remembered
We are the Shan,
Don‘t let our blood mix with others.
We should do this so that our race will not disappear.
If we are not careful, our race will be wiped out.
The earth quakes, but the Shan race still continues,
People break, race is erased
Think about it, girls!
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You only think of marrying men from other races
Let our race disappear
If you still mix with other races, our race will be gone
(written by Sai Than, 2003, my translation).

Outside the heavy metal realm, Sai Than‘s life and songs reflect both gender
relations in Shan society and peculiar features of Burmese society as a whole. The
economic situation has left two solutions possible for the inhabitants of Burma: engage in
small trades or practicing self-sufficiency, that is, output not offered for sale, or migrate to
seek work in other areas in Burma or in Thailand. While the price of goods keeps
increasing, the payment for any input of labor is below the level necessary for
subsistence. Those who stay put in town like Sai Than choose to be unemployed even if
work is available, because payment is very low. Being unemployed, Burmese men often
hang out at tea shops or hang out with friends playing guitar. For these boys, music – a
form of pleasure that can be attained with little or no cost – has become a way of
expressing themselves. Playing guitar becomes part of what it means to be a man in
Burmese society. How can we then make sense of the aspiration to become a singer on the
part of these young Shan men? On the one hand, it is ironic that decades of economic
mismanagement by the Burmese Government has created a Burma full of young men who
aspire to be singers. On the other, music, as we can see, is a public space where men hang
out to listen or sing to express themselves or to express their love for women, whereas
girls stay home and take care of their families. While boys go out to the public domain
and look for ways to describe themselves though music, girls are subject to spatial control
and family responsibilities. In fact, Sai Than‘s aspiration is no different from that of other
young Shans, for whom music has become a way of mediating their late modern desire to
experience new aspects of their selves. Nevertheless, when the desire to express oneself is
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wedded with heavy metal, masculinity embodies a double sense: man as public space and
man as moral controller.

One Language, One Nation
If Sai Than is an angry Shan singer, Sai Saing Jom Fa is the opposite. Educated,
polite, and singing only original compositions, Sai Saing Jom Fa is everything many
Shans may want their singer to be. But there is something about him that makes him not
quite yet a superstar. Perhaps he is too educated; maybe his music is too sophisticated and
his lyrics are too intelligent. This section explores Sai Saing Jom Fa‘s struggle to produce
Shan pop music that highlights the relationship between ideas about cultural authenticity
and the politics of identity.
Now in his 30s, Sai Saing Jom Fa has produced many albums and is one of the
most famous Shan singers. He became interested in pop music when he studied at
Mandalay University. It should be noted that during the 1980s-90s, there was a popular
practice among university students in several major cities in Burma: male students
performed outside female dormitories on university campuses. These amateur singers
often stayed up the whole night singing and playing music with friends, wooing female
students at the same time. Because female students were not allowed to leave the
dormitories after 6 pm., they often threw small pieces of paper out the window requesting
their favorite songs. Those who played requested songs would in turn get food and snacks
sent by admiring female audiences--via campus security guards. Some female students
communicated by turning lights in their room on and off as a sign of their appreciation. In
general, it can be argued that this custom developed out of the long tradition of village
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boys visiting girls‘ houses in the evening to chat, or the boys‘ practice of walking back
and forth near their houses singing or playing an instrument (Fink 2001: 202). Sai Saing
Jom Fa recalled that when he attended Mandalay University, he often performed in front
of girls‘ dormitories many nights a week. Sometimes, he and his friends would go to a
dormitory where they knew that there were many Shan female students. Then he would
sing Shan songs for them. Sai Saing Jom Fa boasted that he could compete with other
amateur Burmese musicians because he invested in a powerful amplifier, so it generated a
better sound.
While studying at Mandalay University, Saing Jom Fa met with Sai Khamlek, a
famous Shan composer. At that time, Sai Khamlek was already one of the most famous
figures in Burmese pop music for the band, the Wild Ones, he formed with Sai Htee
Saing. Though the Wild Ones gained huge popularity singing in Burmese language, Sai
Khamlek, as the president of Shan literature and culture committee in Mandalay, still
wanted to write songs in Shan language. In Sai Khamlek‘s view, Shan music could carry
with it Shan spoken dialects and the Shan alphabet, materials not otherwise available in
Burma to Shan audiences. Sai Saing Jom Fa became his student, not in a strict sense of
student and teacher, but more of a senior-junior, master/apprentice relationship. Later Sai
Khamlek wrote songs for Sai Saing Jom Fa and Sai Khamlek‘s daughter to sing in a duo
album that came out in the 1980s. All the songs on the album were written by Sai Kham
Lek. The lyrics predominantly talk about aspects of being Shan, preserving Shan culture
and urge young Shans to be proud of themselves.
When Saing Jom Fa graduated from Mandalay University, he came back to his
hometown in Muse. There, Sai Saing Jom Fa runs a shop that sells watches, bags and
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other products from China. Muse is across the border from the Chinese town of Ruili,
where the economy is dependent on the huge amount of trade that flows into Burma.
Traders and goods come back and forth from Ruili, crossing the Ruili River in a daily
ritual that also includes the trafficking of drugs and sex workers. Everyday, Sai Saing Jom
Fa crosses the border to buy Chinese products to sell at his shop in Muse. Because of the
thriving economy, Muse breeds many Shan singers who earn enough to invest in their
own albums. Among them, Saing Jom Fa is the most famous. In addition, since Muse is
on the border with China, recording studios in the town can afford to import musical
equipment. In this respect, Shan singers in Muse do not have difficulty gaining access to
and controlling the means of production of recordings. What they strive for is how to
reach audiences elsewhere.
What is then significant about being a singer from this town? The central point
perhaps lies in the fact that people in northern Shan State speak a different dialect of Shan
or Tai. But when they sing, they sing with a different dialect than the one they speak. It is
crucial to note here that the Shan living in Burma can be divided into three subgroups
according to dialects and their self-designation. Each group speaks a different dialect and
has developed their own script independently from each other. These three subgroups are
1) the Tai Mao in the area around northern Shan State, a few miles north and south of the
stretch of Nammao (or Shweli) River between Muse and Namkham as well as the western
Yunnan in China; 2) the Tai Long, the southern Shan who inhabit the central and southern
heart of Shan State down to northern Thailand; and 3) the Tai Hkun in the eastern plains
and river valleys of Kengtung. Among these three groups, the Tai Long constitute more
than 60% of the Shan population of Burma. Being the majority, the Tai Long try to
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establish themselves as the center of the ―imagined‖ Shan/Tai community through various
practices including the construction of narratives of ―nation,‖ religious practices, and the
use of Tai Long dialect and script (see Michio 2007, Smerchai 2003). As Tai Long is
spoken by the largest proportion of the population in the Shan State, the Shan Literature
and Cultural Committee wants Tai Long dialect and script to be used by all Shan
everywhere. In their view, by speaking one language, Shan everywhere could feel
integrated. In addition, because the government has had a ban on using Shan language as
a medium of instruction in school since 1962, after General Ne Win seized power, Shan
intellectuals and nationalists fear language loss among the young generation. The Shan
Literature and Cultural Committee (Kaw Lik Lai Lae Fing Ngay Tai), which has
representatives in every town in Shan State, has been attempting to campaign for a ―Shan
speaking Shan‖ project and to teach Tai Long script outside the Burmese school system
(Michio 2007). They set-up summer schools throughout Shan State to teach Tai Long
script to both adult villagers and Shan children, even though they face difficulties in
negotiating with the Burmese Government. Along with the attempt of the Shan Literature
and Cultural Committee, Shan musicians see themselves—through their singing—as
helping to carry Shan language to audiences everywhere, even in remote areas to illiterate
people. Their claims about singing for the sake of preserving Shan language may speak to
the issue of Burmanization that has subordinated other ethnic minority languages, cultures
and religions for decades. What is interesting here is that these singers from Muse, who in
their everyday lives speak the Tai Mao dialect, have come to accept central Shan language
as the medium of their songs. The reason perhaps lies in the market, as singing in Tai
Long can reach a wider audience. But in so doing, their songs become a way of
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standardizing spoken language. This medium is specifically suitable to the diverse
population of the Shan, some of whom have been educated in Burmese language but still
speak Shan in everyday life. Others are illiterate. Among many illiterate Shans
everywhere, though they speak different dialects in everyday life, they have come to
visualize in a general way the existence of thousands and thousands like themselves. They
do this not through ―print-language‖ which is central in Anderson‘s ―imagined
communities‖ (1991), but via ―sung words‖ that are felt in their heads. Singing and
listening provide an occasion of ―unisonality‖; for the echoed physical realization of the
imagined community. Nothing connects them all but imagined sound (Anderson
1991:145).
Perhaps even more intriguing is the fact that audiences tend to say that singers
from the Tai Mao area singing in Tai Long dialect express that dialect better than singers
from Tai Long speaking areas. They say singers from the Tai Mao area pronounce Tai
Long words more accurately, and thus more beautifully. When I asked Sai Saing Jom Fa
and other Tai Mao singers why this is so, they said because they sing ―what is written,‖
whereas the form of Tai Long dialect spoken in everyday life has already been corrupted
due to the influence of the Burmese sound system (for example, the word ―Tsai‖ or ―Jai‖
in Shan, which is used in front of a male name, is often pronounced ―Sai‖ by a Tai Long
speaker, and this is seen as a phonological influence from Burmese). In this respect, I
would argue, songs become a way of conveying literacy, and the audience expects to hear
words sung ―correctly;‖ i.e. pronounced the same way that they are written.
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Female Rock and Roll
There had never been such a female rocker as Nang Sara before in the Shan pop
music movement. Her voice is gruff and deep, and she sports an aggressive vocal style.
Many Shan audiences expressed their distaste for her singing to me, saying that ―a woman
should not sing like a man.‖ One Shan audience member working in Chiang Mai told me
that her friend lent her Nang Sara‘s cassette, she played it for the first few minutes and
felt that she wanted to throw it away. Nang Sara‘s aspiration to be a female rock star can
be seen as reflecting a modern desire to express a new aspect of one‘s self. But it is not
easy for women in the masculine world of rock music, as thrashing guitar and screaming
seem acceptable for only boys.
Nang Sara was born in Namkham, an ancient city in northern Shan State, on the
border with China. It is interesting that two towns in northern Shan State, Muse and
Namkham, breed singers to the point of outnumbering those who come from the rest of
the towns in Shan State. Most of them are from trading families who move goods and
jewelry back and forth between Burma and China. Nang Sara‘s story shares
commonalities with those of all typical Tai Mao boys and girls who grew up in quite
wealthy families and were sent to Rangoon or Mandalay for education. When they finish
university, they often come back to set up their own families, and start a new business or
take up the family business. But Nang Sara‘s story is different. Born in a Christian family
amidst the majority of Buddhists in Shan State, Nang Sara grew up singing in church. Her
father was a civil servant and also a singer and a songwriter at Namkham Church. Her
mother was the first woman to play a guitar at Namkham for the choir. It should be noted
here the existence of a sizeable Christian community in the Namkham area. In 1940, an
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American doctor born in a missionary family in Rangoon, Dr. Gordon Seagrave, came to
Namkham to set up a hospital. The reason why it had to be this particular town is
unknown, but according to his biography, the American Baptist Foreign Mission with the
assistance of Johns Hopkins Medical School sent him to Namkham to take charge of a 20bed hospital. At that time, Namkham was a village near the Chinese border on the not-yetbuilt Burma Road. After the American doctor-cum-missionary set up the hospital and
trained many local girls to be nurses, he built a church (Seagrave 1944, 1946). After that,
a Christian community in Namkham developed. Nowadays, Namkham is one of the few
areas in Shan State where Christian communities persist.
Growing up listening to the church choir, Nang Sara started to sing onstage at
Sunday school when she was 7. She grew up listening to rock groups like Gun & Roses,
Cinderella and Aerosmith that were easily accessible for the town inhabitants via the
border trade with China. Later, she learned to play bass and rhythm guitar, and performed
occasionally onstage. At university, she followed her male friends to perform in front of
girls‘ dormitories. Typically, no female students were allowed to go out with the male
group to perform in front of female dormitories, Nang Sara was an exception, as she lived
in a private dormitory outside campus and thus was allowed to go out with male friends
occasionally.
Being a rock fan, Nang Sara always dreamed of Rangoon where there were
recording studios and famous songwriters, and where women were starting to have a
place in rock. Nang Sara wanted to sing in Burmese because, in her view, Burmese
audiences appreciated rock, and in the early nineties female rockers had established their
place in the Burmese music scene. Although she viewed Rangoon as the best place to
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develop her talents, once she came to Rangoon in the early 90s to test her voice for
recording, she realized that to record in Burmese language required a lot of money, as she
was not yet an established singer. For example, Burmese songwriters charge ten times
more than what Shan songwriters charge; in addition some Shan songwriters would write
songs for free. As Nang Sara put it, ―they even thank you that you sing their songs.‖ In
contrast, she felt that the Shan audience had yet to understand rock music. When singing
in Burmese was no longer an option, Nang Sara reconciled her needs of self-expression
by turning to sing in Shan. On her first album, she included only a few heavy rock songs
with the majority being soft rock.
Nang Sara‘s first album came out in 1997. It included many ―copied songs‖
including ―My Heart Will Go On‖ by Celine Dion, among others. It came out in the form
of cassette tape, as at that time VCD technology was still not popular and was expensive
in terms of production. She stated that the album was not successful, not because it was
rock but because she was a new artist. While, in terms of selling copies, Nang Sara is not
considered a successful artist, what she has accomplished is in her ability to entertain
audience on stage. She jumps around on the stage, even when performing in traditional
Shan costume. The owner of a cassette store in a municipal town in Shan State told me
that audiences started to ask for her record after they saw her live performance in town at
a New Year‘s concert.
After her first album, Nang Sara went to Rangoon to earn a certificate in church
music at Rangoon University. There she met Sai La, who was editor of a Shan magazine
and an important figure in Shan Literature and Cultural Committee. Sai La had
connections with Shan exiles in Chiang Mai, northern Thailand, and connected her with a
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Shan songwriter in Chiang Mai. This triadic geography of relationships between Muse in
northern Shan State, Rangoon, the capital city of Burma, and Chiang Mai, a major urban
area in northern Thailand, needs a little bit of explanation. As I mentioned earlier, there
exist Shan communities in northern Thailand. Those communities may be divided into
several categories; rural communities settled predominantly in remote districts of Mae
Hong Son and Chiang Rai provinces, commercial immigrants settled in urban areas of
Chiang Mai, and former militants or armed irregulars who congregate mainly in Chiang
Mai. Sa Ka Ha was a former soldier of Khun Sa‘s Mong Tai Army (MTA). After Khun Sa
surrendered to the Rangoon government in 1995, Sa Ka Ha settled down in Chiang Mai
and worked as a Shan activist in exile. While he was in the army, Sa Ka Ha wrote many
political songs as a member of the band ―Jerng Laew.‖ These songs were produced as
cassette albums but the distribution was limited as they contained solely political songs
(see chapter 5 for more detail on the band Jerng Laew).
Though Sa Ka Ha‘s songs are not done in a heavy metal style, his voice, which is
gruff, and his deep vocal style made him a unique singer. Nang Sara likes his voice and
always performs his songs onstage at shows and festivals at her home town. Here we have
Nang Sara, who wants to make her move in producing her next album, and we have Sa Ka
Ha, who is in exile and wants his songs to be circulated widely to an audience inside
Burma. We also have Sai La, who has connections on both sides of the border. The end
product is Nang Sara‘s new album, which contains political lyrics sung in heavy rock
style. By political, I do not mean overtly political. Nang Sara knows that she lives in a
country where many writers, cartoonists, and artists are in jail for their critique of the
military government. Some Shan singers made a comment that they thought she was
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brave to sing Sa Ka Ha‘s songs. But Nang Sara has carefully chosen only songs she sees
as containing hidden messages or cloaked sentiments, and therefore are safe to sing.
A year after her ―Boat‖ album came out on cassette, Nang Sara released a karaoke
VCD. In the VCD version of the album, Nang Sara includes 8 out of the 14 songs on her
original cassette album. In the videos on the VCD, Nang Sara confirms that rock is a male
world by her ways of dressing and dancing, which present images of masculinity. It is
only by becoming ―one of the boys,‖ singing in a man voice, and wearing boys‘ outfits
that she can be a rock singer. And by singing cover versions of ―men‘s songs,‖ she can
speak of politics. Nang Sara‘s life reflects a peculiar characteristic of Shan pop music.
Not only do Shan adopt rock culture from the West, they also adopt the ―male world‖ in
Western rock ideology. In arguing that Nang Sara has to adopt certain masculine ways in
order to sing rock, I am not suggesting that masculinity is always wedded with the notion
of ―nation.‖ What we see here is one example of the conflation of the two. On the one
hand, Burmese social life is male-dominant, women are not visible in public space. A
woman who wants to express herself musically in such a culture needs to adapt certain
masculine mannerisms and style. On the other hand, the expression of Shan ―nation‖ is
highly inflected by male spokesmen. Hence, by embodying masculinity in her female
body, Nang Sara is then allowed to be political.
As we can see, Nang Sara is not a typical female Shan singer in any sense. It
would be a mistake to view her as representative of female Shan singers. The reason I
have emphasized her story is that her life and aspirations tell us about a Shan music world
that seems to offer limited space for women. Not only are there very few female artists
who succeed in this career, but to be a Shan singer, some women start out making a
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―back-talk‖ album responding to a specific male artist. When a man has released a record,
a woman singer then records its ―twin‖ using the same melodies but with lyrics which
serve as a ―reply‖ to the lyrics on the original album. Nang Sara represents an attempt to
break out from all these constraints. But it is only by working in a man-made mold, by
singing in a man‘s voice, that she is allowed to rock.
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Chapter 2
Living on Both Sides of the Border

On the stage at Wat Kutao, a Buddhist temple located in the heart of the city of
Chiang Mai, a Shan woman wearing a Shan costume is moving around the stage while
singing her trademark song ―Tai Tuk Tong Yu‖ (Shan Still Remember). Thousands of
Shan migrants pack into the temple grounds, singing along to their nationalist ballad at a
volume that one could hear echoing throughout the temple grounds. The singer is Nang
Sara who was brought from Shan State, Burma to perform at a three-day festival in
Chiang Mai which was held to commemorate the Shan New Year. In 2005, the Shan New
Year celebrated its 2100th anniversary. It falls on the first of December 2005, a month
ahead of the Western calendar. The lyrics of her song are as follows:
From time immemorial,
From the time people had not seen the mountains,
From the time no one had crossed the Salween River,
We, the Shan, still remember,
Because we were here before.
We are the original inhabitants of this place,
We preceded others into this place, who would argue?
We, the Shan, still remember.
Our ancestor‘s bones now turn to dust and soil,
Their sweat and blood cultivate our rice fields,
Their hearts are our seeds and plants
We, the Shan, still remember
We don‘t need to say anything, history is there,
We have been taking guns and swords throughout history
Until now, our hands still smell gunpowder,
We, the Shan, still remember
(composed by Sai Khamlek, n.d.[1975], my translation)

Note that the words of her song point to the relationship between Shan people and
their place in Burma, emphasizing the status of Shan as the first people in Burma who
therefore have claim to the land where they are now as an ethnic minority under Burmese
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rule. Ironically, though, the performance takes place in Thailand, and the audience
consists primarily of Shan migrant workers who live away from their homeland, in the
cosmopolitan city of Chiang Mai. While the words of her song may evoke the image of
homeland, the question remains: does the fact that she is a Shan singer from Shan State
make her song more meaningful or authentic to those Shan living away from home?
Every day thousands of Shan migrants in Chiang Mai tune into the daily radio
broadcast in Shan or buy a VCD or cassette at local festivals. Played on radios and at
concerts, and sold at markets in the form of cassettes and VCDs, Shan pop music has been
an important medium for connecting Shan migrants with their ―home‖ in the Shan State.
In Chapter 1, I discussed how Shan pop music has been shaped by diverse and conflicting
ideologies within the broader framework of Burmese society, i.e. state regulation, ethnonationalism, the desire of the Shan to express themselves by means of modern technology,
and the practice of copying and borrowing to enhance one‘s own capital. This chapter
moves across geographical territory, by following Shan subjects who are on the move,
and describes the cross-border flows of musical products that follow these people.
Throughout my dissertation, I provide examples of heterogeneity among the Shan migrant
community in Chiang Mai and the diversity in both form and content of this medium once
it flows across the border. However, this chapter focuses specifically on the consumption
of audio cassettes and video CDs which carry Shan pop music produced by Shan
songwriters and singers living in Burma to the Shan migrant community in Chiang Mai. I
explore how Shan pop music that is produced and situated under local industries, material
culture and aesthetic values in Burma translates in this space of flow. This chapter also
focuses mainly on the recent wave of Shan migrants from Burma. I try to piece together
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how migrants appropriate, reject, and modify this medium in the process of the social
construction of Shan ethnic identity. I also look at how their engagement and
interpretation of Shan pop music can reveal the meanings individual and collective Shan
migrants ascribe to the notions of homeland and ―nation‖.

The Shan Migrant Community in Chiang Mai
For the migrants I interviewed, migrating to a place far from home was not a
strange thing to do. In the past decade or so, leaving home has become a normal and
expected part of life in the imagination of most Shans. Even remote villages are tied to
Thailand by connections of departed friends and relatives, and it is difficult to find anyone
who does not have at least one family member living across the border. One Shan girl
mentioned the reason that brought her into Thailand was that every day she saw her
friends leaving. The sight of her peers leaving for Thailand day by day made her feel that
she could not stay in her village anymore. Some left home without informing their parents
about their decision, others left home first as pioneers, and later their parents followed.
Shan migrants tend to migrate at a young age, normally between 15 – 25 years old. It is
therefore, not surprising that trafficking networks have developed to move these workers
from Shan areas into Thailand and onward to work sites throughout the country (Beyrer
2001: 544). Among Shan migrants themselves, not everyone began their stories with what
had brought them to Chiang Mai. Rather, they asked each other about how much they
paid in order to get into Chiang Mai. During the time of my fieldwork (2006-6), the
average amount that a Shan migrant would pay a middleman or trafficking network for
moving them from the border of Burma into the city of Chiang Mai was around 6,000 to
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8,000 Baht (US$150-200; the exchange rate at the time of my research was around 40
baht to 1 US dollar). Given that working in Burma, one could earn around 300-700 kyat
(around 10-20 bath or US$ 0.25-0.50) a day for manual labor, we might assume that those
who migrate are not the poorest of the Shan. This is however not the case, as migrants
pursue their goals by borrowing money from their relatives in Shan State. They are
normally able to pay back their debt after a year of working in Thailand.
Beyrer (2001: 545) writes that Shan today can speak and be understood by people
using the northern Thai dialect, and are ethnically indistinguishable from the northern
Thais. Shan women can easily ―pass‖ as northern Thais, which will be revealed to be
significant later. While I agree that Shan men and women can easily pass as northern
Thais due to their similar physical features, I would argue that Shan today cannot speak
and be understood by northern Thais; the two languages are not mutually comprehensible.
Though it is easier for Shan migrants than other ethnic Burmese workers, for example, the
Karen or the Burman, to learn Thai, the ease and the effort is placed on the Shan side to
learn Thai, whereas the northern Thais would find it difficult to understand Shan. This is
similar to mutual intelligibility issues across languages like Portuguese and Spanish, for
instance. It is generally much easier for native Portuguese speakers to understand Spanish
speakers than the reverse.
Furthermore, the situation of Shan migrants in Chiang Mai is more complex than
simply the issue of whether one can speak Thai or not. On the one hand, ethnic Shan
migrants in Thailand have more advantages than other ethnic migrants due to the
language similarity between the Shan and the northern Thai dialect. Being Shan has
become commoditized as business owners prefer to hire Shan migrant workers over other
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ethnic workers. However, the Thai state assigns social status to the Shans as ―raeng ngan
tang dao san chat phama‖ or ―alien worker from Burma‖ regardless of ethnicity, as Thais
seem unable to differentiate them from other ethnic Burmese workers. The perception of
the Shan by the Thai public is thus complicated and contradictory. I have heard from
many Shan who have experienced painfully how their employers cannot distinguish them
from ethnic Burman Burmese workers and refer them as ―pen khon phama‖ (Burmese
people) to other Thais without being sensitive about the difference between the Burman
Burmese and the Shan Burmese. Given that the hostility between the Shan and the
Burmese government has steadily increased in recent years due to the regime‘s human
rights violence and economic mismanagement, Shan migrant workers often find it
difficult and painful to be seen as Burman Burmese. Shan migrants often say that they are
upset when the Thai cannot differentiate them from other Burmese despite the fact they
think the Thai and Shan are close cousins and both share similar culture and language.
Most Shan migrating to Chiang Mai to find a job already have pre-existing
networks and contacts with family members or friends. They come to Chiang Mai to find
their relatives, their friends and people who have been here before to help them find work
and a place to stay. I often found that Shan from the same town or the same village tend to
stay and work together at the same place. For instance, at one construction site I found
that most of the workers were from the town of Panglong in Shan State. At a secondhand
clothing shop which has about five to six branches around the city, all the workers are
Shan from the town of San Hwe. Ten papaya salad vendors who are hired by one owner
are from the town of Hsi Paw. And at a large transportation company in Chiang Mai,
about 200 workers were from the town of Lang Kher in Shan State. One construction site
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may host 50-100 Shan migrant who come from the same hometown in Shan State. Thus
living in Chiang Mai, Shan migrants may find themselves living in a familiar environment
where everyday they encounter friends, relatives and a prevalence of Shan language, as
well as Shan food. However, as many of them are living without documentation, they tend
to keep a low profile. They constantly fear being arrested by the Thai police, who
periodically clamp down on the construction sites, or block the streets in search for illegal
migrants (who usually use motorbikes as a mode of transportation).
Here I should mention the system of documenting migrant labor in Thailand. Prior
to 2004, there were many Cabinet Resolutions attempting to deal with regulating illegal
migrant labor. The systems in place to deal with this issue, however, were confusing and
inconsistent (in terms of provinces that migrants were allowed to register, as well as in
terms of categories and procedures) (see Kritiya 2005). In 2004, the Cabinet Resolution
came out with a new policy, allowing all migrants from Burma, Cambodia and Laos
residing in the country to be registered for an official work permit. The document,
however, restricts their movement to the area in which they are registered and is valid for
only one year. The cost of registration is 3,800 baht (US$ 95 at the time of my research).
As a result of this open policy, in 2004, almost 1.3 million migrants registered and of that
number 814,000 applied for work permits with Ministry of Labor (Huguet and Punpuing
2005, Kritiya 2005). In Chiang Mai in 2004, almost 80,000 migrant laborers from Burma
eligible for work permits and of these numbers, 48,619 applied and obtained work permits
(Department of Labor, Chiang Mai Office 2005). It is estimated that more than 90% of
this group were ethnic Shan nationals from Burma, although, as stated, the Thai state
assigns documented status to them as ―alien workers from Burma‖ regardless of their
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ethnicity. Of 11 categories in which that migrants can register to work, in 2006, it is
reported that 34 % of migrant workers in Chiang Mai were working in construction sites,
30% in agriculture, 20% under the ―general labor‖ category, and 11% were working as
housemaids (Department of Labor, Chiang Mai Office 2006). Outside those official
categories, we can find Shan migrants in Chiang Mai working in construction sites,
restaurants, factories, transportation businesses, as food vendors or self-employed. In
Chiang Mai, like everywhere in this country, low- paying jobs involve everything from
construction work, serving as a housemaid, food vendors, and selling in the markets. In
the countryside, most of the jobs involve agriculture such as fruit picking or nursing
orange trees. In recent years, Thai farmers in the border provinces have increasingly relied
on migrant labor. Thus, over the past few years, when large numbers of Shans migrate
from Burma, many head first to stay with friends and relatives in border agricultural
communities. 9 Farm workers tend to stay in huts in the fields. Wages range from 50 to
100 (US$1.25 to $2.50) baht a day, but the work is seasonal and sporadic. Many migrants
who try to survive on farms later move to cities in the hope that they can survive better
with construction work or in service sector jobs.
In Chiang Mai, Shan migrants often live in cheap apartments or rental houses.
Large numbers of construction workers live together in corrugated iron or bamboo shacks

9

Shan Human Rights Foundation (SHRF) reports that Fang district of northern Chiang Mai
province is where the majority (an estimated 60%) of Shan refugees have initially headed on arrival
in Thailand. This is mainly because Fang and its adjoining districts lie in an area of intensive
agriculture, where there is a high demand for wage labor, mainly in the rapidly expanding orange
industry. There were also ready established routes and networks of contracts for seasonal migrant
laborers from Shan State, so new refuges arrivals had a high chance of finding work immediately to
support themselves. It should be noted, however, that SHRF report focuses mainly on the Shan
refugees fleeing persecution, hence are not simply migrant workers. See ―Charting the Exodus from
Shan State‖ http://www.shanland.org/resources/bookspub/humanrights/Chartingtheexodus.pdf
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at the construction sites. In recent years, due to the large number of Shan migrants living
in the city, several new jobs have been created to cater to Shan migrants. This includes
shop owners for Shan products, roving vendors on motorbikes carrying Shan food to the
construction sites, illegal bankers who send remittances to Shan State, printing houses for
invitation cards in Shan language, home video editing for Shan people and so on.
In terms of transnational connections, Shan migrants in Chiang Mai maintain
strong ties to their homeland via letters and telephone as mode of communication and
remittances. When I traveled in Shan State, it became clear to me that remittances from
Thailand are the largest single source of household income for the majority of Shan
households. Many have traveled back home to visit families at least once since arriving in
Thailand. Although many Shan migrants express their concern that it has become more
difficult to visit families in Shan State and return to Thailand, what makes it possible to
travel back and forth between the two countries depends on saving a sufficient amount of
money to pay the traffic network and the Thai policemen.
During 2005-2006, I interviewed and made close contact with about 30 Shan
migrants living in the city of Chiang Mai. They had migrated to seek work within the past
decade (1990s-2000s). The period of time since they had left home ranged between 1-8
years with the average being 3-5 years. I contacted them through a circle of friends,
through Shan radio programs, and by seeking out those who travel to religious festivals or
concerts. In terms of occupations, about four males were construction workers, three
males were painters, three males worked as hired sellers in shops, three males did
restaurant work, one worked as a security guard, and two males were self-employed. As
for women, three were housemaids, four were hired sellers in the markets (either at fresh
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markets or souvenir shops), two worked in small factories, two were hostesses in karaoke
bars, five worked in restaurants and two were self-employed (one owned a street stall
selling papaya salad, the other made souvenirs as a sub-contractor). Most of them were
between 18-30 years of age. Only a few were older than 30. As for their level of
education, the range is between none to grade 10. Three women had entered universities
in Burma but left before earning their degrees (one worked as a housemaid, the other two
worked as hired sellers in the markets). No one claims to have been associated with any
Shan insurgent groups at home but a few who had entered college in Burma said that they
had been involved with the Shan cultural movement in Burma, which aims to promote the
pride of being Shan through linguistic and cultural recognition such as teaching Shan
language to villagers during summer school. In terms of income, they earned around
3,000 - 6,000 (US$75-150 at US$1 to 40 baht) bath per month. The average monthly
income of my informants as housemaids or waiters was 3,000 baht (US$ 75). However,
many of them held two jobs (day and night shift) in order to save enough money to send
back home. It is, therefore, difficult to estimate their average income. As I have discussed
in Chapter 1, there are several dialects spoken among different sub-groups of Shan people
in the Shan State in Burma (of which the Tai Long makes up around 60% of 4-5 million
Shans). Shan migrants to whom I refer to in this chapter (and throughout my dissertation)
predominantly came from the area of central Shan State where Tai Long dialect is spoken.
10

10

The reason few Tai Mao or Shans from the area of northern Shan State, where Tai Mao dialect
is spoken, migrate to seek work in Chiang Mai is perhaps due to the fact that this area is thriving
economically because it borders China. As I was told, many young Shans from this area after
graduating from universities in Burma either return home to run their own businesses (which is
made possible from cross-border exchanges with China), or migrate to seek work in Singapore or
Malaysia instead. As for the Tai Khun (from the Keng Tung area which is close to northern
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My discussion below on the consumption of Shan pop music among Shan migrants in
Chiang Mai is based on my interviews and informal conversations with the sample group
referred to above.

Cultural Consumption
In Chiang Mai, where the Shan migrant community exists in great numbers,
musical products in the form of VCDs and tape cassettes are readily available. VCDs and
cassettes spill across Burma‘s borders and are consumed widely by Shans living in
Chiang Mai. As Shan migrant workers continue to consume popular musical artifacts
produced from across the border in Burma, local distributors order those cassettes and
VCDs from Tachilek, a border town in Burma, 200 kilometers north of Chiang Mai, to
sell in the city. In the city of Chiang Mai, Shan VCDs and cassettes can be circulated
through roughly four channels. Firstly, there are a few permanent cassette stores that carry
Shan cassettes and VCDs; most of them are located behind Wat Papao, a Shan temple
situated in the middle of Chiang Mai city. Secondly, there are several local markets that
open once or twice or thrice a week located around the city and the suburbs of Chiang
Mai. Recently, due to the large number of Shans dispersed throughout the city, some local
retailers have started to carry Shan cassettes and VCDs along with other Shan or Burmese
products to sell at these local markets. Thirdly, Shan audiences can buy Shan musical
Thailand), due to their dialect which is closely related to northern Thai dialect (closer than Tai
Long is to northern Thai), it is possible that they assimilate into the northern Thai community
easier than the Tai Long from central Shan State. The reasons I hardly find informants who identify
themselves as Tai Khun may stem from various reasons: they may not intermingle with the Shan or
the Tai Long migrants, or they migrate to seek work in Bangkok rather than Chiang Mai. I was also
told by Shan/Tai Long migrants that Tai Khun girls often find work in Thai sex trade. Thus, even
though there are a number of them in Chiang Mai, they might not be visible like the large
population of Tai Long migrants.
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products from motorbike vendors or pick-up truck drivers who carry a small collection of
pirated Shan VCDs along with Shan food to sell at construction sites around the city.
Most of these vendors are Shan, with a few Thais who do not read or understand Shan
language yet manage to sell Shan products. The last channel on which the circulation of
Shan media in this city relies heavily is local festivals and cultural events organized by
and for Shan migrant workers. During the festivals, normally held at temples, there are
several bootleggers selling Shan VCD karaoke and cassette tapes along with Shan food,
clothes and other items. The festivals are generally held around 6-7 times a year and last
for three days. For Shan migrants, festivals provide opportunities for them to meet friends
and relatives as well as to buy Shan commodities such as food and Shan music in the form
of cassettes or VCDs.
In Burma, cassettes are still popular among rural Shan audiences. The advent of
the VCD as the new primary domestic movie-viewing technology, and cheap VCD
players imported from China, have made VCDs the dominant Shan music medium for
Shan living in Thailand. As for the Shan music VCD market in Thailand, although both
copyrighted and pirated copies are available, the customers prefer to buy the latter which
are a little cheaper (copyrighted Shan VCDs cost around 100baht [US$ 2.50] while
pirated VCDs cost 70-80 baht [US$ 2]). On the distribution side, profits are increased by
purchasing one original copy and then making several copies.
It is crucial to note here that by referring to Shan pop music, I mean the songs that
are written and sung by Shan singers and composers from both sides of the border of
Thailand and Burma. In terms of musical style, Shan pop music uses Western
instruments, including electric guitar, organ and drums, and feature melodies that are their
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own or taken from Chinese, Thai as well as Western sources. For the majority of Shan
songs today, melodies are, however, taken from Thai sources. Lyrics are in Shan. The
distinction between ―original‖ and ―copy‖ is significant in Shan pop music. Some Thais
who have heard Shan songs playing at construction sites or from their Shan employees‘
personal cassette or VCD players often laugh and say that these songs are just Thai songs
sung in Shan language. While some singers and songwriters express pride in their original
melodies by printing on the cassette or VCD‘s cover ―siang khong toe‖ (original tunes),
others who copy tunes from Thai or other sources state that Shan audiences prefer copied
tunes sung in Shan lyrics to original tunes. This is a crucial point which I will return to
later.
In terms of the places that produce the music, I categorize Shan pop music into
three categories: 1) songs produced by singers who live in Shan State, Burma; 2) albums
produced by those whom I call ―transnational insurgents‖ who are either formerly or
currently associated with Shan insurgent armies; 11 and 3) albums produced by Shan
migrants living in Thailand. While it is difficult to estimate the overall market share
between the three main categories in the Shan music industry due to the problem of
piracy, considering the production side, we can assume that the majority of music albums
are produced in Shan State, Burma and constitute more than 90 % of the total market. In
terms of content, while the majority of songs produced by Shan singers from Burma are
love songs, those in the second category are mainly political songs which call for Shan
independence, songs that talk about human rights violation in Burma and how the Shan
11

While in the past two decades or so, there was only Jerng Laew or ―Freedom Way,‖ which has
produced more than 16 albums, beginning in 2000, new bands emerged from among former
militants who live in Chiang Mai or from current insurgents associated with the Shan State Army.
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have been wrongly treated by the Burmese, for example (see Chapter 5). As for the third
category, this decade sees Shan migrants increasingly participating in producing music
albums with themes that relate to the issues facing the average migrant.
Shan music produced from across the border in Burma can cross the border into
Thailand freely and the distribution process, mainly through piracy channels, emerges as a
way to respond to the demand for cultural products that links migrants with the homeland.
Ironically, though, Shan pop music produced by Shan migrants in Thailand lacks the
ability to reach Shan audiences inside Burma. Yet, political songs produced by former or
current Shan militants are smuggled into Burma and are widely known by many in the
Shan State. Perhaps, demand for political songs produced at the border of Thailand is
generated by the hunger for political content by people inside Burma whereas the songs
produced by Shan migrants in Thailand neither contain political content nor are the
singers able to perform on stage in Burma (which is an important way to make themselves
known to the audience).

Consuming the Past, Consuming the Loss
Most of the Shan migrants I interviewed or had informal conversations with
continue listening to Shan pop music produced from across the border in Burma. Living
in Thailand, they are frequent consumers of Thai media in their everyday life. Thai
television soap operas are popular among Shan audiences. As far as music consumption,
however, while some Shan audiences listen to Thai pop songs through radios or buy
cassettes and VCDs of the latest hits, the majority of what they listen to is made up of
Shan pop songs. Some audiences state that they do not have cassette or VCD players but
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they tune in to radio stations broadcast in Shan language and many of them go to concerts
held in various places, mostly at Shan temples.
When asked why they continue listening to Shan pop songs, most Shan migrants I
have had conversations with state that they listen to Shan music because this is what their
lives are really like and because it is sung in their language, and that this is the music they
understand best. Age also contributes to the the range of Shan music that people listen to.
Shan women or men in their 35 up are not so interested in listening to new recordings of
Shan singers, but they do continue listening to and remember songs by Shan singers who
were famous before they departed from Burma. Younger Shans in the age group 18-30
are, however, interested in both the new recordings and old recordings of Shan artists.
Among those under 30 who have been in Thailand from one to ten years (which
comprised my sample group), the favorite Shan artists are 1) Sai Sai Mao, 2) Sai Jerng
Han, and 3) Sai Han Lang. Although all of these artists are male, Nang Khamnong is the
most famous female artist both in Shan State, Burma and in Chiang Mai. Visiting Shan
migrants‘ homes, I find that almost every household have Sai Sai Mao‘s, Sai Han Lang‘s
and Sai Jerng Han‘s albums in their collections. Before embarking on the discussion of
famous singers of contemporary Shan pop music (Sai Jerng Han and Sai Han Lang), I
shall first discuss Sai Sai Mao as he has been the most popular Shan singer of all time. Sai
Sai Mao is also the most requested Shan artist judging from the phone-in requests of two
Shan radio programs in Chiang Mai, AM 1476, Chiang Mai Radio Thailand and FM 99,
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Shan community radio program produced by the staff of MAP (Migrant Assistant Project
Foundation for the Health and Knowledge of Ethnic Laborers). 12
Many of my informants say they love Sai Sai Mao‘s songs because these are songs
they grew up listening to in the Shan State. Sai Sai Mao is a legendary Shan singer and
the best-selling Shan recording artist. He is now in his late 50s. He has been in the Shan
music industry for more than thirty years and has produced more than 20 albums in Shan.
Sai Sai Mao started his career as a singer when he was in northern Thailand in the late
1960s. His first few albums were recorded in Thailand and he often performed in
Thailand during the 1980s. Many of my informants, both males and females, said that Sai
Sai Mao‘s songs remind them about a familiar environment. His songs often refer to
aspects of being Shan living in Burma. There are sentiments of nostalgia and
romanticization for Shan life in Sai Sai Mao‘s songs, depicting Shan State as a land of
idyllic scenery and beautiful people. In Sai Sai Mao‘s songs, symbols such as Shan
fermented beans, Shan mountains, cherry trees that can grow only in the Shan State, Shan
festivals and Shan women are invoked. While most of Sai Sai Mao‘s songs are love
songs, he also sings a few nationalist Shan ballads. The famous ―Likhommai Panglong‖ or
―The Promises of Panglong‖ was sung by Sai Sai Mao during the earlier period of his
12

―Siang Tham Hang Mai‖ (New Voice, Strong Energy) a Shan language community radio
program had been operating on FM 99 thrice a week for more than two years. It was terminated on
September 21, 2006 by the order of the Council for Democratic Reform under Constitutional
Monarchy (CDRM) who staged the coup on Sep 19, 2006. Along with Shan community radio,
other 300 community radio stations in Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai and Mae Hong Son were suspended
broadcasts on orders from the ruling council in order to prevent airing any programming that might
go against the policy of the CDRM. Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai and Lamphun form the political
stronghold of the Thai Rak Thai Party, where many local people are still believed to be loyal to
sacked prime minister Thaksin Shinawatra. The station did, however, reopen in late 2006. See
―Community radio stations shut down,‖ The Nation, September 22, 2006.
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/2006/09/22/national/national_30014319.php
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career. This song had landed him in jail in Burma for two years in the early 1970s because
the song lyrics call for the Burmese government to make good on the promises made in
the Panglong Agreement singed in 1947 by Shan and other non-Burman ethnic leaders
with General Aung San. The Agreement grants the Shan State the right to secede from the
Union of Burma after a period of ten years. But as the core of the Panglong Agreement
has not been observed by successive military regimes, the song condemns the regime as a
betrayer of the Shan ethnic minority. In the past few years, though Sai Sai Mao has not
produced any new albums, Shan migrant audiences continue listening to his old songs that
came out 10-20 years ago, often requesting his songs through the Shan radio programs in
Chiang Mai.
In trying to understand the reason that makes Sai Sai Mao the most famous Shan
artist and much loved by Shan audiences living in Thailand, especially among those over
25 years old, I went back to review Sai Sai Mao‘s previous albums. Though most of the
songs are love songs, some of these albums have a strong orientation towards Shan
audiences with its themes of homeland, belonging, and references to specific Shan
locales, all characteristics that promote the maintenance of ties to the Shan State in
Burma. In Thua Nao Tai (Shan Fermented Beans), Sai Sai Mao uses Shan fermented
beans as a symbol representing all Shan people. He urges Shan to speak Shan language,
studying Shan alphabet, and wear Shan costumes, ―because we eat Shan fermented beans
made by Shan mothers, we are sons and daughters of the Shan motherland‖ (Sai Sai Mao,
Thua Nao Tai, n.d. [1980]).
In terms of musical style, Sai Mao‘s songs are a mixture of country, pop and rock
and roll. Many of his earlier songs are Shan renditions of songs by Teresa Teng. Teresa
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Teng was a Taiwanese pop singer who was tremendously popular throughout Asia in
1970s and 1980s. During her 26-year career, Teng released 25 albums that sold an
astounding 22 million legitimate copies worldwide. Teresa Teng was banned from
performing in China during the Cultural Revolution, but she was more popular in China
than anywhere else. Despite the fact that her music was banned in the mainland as
spiritual pollution due to its content of love and emotion, it snuck into China in the late
1970s through pirated cassettes (Gold 1993). She was also hugely popular in Shan State,
where she came to be known via the radio airwaves (from China) and through the
intrusion of the Kuomintang Army (KMT) into Shan State during the 1970s and 1980s
(she was a daughter of a KMT soldier and she herself was a fervent KMT supporter,
therefore the KMT soldiers were big fans of hers). Sai Mao states that Teresa Teng has a
big influence in his career. Because he liked her songs very much, he took the melodies
and sang Shan renditions of Teresa Teng‘s songs (interview with Sai Sai Mao, September
2005). Her singing style was a soft, almost breathless rendering of sweet melodies. Sai
Mao‘s style of singing can be seen as influenced by Teresa Teng‘s, with a soft, sweet and
crooning style that became a benchmark for him throughout his career. Most of Sai Mao‘s
songs are written by his brother, Sai Lao, and Sai Sai Mao himself. Some of his songs‘
melodies are taken from Thai songs.
Sai Sai Mao‘s songs often refer to specific locales in the Shan State. It is typical in
Sai Sai Mao‘s songs as well as other Shan pop artists to emphasize Shan ―locality‖ in a
concrete way through references to geographical features. Specific place names are
common in lyrics, recalling locations meaningful to the Shan, such as Thung Mao, an area
in Northern Shan State where Shan people believe they historically originate, and
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Tachilek, a Shan town near the Thai border. He also refers to Shan traditional values such
as ―Ok Wa,‖ the festival time after the three month-period of Buddhist Lent. Although
most of his songs emphasize romantic relationships, they often refer to particular contexts
that everyone raised in the Shan State would be familiar with, such as the sound of the
Shan drum, the scene of a misty morning, Shan poi or Shan festivals. Sai Sai Mao‘s songs
thus provoke nostalgia for an authentic Shan State, the image of which often rests on an
invocation of the simpler ways of peasantry and its traditional values.
If we consider Sai Mao‘s style in terms of country music, it is not surprising that
many of Sai Mao‘s songs talk about ―place‖ and specific locations in Shan State, Burma.
Place seems to be a prevalent theme in the country music genre of many countries, e.g.,
American country music, enka of Japan, and lukthung, Thai country music (see Connell
and Gibson 2003 for country music, see Yano 2002 for enka, and see Lockard 1998: 1856 for Thai country music). In many places, country music has become the symbol of a
nation. The difference here is that Sai Mao‘s fans are migrants who are subject to the
power of two different nation-states. Being oppressed and forced to migrate across the
border to sell their labor for the survival of families back home and faced with the
dominant social pressures of the new society, a continuing connection to ―home‖ through
the consumption of Sai Sai Mao‘s songs, I would argue, can be seen as a migrant strategy
of negotiation for cultural identity against the domination of both nation-states. By using
the notion of ―land‖ as an element of identity and belonging to the home country, Sai Sai
Mao‘s songs are able to speak to a shared feeling of nostalgia experienced by Shan
migrants. In producing the meaning of ―locale,‖ Sai Sai Mao turns places into centers of
Shan identity which is no longer contained within the Burmese state, but a homeland; as
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an ―imagined‖ Shan community. This community is not to be understood as a political
unit, but a community that is expressed by a theme of loss. What emerges from Sai Mao‘s
songs, I would argue, is a view of Shan culture as integrative and total, allowing the
audience to re-construct and re-invent ―home and homelands‖ in the midst of Chiang
Mai‘s modernity and in the absence of territorial, national bases.
One of Sai Sai Mao‘s songs that many of my male informants said that they could
not listen to until the end, because the song always bring tears to their eyes, is Nam Ta
Kueng Muang (A Mother‘s Tears). The song lyrics speak of a person‘s childhood when
his mother always took care of him. When he grows up, he turns out to be a bad boy and
gets involved with drugs and gambling. It is only after his mother has already passed
away that he realizes that he was bad and had made his mother sad. Many of Sai Sai
Mao‘s songs talk about ―mother‖ as a physical mother as well as the mother of the
homeland. There is a connection here between homeland and mother. It is typical in Sai
Sai Mao‘s songs as well as for other Shan pop artists to emphasize the love of a mother.
Some Shan informants in my sample group (both males and females) state that songs
about mother, especially Sai Sai Mao‘s Nam Ta Kueng Muang, make them miss home
and long to go back to their mother. Homeland here has become a site of natal origins,
moral standard bearer, and spiritual teachings encoded in the figure of mother
remembered. In the study of enka, one of Japan‘s popular musical genres, Yano (1999)
shows how enka portrays mother as not by herself, but as a mother remembered by
sons/men. Within a nation-as-family ideology, argued Yano, mother becomes the source
not only of personal identity, but national identity as well. In a similar way, I would argue
that in reifying the most psychically intimate of relationships – that of mother and child –
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Shan pop songs sung by Sai Sai Mao established a sensual link between all Shan as
children of their mothers.
To many Shan migrant audiences, Sai Sai Mao‘s songs provide a version of ―lost
homeland.‖ The songs take the listener back to the context in which music and the
migrant ―belong.‖ In a sense, listeners are transported to the physical place in which they
first experienced the music, to a ―homeland‖ that does not, in a sense that Boyarin (1994)
would argue, tie intimately to the concept of the nation, but rather ―homeland community‖
or Gemeinshaft that is expressed in ―family life in concord, in rural village life in
folkways, and in town life in religion‖ (Tonnies 1963 quoted in Delanty 2003:33).

Consuming the Future, Consuming Modernity
Apart from Sai Sai Mao, whose songs contain an image of homeland, Sai Han
Lang and Sai Jerng Han, singers from Tachilek, a town in Burma just across the border
from Mae Sai, Thailand, are two other famous Shan singers appreciated by Shan migrant
audiences living in Chiang Mai.
Sai Han Lang is now in his late twenties. He represents an image of a young city
boy. He is modern in his outlook, but manages to be Shan in his manner and language.
His musical style resembles Sai Sai Mao‘s easy listening style but is more modern in
music arrangement. While Sai Mao and other Shan artists sing ―copied tunes,‖ often taken
from Thai sources, Sai Han Lang composes his own songs using original melodies. Sai
Han Lang is a pop artist whose songs reflect romantic relationships, whereas Sai Jerng
Han is more of a rock style artist. He wears long, straight hair down to his shoulder, thus
assuming the image of a rock star. In his VCDs, in which Sai Jerng Han stars himself, his
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performance resembles Thai or Western rock musicians. The difference is that he often
wears Shan traditional costumes in his music video as well as when performing on stage.
In some of his slow songs, Sai Jerng Han includes song lyrics about Shan traditional
values such as Shan New Year. He has now made six albums, of which two have made it
to VCD karaoke versions. In his earlier albums, many of his songs were copied from
famous Thai rock bands such as Loso, using Shan lyrics written by Sai Jerng Han himself.
Almost all of the Shan migrants in my sample group say they like these two
singers because they are modern in their style and music. Some state that they are like
Thai singers, but they are Shan, and singing in a language they can understand and
appreciate. Their opinion can be interpreted as both musicians put forth an image of
modernity. I would argue, however, that the ways in which Shan migrants consume the
songs of these two singers are entrenched both in modernity and authenticity. Both are
modern in their looks, style of clothing and their performance on stage. More importantly
their type of modernity is close to what audience members see as ―modern‖ in the Thai
context. In fact, these singers are not so different from Bird Thongchai McIntyre, a king
of Thai pop, or Sek Loso, a leading singer and guitarist of a famous Thai rock band,
‗Loso‘. 13 Sai Jerng Han‘s image can be seen as resembling Loso‘s style. In fact, in many
of Sai Jerng Han‘s songs, the melodies are taken from Loso‘s tunes. The difference is that
they are sung in Shan language. These two singers are modern because they live just

13

Loso is a Thai rock band led by singer-guitarist-composer Seksan Sukpimay (aka Sek Loso).
The band was formed in the mid-1990s. Its name is derived from a play on hi-so, Thai slang for
socialites and the upper class, and is meant to reflect the group‘s humble origins. To date, Loso
released more than eight albums, each selling at least 1 million copies. I often heard Sai Jerng
Han‘s fans, most of whom were male migrants working in Chiang Mai, commented that Sai Jerng
Han‘s style is like Sek Loso. See http://losofc.blogspot.com/2008/02/history-of-loso.html
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across the border from Thailand; they imitate the style of famous Thai singers; they wear
western style clothing; they record in a studio that imports everything from Thailand.
Both register no difference between Shan pop artist and Thai artist in hairstyle and
general appearance. But they are considered authentic and traditional Shan because they
still represent an image of singers – from Shan State – from their original place.
In addition, we need to acknowledge the power of a new media technology, video
CDs (VCDs), that has come to signify a modern aspect of Shan popular music. VCDs
utilize DVD technology but they are more flexible (they can be played on both a personal
computers with a CD-ROM drive as well as on inexpensive VCD players) and less
expensive than DVDs. While the image and sound quality is comparatively inferior, the
unauthorized VCD price is around 5 times cheaper than the cost of an authorized DVD.
From the distribution side, VCDs return more profit to the distributors, who can simply
buy one original copy and then make several pirated copies. The process of copying is
easy and the cost is low. Today, cheap VCD players imported from China have made
VCDs now the dominant Shan music medium for Shan audiences in Thailand. For Shan
musicians, VCDs function to bring their images (along with music) to a large Shan
audience. Sai Jerng Han now has six albums while Sai Han Lang has two. Both have
starred in their own VCD karaoke videos. Shan migrant audiences, whom I have had
many conversations with, state that their music movies are ―modern‖ in style and of high
quality. Moreover, both of these singers live close to Chiang Mai, Thailand. It is easy for
them to participate in live concert events at Shan festivals such as the Shan New Year
celebration or religious festivals held in the city of Chiang Mai. These two singers are
often invited to perform on stage in festivities held in Chiang Mai. Performing in modern
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concerts is the most effective way to introduce themselves and to make their songs
recognized by Shan migrant audiences.
It is crucial to compare the popularity of Sai Jerng Han and Sai Han Lang with Sai
Saing Jom Fa, whom I discuss in Chapter 1. Sai Saing Jom Fa is said to be the most
popular Shan male artist in Shan State, Burma. He has produced more than five albums
and three VCD karaoke albums. He lives in Muse, a town bordering China. Many Shan
migrant audiences in Chiang Mai told me that they used to listen to Sai Saing Jom Fa‘s
songs but after migration they don‘t feel connected to him and no longer buy his cassettes
or VCDs or see him as their favorite singer. When I asked why this is so, they often
cannot explain the reason for that. Some state that because Shan people in Chiang Mai
like these two singers better than Sai Saing Jom Fa, they therefore cannot resist the
collective taste.
As argued in Chapter 1, in the past two decades or so, Muse and Namkham,
two border towns in northern Shan State opposite China, have become a center of Shan
music production. Muse and Namkham breed singers to the point of outnumbering those
who come from the rest of the towns in Shan State. Because of the thriving economy and
its border with China, recording studios in Muse can afford to import musical equipment
and gain control over the means of production of recordings. The border exchanges also
bring in the ideas and images associated with thing modern. When I traveled to Burma in
2005, I had informal conversations with urban young Shans in many towns in Shan State.
They tended to regard singers from this area as more modern than the singers from the
rest of the towns in Shan State. However, Shan migrant audience comments above
provide an insight to understanding the shift in audiences‘ taste while living in a new
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place. Sai Saing Jom Fa may evoke an image of modernity in the same way Sai Han Lang
or Sai Jerng Han suggest, but the modernity he conveys seems to be modernity through
China, which for the Shan migrant living in Chiang Mai might seem ―distant.‖ Once
migrated, things or places that use to be seen as modern cease to become a source of
modernity and audiences now look for a new source of modernity that is perhaps more
associated with a new place. As Baily and Collyer (2006) have argued, spatial and
cultural proximity between the place of origin and the place of settlement are likely to
have important implications for the consumption of music. Modernity channeled through
China seems to be distant when compared with modernity expressed in the artists like Sai
Han Lang or Sai Jerng Han who live just across the border of Thailand.
It is also interesting to consider why Shan audiences do not like songs produced
by Shan migrants themselves. Given that there are a lot of Shan migrants living in Chiang
Mai, some of these migrants form their own bands to produce musical albums. These
people are migrants themselves, and their albums are self-sponsored. They would get
together, five to six of them, so that each could afford to invest about 10,000 baht (US$
250). This amount of money is enough to produce a cassette album, though not enough to
produce a VCD album. Their songs often reflect the experiences of migrants‘ lives,
calling for Shan migrants not to forget that they are Shan, not to forget to wear Shan
clothes, and not to forget Shan language. Nonetheless, these albums produced by Shan
migrants are not popular among Shan migrant audiences. Shan migrants love to listen and
consume Shan pop songs produced across the border. This is quite different from other
places where migration can lead to cultural innovation with new experiences; Lao pop
produced by the Lao diaspora in America, for example (see Chapman 2004). When asked
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why they do not like listening to new albums by migrant artists, the reason I was told is
not clear, but some Shan migrant audience state that Shan artists must be successful in
Shan State first in order to be popular among Shan migrant communities in Thailand. The
reasons for the unpopularity of these new albums among Shan migrant audiences, I would
argue, lies two factors. On the one hand, new forms of cultural production are more
typical for second or third migrant generations, born and brought up in a new land than of
the first generation (Baily and Colleyer 2006). On the other, I would contend that because
the content of Shan pop songs produced by Shan migrants relates to suffering, harsh
conditions of living, and condemns Shan migrants for not preserving Shan traditions. The
consumption of music is more about pleasure; Shan migrant audiences like to simply
enjoy music rather than be reminded of their suffering.
Considering the migrant audience‘s taste of consumption, I would argue that the
construction of a new ―Shan‖ self is therefore debated on two different levels revolving
around two fundamental oppositions. One distinction is between ―here and there,‖ ―home
and abroad‖; the other distinction is between ―modernity and tradition,‖ ―old and new‖
selves. For recent Shan migrants who have left home for a period of one to ten years, the
modernity that they experienced at home was fragmented and only occurred indirectly,
through the consumption of foreign media (occasionally slipped into Burma through
piracy channels). What happens when they interact with modernity at the heart of a
metropolitan center like Chiang Mai? On one hand, interacting with modernity creates a
nostalgic desire for a fleeting time. Shan pop songs produced in Shan State helps to
remind them of the past. While the past for this group of people is not necessarily a happy
memory, nostalgia in pop songs provides a way in which Shan migrants can experience
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the past without pain. The representation of the past contains a very specific idea of Shanness, for it symbolizes the place where migrants were born, their earliest childhood
memories, religious experiences, and pleasure in community. On the other hand, amid the
modernity of Chiang Mai, Shan migrants enact modernity through the consumption of
Shan pop songs. They love the songs they can dance to at concerts, and the singers that
look ―modern.‖ They experience and express modernity through the consumption of Shan
pop songs that are ―modern‖ and ―cosmopolitan.‖
On one hand, Shan pop songs affirm the old ―authentic‖ self, and on the other
hand they put forth representations of individual love, and by promoting a consumer
lifestyle that imitates that of the Thai, they confirm a new emerging ―modern‖ self among
the Shan. Songs which copy Thai tunes are popular among recent migrant audiences. But
why Thai? Shan audience‘s love of Thai melodies is perhaps fostered by a perceived
cultural similarity between Shan and Thai. As argued, the Shan believe that they and the
Thai share the same origins and are closely linked by culture, language and history. While
the feeling of discontent towards the Burmese government has increased recently due to
the economic downfall and a shared feeling of being oppressed by the Burmese military,
Thailand is linked to the Shan by the symbol of brotherhood, long-lost brethren with
whom the Shan can claim some sort of ―kin‖ relationship. The notion of ―cultural
proximity‖ may explain the audience preference for products from countries with which
the consumers allegedly share cultural ties (Iwabuchi 2002), and Thai tunes are thus
―proximate,‖ despite the fact that they bear no fundamental difference from Western rock
or Western easy listening melodies. On the other side of the coin, Shan migrants may
come to associate Thailand with modernity by images and symbols associated with
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economic and material prosperity. Thailand‘s material wealth and unrestricted
consumerist commodities, which are not immediately attainable to many Shan migrants,
may create a sense of longing and envy. This ―copying‖ or ―borrowing‖ Thai melodies
may perhaps exemplify the notion of ―alternative modernities‖ which argues that
modernities always unfold within specific cultures as opposed to a notion of a single
modernity which originates in Europe. Nonetheless, it is not entirely ―alternative
modernities,‖ as Ong (1999: 35) has argued, that is constituted by different sets of
relations between the developmental state, its population, and global capital – modernities
which are constructed by political and social elites who appropriate Western knowledge
and re-present them as truth claims about their own countries. But it is alternative
modernity as ―a way to become modern‖ without losing a sense of self. In the process of
this idealized projection, Thailand has been configured as not only culturally closer to
Shan than other ethnic groups, but as representing a more advanced version of their own
culture. Hence by emulating the Thai, the Shan can become ―modern‖ themselves.

Roots and Uprootedness:
Being Shan and Being Modern in the City of Chiang Mai
I have argued that Shan migrant workers construct their aesthetic identification
through the mixture of tradition and modernity. This enables individuals and groups to
negotiate shared identities. The following analysis illuminates the complexity and often
contradictory nature of the ways in which people rework modernity through the
consumption of Shan media texts in relation to the notion of ―homeland‖ and their
―imagined community.‖
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For most Shan migrants, language seems to be the most important means of
connecting them with their homeland, thus speaking or listening to Shan language helps
maintain a sense of an ―old,‖ authentic self. Many recent Shan migrants I have had
conversations with state that they listen to all Shan pop music because it is sung in their
own language. Nok, 22, working as a waitress in a noodle shop, said that when she listens
to Shan pop songs (no matter who sings them), it makes her homesick and sad because the
Shan language in the songs makes her realize that she has no ―home‖ or ―nation‖ to go
back to. Nok‘s family left Burma when she was young, and has had to live along the ThaiBurma border up until the present. Nok moved to Chiang Mai for restaurant work many
years ago. Nok uses a Thai term, ―prathet‖ which generally refers to ―nation-state.‖ When
asked if she means ―prathet Phama‖ (Burma as a nation-state), she replied that Shan
songs make her realized that ―we don‘t have a prathet Tai Yai‖ (Shan nation-state). 14
The fact that she is a stateless person who is neither a citizen of Burma nor Thailand,
means that language becomes the only thing that could tie her to a sense of belonging to
the ―imagined‖ Shan community in the absence of a territorial, national base. Other Shan
migrants who voluntarily migrate and could go back home in Burma if they wished also
state that Shan language in Shan pop songs helps link them with their homeland.

14

I would argue that there is no Shan equivalent term to ―nation-state.‖ There exists the Shan
term ―mong‖ (Thai pronunciation is muang) which generally refers to a country, a land, a large city.
When a Shan talks about ―mong Tai,‖ it could mean a geographical area of Shan State in Burma, a
―Shan nation‖ in a sense of an ―imagined community,‖ or his/her homeland. In a Shan-English
dictionary, Sao Tern Moeng (1995) defines the term ―jueng‖ as a state, a sovereign state, or a
country. The term ―jueng‖ can often be heard in speeches by the Shan State Army‘s leader who
uses ―Suk Jueng Tai,‖ (suk refers to an army or troops) to refer to the Shan State Army. However,
there is no term in Shan language that would hyphen nation and state together. See Sao Tern
Moeng. 1995. A Shan-English dictionary. Kensington: Dunwoody Press.
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But can ―homeland‖ as an ascribed rootedness, of belonging to bonds of blood,
birth, and soil in the mind of these Shan migrants, reconcile them as part of a larger
community within a Burmese nation-state? Some Shan migrants whom I have had
conversations with state they listened to Burmese pop music as well while living in
Burma. Many of them, however, cut off this connection once they had migrated. It is
difficult to rationalize that they intentionally and politically deny Burmese aesthetic
identification in a place (Thailand) that allows them to do so, or to simply say that it is
because of the unavailability of Burmese popular music in the city of Chiang Mai. Shan
cassette and VCD retailers at Shan festivals state that they do not carry Burmese music or
play Burmese pop music at the festivals because they are afraid that Shan audiences
would be enraged hearing Burmese music in Thailand. They have heard some Shan
complain that they escaped from Burmese oppression that forced them to migrate to
Thailand, and for that reason, they do not want to hear anything that reminds them of the
hatred and suffering caused by the Burmese junta. This is the same reason for Shan
karaoke places in Chiang Mai that establish a self-censored policy of not having Burmese
pop collections, for they afraid that some Shan customers would start fights with anyone
who comes to sing Burmese language songs. Some karaoke as well as Shan music
retailers carry only Burmese language songs sung by Shan ethnic singers such as Sai Htee
Saing or Sai Sai Mao. Hence it can be argued that to some, rejecting Burmese aesthetic
identification is a way migrants recreate a space for themselves. Anderson argues that
―the nation was conceived in language [and] not in blood‖ (1991: 145). Since language
has often coincided with notions of nation, and the involvement with other symbols such
as music and other forms of expressive culture, in the absence of territorial, national
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bases, language can be employed to re-create and re-define cultural boundaries. Rejecting
Burmese aesthetic identification can be read as a way migrants disassociate themselves
with the Burmese nation-state. However, it is worth considering that of 30 migrants in my
sample group, 5 (three females and two males) said they still listen to Burmese songs
while living in Chiang Mai. All of the five have had formal education in Burma (ranging
from finishing high-school, entered university but left after the first or second year).
When asked why they continue listening to Burmese pop and what they particularly like
about it, two of them said they like to listen to all kinds of music, and Burmese pop is the
music they grew up with in school (in Burma). The other three state that Burmese pop
music is more advanced than Shan pop in terms of musical arrangement, quality of
musicianship and lyrics which express deep feelings. Hence I would argue while some
may deny listening to Burmese songs, or speaking Burmese, for they associate the
language with the notion of nation and identity, others may ignore this link between
language and identity. They continue listening to Burmese songs even while living abroad
because such a practice symbolizes their own ―knowledge‖ or ―symbolic capital‖
(Bourdieu 1984) that they acquired prior to migration.
With respect to the issue of copied or original tunes, I ask Shan migrant audiences
if they care when they know that songs they listen to are Shan renditions of Thai songs.
Some say that it is good that these singers can ―translate‖ Thai songs into Shan (despite
the fact that lyrics of these songs are not a direct translation of the corresponding Thai
songs). While some migrants prefer to listen to Shan language versions (of Thai songs)
because the lyrics are beautiful and they can understand and appreciate them better, others
do not mind listening to both the Thai and Shan versions of a song.
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However, I found a few Shan migrants (three from my sample group and several
others with whom I have only had informal conversations during Shan concerts) express
their distaste at Shan singers ―stealing‖ Thai melodies. They respond ―why would we
listen to Shan songs if all of them were copied?‖ Since they now live in Thailand, they
have access to all of the original Thai songs from which Shan singers and songwriters in
Burma have taken their melodies, hence they‘d rather listen to the original Thai versions
than the Shan adaptations of them. The Shan radio program in Chiang Mai also refuses to
play ―copied‖ song even when requested by the listening audience. When I visited a radio
station in Chiang Mai while the FM 99 MHz Shan language program was being
broadcast, I often found that audience requests were turned down (especially those for Sai
Sai Mao‘s and Sai Jerng Han‘s songs) because the songs they requested had copied
melodies from Thai songs. When I asked why they do not play copied songs, the disk
jockeys--who are Shan migrants themselves--said that they want to support Shan artists
and want them to be creative, original and authentic. They want Shan music to develop in
its own way without copying or stealing from anyone. Here ―authenticity‖ resonates with
―modernity.‖ For the Shan migrants who become familiar with ―authentic,‖ ―original‖
Thai songs, ―copied‖ songs then becomes tasteless – something associated with the past.
As Bourdieu (1984) has argued, ordinary choices of everyday existence become a marker
of class distinction; here the choice of listening to music is a marker of cultural capital
one has acquired. It is for the same reason, for these ―cultural brokers‖ who want Shan
pop music to be both authentic and modern by composing their own melodies, stealing
means inauthentic as well as ―impure.‖
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While the issue of copying versus originality is one way to look at how people
perceive modernity, some Shans deny and dismiss listening to Shan songs at all, for they
perceive them as not up-to-date. I found that when Shan men go to the karaoke bars that
have sprung up in the city of Chiang Mai to cater to Shan migrant workers, yet offer
music collections in both Thai and Shan, some choose to sing only Thai songs. Some
Shan girls with whom I had informal conversations say that they do not listen to Shan pop
songs. They prefer listening to Thai songs. Along with popular cultural consumption, they
express uneasy feelings about place of origin as they do not want to be seen as Shan. 15
Through their style of clothes, hairstyle, appropriated language, and by not consuming
anything Shan, they want to pass as ―Thai.‖ Becoming modern and Thai is perhaps
experienced and desired by many migrants, both male and female. While I do not suggest
that the urban atmosphere has had no transformative effects on Shan men, the evidence in
Shan pop songs reveals that Shan perceive modernity as very gendered. In recent years,
the issue of Shan girls forgetting their roots by not speaking Shan, not behaving in
maidenly modesty, marrying men of other races (thus contaminating Shan race), are often
heard of in Shan songs. Examples of these themes include Pawa Tai Yai (Shan Life) sung
by Sai Sai Lat, Say Lai Sao Tai (Shan Girls, Traitors) sung by Sai Lao Perng, Yon Sang
Sao Tai (Shan Women Don‘t Forget Your Root) sung by Sai Phom Saing Muang. In the
past decades, this condemnation was often directed at Shan women marrying Burmese

15

These girls were not in my migrant audience sample group. I did not come into close contact
with them in my position in the field as a Thai woman who was interested in Shan culture and Shan
pop music. They seemed to shut off communication and distance themselves from me. Yet I met
and had informal conversations with a few of them in various settings, such as in the restaurants
where they work as waitresses, at shopping malls, or at the local markets where they sell goods as
hired sellers.
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men, portraying such an act as a betrayal to the Shan race/nation. In songs written after
2000, however, we find more condemnation of women who not speaking Shan, not
wearing Shan clothes, and marrying Thai men. While condemning these women, the
marriage of Shan men to women of other races/ethnicities is celebrated as gaining for the
―nation.‖ While there are ways of reiterating Shan identity within the constructed moral
order, e.g. speaking Shan, preserving Shan cultural traits, the burden rests on women
more than men and the discouraging of intermarriage is reserved only for Shan women.
This burden illustrates, in the words of Chatterjee (1993), a ―spiritual,‖ ―inner‖ domain
bearing the ―essential‖ marks of cultural identity in which women are supposed to retain a
symbolic and metaphoric role as representing the ―innate nature‖ of a nation. However,
some Shan women attempt to break out from the constituted dichotomy of the
world/home or the spiritual/material divide which lies at the heart of Shan nationalist
sentiments. This is an ironic twist; as we can see, on the one hand, the shifting of borders
is expressed in shifting the substance of the condemnation, yet the burden is still placed
upon women. On the other hand, I would argue, shifting borders also means that
transnational space has come to offer alternatives for women to break out from their
conventional world.
I asked Shan females in my sample group what they thought about songs
condemning Shan girls. Some said they think it is true that some Shan women have
forgotten that they are Shan and are behaving in an ―inappropriate‖ way. When asked
what it is that is inappropriate, their answers seem to be unclear but point toward not
speaking Shan, and wearing fashionable dresses seen as imitating the Thais. Here we can
see that not only Shan women are subject to a constructed moral order in a different way
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than men, but that some women submit and internalize this moral order as a way to
maintain their sense of identity. To this end, some Shan girls say that they like Shan songs
because the songs teach them how to be a good person and a good woman. By being a
good woman, they mean speaking Shan language, showing gratitude to their parents, and
not forgetting that they are Shan.
Popular music is a point of intersection for questions of nation-ness and identity.
While I am in agreement with Appadurai (1996) that the joint work of media and
migration constitutes the rupture – that is implied by the term ―modernity,‖ modernity can
never be so monolithic. Just as the ways people construct and lay claims to a particular
place as ―homeland‖ or ―nation‖ is always complex and contradictory, so is modernity
interpreted in different ways. Based on my examples above, I would suggest the patterns
of popular music consumption in relation to the notion of homeland and modernity among
recent Shan migrant audience lie in four distinctive ways. First, to some, to be rooted or to
be constantly connected with the homeland is perhaps the most important. Music is a way
to construct and reconnect them with homeland and thus be rooted. Second, roots can be
expanded as the sense of shared blood ties with the Thai emerges. To this portion of the
audience, ―modernity‖ and ―tradition‖ has become narrowed by Shan songs which copy
Thai tunes. Third, in the minds of Shan disk jockeys and those educated migrants who
express distaste for Shan songs that feature copied Thai tunes, modernity, however, means
progress towards something authentic and pure. In their view, copying Thai tunes is
considered a sign of the Shan moving backward. Fourth, for those who do not speak Shan,
or do not listen to Shan songs due to their view of the homeland as an outdated place and
the association of Shan songs with tradition, the loss of connection with homeland comes
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to be perceived as a loss of moral bearings. This last category is, after all, a gendered one.
It operates within a masculine version of modernity and presses demands of respectability
more harshly on woman. For these women, what they understand to be ―modern‖ is
perhaps to pass as Thai women; for example, to speak Thai without an accent, to wear
clothes like other Thai girls, to be seen as not migrants who are ―marked‖ by accent and
culture. But to pass as ordinary is to be uprooted and to risk being condemned as impure
and a traitor by other Shans. Women‘s place in the nation and popular culture points to
the fact that women are valued only for their roles as mothers and wives. For to be
―urban‖ and ―modern‖ by wearing fashionable dresses, and by not speaking Shan, is to
place oneself close to the image of a prostitute, the ultimately disrespectful woman.
Here we can see that popular music has become a multi-dimensional site of
negotiation for cultural identity. In the negotiation between being rooted and uprooted,
modernity versus tradition suggests the complex process of re-imagining and deimagining homeland among the Shan migrant music audience. In this spirit, it is worth
considering what Shan migrants ―imagined communities‖ are, and if the notion of
―homeland‖ get translated into the concept of ―nation.‖ Nostrand and Estaville. Jr. define
homelands as ―places that people identify with and have strong feelings about‖ (2004: 1).
Homeland is a sense of place, developed through emotional feelings of attachment, desire
to possesses, and compulsion to defend the territory they consider home. In this sense, the
concept of homeland ties intimately to the concept of the nation (Boyarin 1994), with the
assumption that meanings people attracted to the concept homeland can transform ―local‖
into ―national.‖ Shan migrants‘ interpretation and engagement with pop music imported
from the homeland, nonetheless, seems to offer different ways of thinking about the
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concepts of homeland and ―imagined communities.‖ To some, their imagined community
means progressing towards modernity, becoming part of Thai society. Becoming Thai
does not necessarily mean that they lose a sense of being Shan, for they perceive the Shan
and the Thais as sharing a sense of ethnic kin. This ―alternative modernity‖ hence means
they can emulate the Thais to become ―modern,‖ and be Shan at the same time. To others,
to be modern means accumulating the greatest amount of capital, to the point of creating
original cultural products (not copied ones). To some women, being ―modern‖ means to
break away from the inner domain that keeps them within certain cultural, ―spiritual‖
qualities (Chatterjee 1993). To others, to be migrants means being excluded from the
dominant society, which tends to lump Shan migrant workers into the unsavory
stereotypical group of ―Burmese migrants‖ from Burma. They are thus propelled into a
re-appropriation of Shan ethnic identity and belonging. I would conclude then that Shan
migrants‘ interpretation of music challenges Anderson‘s (1991) concept of ―imagined
community‖ which has come to mean only the imaginary work of a single, territorially
bounded nation. Shan migrants seeking ways of assimilating and of inhabiting multiple,
shifting identities defy the essential category of national imaginary that links with the
notion of ―nation.‖ They forge an imagined community that is both national and
transnational; sometimes located either in Thai or Burmese national space, other times in
a ―third space‖ located neither in Thai or Burmese national space.
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Chapter 3
Brokers of Nostalgia: Temples, Fairs, and Festivities

The recent influx of Shan ethnic nationals from Burma into Chiang Mai in the
1990s, which increased from 2000 onward, provided the conditions for Shan ―migrant
public spheres‖ to emerge. In Chapter 2, I discussed consumption and interpretations of
Shan pop music among the Shan migrant audience members, exploring how pop music is
translated and transformed across territory. This chapter moves to an analysis of Shan
migrant public spheres in the city of Chiang Mai. It focuses on three sites or public
spheres that Shan migrants create and participate in in the city of Chiang Mai: radio
airwaves, Buddhist temples, and festivities. Although these seem to be different forms of
public space, they are linked together with the power of mass media and local agents
situated in these domains in the mobilization of collective activities. In relation to pop
music, while the significance of the radio airwaves rests upon the playing of Shan pop
music imported from Burma, the festivals involve live performance and concerts where
Shan singers from Burma are invited to perform on stage. The Buddhist temples provide
temple grounds for live performance as well as public space for Shan people to come
together.
In Modernity at Large, Appadurai (1996) talks about mass media and migration as
two central characteristics of global and modern life. The conjunction of media and
migration means that what is imagined is no longer the ―imagined community‖ of the
nation-state, but numerous ―migrant public spheres‖ constituted by mass media and
migration, and in which mass media increasingly link producers and audiences across
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national boundaries. While scholars working on transnationalism tend to depict migrant
public spheres as conscious and successful efforts by ordinary people to escape control
and domination ―from above‖ by capital and the state (Basch et al. 1994, Appadurai 1996,
Yang 2002), such a celebratory perspective fails to recognize the continued importance of
―the national‖ as a space that has to be negotiated. While these transnational public
spheres by nature involve the crossing of boundaries, and thus never ―respect‖ national
boundaries, they are also shaped by the politics and institutional practices of a nationstate. As Smith has argued, transnational processes insist on the continuing significance of
borders, state policies, and national identities even as these forces are often transgressed
by transnational communication circuits and social practices (Smith 2003: 17-18).
This chapter discusses Shan migrant public spheres in Chiang Mai in three
important aspects. First, I examine the specific ideologies which are reinforced in these
public spheres, showing how the Thai state attempts to control foreign bodies through
public spheres. Writing about the construction of Thainess in mass mediated forms,
Hamilton (2002) explores the ways in which the Thai nation has portrayed itself to the
population it attempts to enfold. Here I extend such lines of analysis by looking at how
the Thai state uses mass media and public spheres to enfold its ―alien‖ population.
Second, I introduce another group of Shans in Chiang Mai – the longterm resident Shans
whose cultural capital enables them to become cultural ―brokers‖ mediating the interest of
Shan migrants with the Thai state. Third, while the Thai state and Shan ethnic ―brokers‖
may turn Shan public spheres into forms of both consumption and technologies of control,
I explore how Shan migrants participate in these public spheres and to what extent they
accommodate themselves into the dominant order. In the Making of Exile Culture, Hamid
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Nacify (1993) examines how Iranian exiles have tried to get on with the process of living
by incorporating themselves into the dominant culture of consumer capitalism by means
of developing a new sense of the self. Through the study of migrant public spheres and
business of nostalgia, this chapter illustrates the moments when transnational ―from
below‖ and ―from above‖ come into contact through the operation and mediation of Shan
ethnic ―brokers.‖

Shan Migrant Public Spheres in Chiang Mai
Before embarking on an analysis of Shan migrant public spheres, it is important to
define here what I mean by ―public sphere.‖ Habermas (1989) offers ways to look at the
public sphere as a site where social actors constitute collective sentiment and define
common interest. For Habermas, ―the public‖ defines not only by the common socialstructural position of its members, but by the identification of their ―groupness‖ and their
common interest in the public sphere. In Habermas‘ view, the public sphere arises not
primarily through pre-established commonalities, but via debate and discussion between
citizens in public forums that are independent of state power. However, Habermas has
been criticized for being inattentive to agency and the conditions of power that grant
particular actors the right to speak in the public (Calhoun 1992). My view on public
sphere regarding the Shan migrant community broadly defines public sphere by 1) the
notion of groupness, 2) the interest of the group that is defined by particular actors, and
asserts that 3) this public sphere is not independent of state power. Rather, the state plays
a crucial role in the ways by which its participants are made and remade.
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Chiang Mai is a city which various ethnic groups have long inhabited. More than
three decade ago, Chiang Mai began to attract hill people, among them Akha, Hmong,
Mien, and Lisu. Many hill people who live in town are involved in the handicraft trade or
service work directed at foreign tourists (Tapp 1989, Vatikiotis 1984). While the hill
people have long inhabited the city, the various ―hilltribe public spheres‖ are rarely
manifested outside the tourist areas. In contrast, recently, as Chiang Mai experienced a
massive flow of the Shan ethnic minority coming from Burma to perform migrant labor,
Shan migrant public spheres have begun to emerge and become visible in the city. Several
karaoke pubs offering collections of Shan songs have sprung up in the city and have
become places which Thai police frequent at night to arrest undocumented Shans.
Religious festivals are held almost every month. Though they are founded on principles
similar to northern Thai beliefs, these ceremonies are held in two specific Shan temples I
discuss below. At the Chiang Mai central market, one may notice Shan script written on a
large board in front of a gold shop. The sign says: ―we give a bonus to Shan brothers and
sisters who come to buy or sell gold jewelry at our shop.‖ The owners, who are northern
Thai and do not speak Shan, say that they put the sign up in Shan language because
nowadays Shan migrants are their biggest customers. Normally, with the
compartmentalization of urban life, Chiang Mai people hardly realize that Shan migrants
constitute a large portion of the total population of the city. They are, however,
occasionally reminded when faced with traffic jams during the time of Shan festivals.
Shan migrant public spheres in the city of Chiang Mai can be categorized into
three types. First, there are a variety of fairs and festivals normally held at two Shan
temples in the city. This cultural public sphere is exposed to the public gaze of both
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northern Thais and Shan migrants. The festivals are organized for Shan people to come
together, thus, showing the public a culturally distinctive sense of Shan ethnicity. Second,
there is the local migrant public sphere, not entirely hidden from the gaze of outsiders.
This includes a cluster of Shan karaoke pubs in several sectors of the town as well as a
Shan quarter behind Wat Papao, a Shan temple located in the middle of the city. In this
quarter, one can find Shan food stalls, dried foods and other products imported from
Burma. In addition, there is a morning market held every Friday behind Charoenprathet
Road, in one of the busiest sectors in the city. This market, used to be called Talad Jin
Haw 16 or ―Yunnanese market,‖ has now been taken over by the Shan community. Today
it is better known as the ―Shan Friday market.‖ Generally, this second space involves a
wide range of everyday activities that blend economic activities and modern forms of
leisure such as karaoke and nightclub together. The third form of public sphere involves
mass communication, i.e. radio programs broadcast in the Shan language. Recently, there
have been two Shan language radio programs. One is a community radio broadcast on the
FM frequency which reaches only 20km around the city (see Chapter 4). 17 The other,
which will be the focus of this chapter, is a state-run radio program, broadcast on the AM
frequency. The latter broadcast is able to reach far beyond national boundaries.
While Shan migrant public spheres have emerged to comfort Shan migrants living
far away from home, they at the same time provoke a feeling of threat to Thai ―national
integrity‖ and unease among Chiang Mai inhabitants on many levels. During the time of

16

The Yunnanese are sometimes treated by the Thai state as another northern ―hill tribe,‖ a
contemporary redefining of the term by which the Yunnanese have long been known in Thailand,
haw. See Hill, Ann Maxwell (1998: 9).
17
I will discuss this community radio broadcast in Shan language in Chapter 4 because it is at that
point that I will also discuss the role of Shan community radio among Shan prisoners.
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my field work, I often heard northern Thai people express their anxiety toward the influx
of Shan migrant laborers in phrases such as: ―this city is full of Tai Yai. They are going to
‗kin ban kin muang rao mot laew‘ (rob or swallow up our country).‖ To unravel the
complexities of transnational, national, and local politics within Shan migrant public
spheres, I begin with the life story of a Shan woman from an old ethnic Shan community
who has played an important role as radio broadcaster of a Shan language program.

Mobile Machine: Radio Thailand
Nang Chusri is a Thai-born-Shan who is now in her 50s. She was born in Mae
Hong Son province of Shan parents. Mae Hong Son is an area in northernmost Thailand
where Shan communities have settled and established a permanent existence for more
than a hundred years (see Eberhardt 2006, Niti 2006, Tannenbaum 1995). Her parents
moved from Shan State, Burma to settle their family in this area after the World War II.
Like other Shan children born in Thailand, Nang Chusri was educated in Thai schools and
has obtained Thai citizenship. After finishing high school in Mae Hong Son, Nang Chusri
migrated to seek work in Chiang Mai.
About 20 years ago, she started working as a clerk for Chiang Mai Radio Thailand
in the Public Relations Department. It should be noted that although Thai media enjoys
relative freedom of expression compared with other countries in Southeast Asia, the
television and radio broadcasting sector in Thailand falls under the control of three major
government bodies, the Mass Communications Organization of Thailand (MCOT), the
Public Relations Department of Thailand (PRD), and the Royal Thai Army Radio and
Television (RTA). These three agencies own more than two-thirds of the airwaves
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nationwide (www.buyusa.gov). As for radio broadcasting, the PRD is the biggest operator
with 147 radio stations. When Nang Chusri started working as a clerk, Chiang Mai Radio
Thailand had already established its special sector called ―Hilltribe Language Radio,‖
broadcast in six different hilltribe languages including Akha, Hmong, Karen, Lahu, Lisu
and Mien (or Yao). Although the Shan sometimes live alongside the hill people, they have
never been perceived as ―hilltribe‖ in the Thai national imagination. The reasons perhaps
are that most of them live in lowland valleys, they practice wet rice cultivation, and like
the Thai, they are Theravada Buddhists (Durrenberger and Tannenbaum 1990, Eberhardt
2006, Tannenbaum 1995). Thus, even though there has been a Shan community settled in
northern Thailand for a century, the Thai state never felt the need to include Shan as part
of its hilltribe language programs. It was just recently that a Shan language program was
added due to a large number of Shan migrants living in the north.
Radio Thailand‘s hilltribe languages program was initially designed in 1964 as an
anti-communist propaganda tool by the Internal Security Operations Command with
funds from the American government (Nusara and Anucha 1997). During the Cold War in
the mid 1960s, highland peoples were perceived as a threat to Thai national security for
many reasons. Their shifting cultivation was seen as threatening the territorial integrity of
the nation. Shelters they provided to members of the Communist Party of Thailand during
the 1960s to the 1980s were defined as a threat to the nation. The Thai state has made
attempts on several levels to assimilate highland peoples into Thai society since the
1960s. They have set up Thai schools, introduced various development projects, and
encouraged new cash crops to replace poppy growing in highland settlements (see Hanks
and Hanks 2001, Jonsson 2003, Tapp 1989). The ―hilltribe radio program‖ was part of the
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Thai state strategies to fight communism. Stimulated by a fear of the spread of
communism in this region, the American government provided technology and equipment
for operating the program on AM radio channels (Nusara and Anucha 1997).
Initially, the hilltribe language program was focused on political propaganda. It
later shifted its agenda to economic development, in response to a new strategy against
communism. While the program aimed to educate the highland population, conveying
development discourse to the highland communities, the highland audience learned how
to make use of its far-reaching ability by turning the program into their own form of
public service. Nusara and Anucha (1997) note that in the 1970s, the highlanders would
travel from their villages to Chiang Mai, a trip that sometimes took several days, to place
an announcement on the radio program. Their announcements included deaths, births,
weddings, and social or cultural events in their villages. Later they send letters or phone
the program. For three decades, the program has constantly been shaped, and has
reshaped itself, in relation to changing conditions in Thai society. In 1996, a Shan
language program was added in response to a demand by the growing Shan community in
Chiang Mai. As the policy was to have ethnic minority DJs under the supervision of a
Thai team, Nang Chusri, then working as a clerk and the only Shan working in the
organization, was asked to take part as a broadcaster for the Shan program.
As a civil servant, Nang Chusri starts her day at 8.30 in her office at Chiang Mai
Radio Thailand. Her program will not start until at 10.00 am. But before the program
starts she has to prepare specific songs that Shan fans always phone-in to request. The
format of the program varies from drama, religion, and culture to concerns about labor
registration. The one-hour program also includes local news and talks on development,
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environmental issues, public health and education as well as a collection of Shan pop
music. Religious content is added on the weekend program. The program is broadcast
twice daily on AM 1476: a live program at 10 a.m. and a rerun of the morning show at 10
p.m.
With a capacity of 50 kilowatts on the AM frequency, the broadcast reaches most
of the Asian region. It has been heard in Burma as well as China. In Burma, radio remains
the cheapest way to reach remote villages where there is no electricity and the people are
illiterate. Nang Chusri told me that even though she has never been to Burma, she heard
from Shan migrants in Chiang Mai that her program was very popular in Shan State in
Burma. Because of its ability to reach across the border, about 5 years ago the program
started to allocate time to ―personal call messages,‖ an opportunity for Shan migrants to
send greetings to their families back home. Initially, it took off with ―letters to the DJ‖ but
later developed into the format of call messages. Nang Chusri recalled that in the early
years, each week she would receive hundreds of letters from fans of the program. The
letters included requests for Shan songs, those giving opinions about the program,
informing Nang Chusri about the program‘s reception, as well as sending greetings to
family back home. The senders hope that their letters will be chosen to read on air so that
their families in Burma can hear about their well-being in Thailand. As the letters take
time to read and there was increasing demand, Nang Chusri started to allocate 10 minutes
per program for phone-ins. Since then, the program has been flooded with the calls from
Shan migrants who want to send messages back home, telling families in Shan State how
they are doing.
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Although nowadays Shan migrants living in Thailand can call home easier than in
the past ten years, in the remote areas of Shan State, it is still difficult to find any
household which has a telephone. In addition, even if they can call home easily, many
recent Shan migrants still feel it is more intimate to call the program to send greetings
back home. While the callers consist largely of members of the growing Shan migrant
community in Thailand, the listeners include Shan people living outside the country;
mostly among the Shan living inside Burma whose lives depend so much on remittances
from their sons and daughters who now live in Thailand. The Shan migrants do not call to
tell stories about the difficulties and horrific conditions of work abroad. Perhaps due to
the limited time given, the messages are usually greetings, telling family that they are
doing well and hoping that their parents or relatives are also well. 18
For Shan listeners who reside in Burma, hearing the voices of their offspring over
the airwaves indicates that their son or daughter is really there. The program seems to
ease personal and familial losses, on which this remittance economy depends. Sometimes
the messages include notices about missing persons. One time, I was asked by a Shan
migrant in Chiang Mai who thought that I had a connection with the radio program to
pass a message to Nang Chusri for her lost brother. When I traveled to Shan State in
Burma in 2005, once the whole village knew that I was a Thai from Thailand, one family
came to see me and asked me to pass on a message about their missing daughter to the
program. Their daughter migrated to seek work in Thailand for several years, but three
years ago she disappeared. The parents said they cried everyday hoping they would hear
18

The reason Shan migrants enjoy one-way communication by calling the program could be even
more complicated. Some of them stated that they do not want to call home because they tired of
being asked to send more and more money. However, this is only the case for people who originate
from urban areas in Burma, whose families thus have access to telephones. Most Shan migrants in
Thailand come from remote areas in Burma where telephone service is scarce.
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from her one day. Because the program was so popular and listened to by Shan migrant
workers all over Thailand, they hoped that anyone who knew about her would listen to the
program and could then report back about her well-being. Over the past few years, more
and more Shan girls from Burma have been lured into prostitution in Thailand. With the
personal message format that allows people to call in free of charge coupled with the
popularity of the program, it has become the last hope for many Shan parents to find
daughters whom they thought they had lost forever.
The ability to cross the border to facilitate the needs of Shan people in a context of
limited access to their own form of communication makes the program the most
frequently listened-to broadcast program among a Shan audience, both within and outside
the country. In this respect, the telephone has laid the social groundwork for the program.
It was created to enable individuals to communicate both with one another and their home
regions. Among the 30 Shan migrant workers with whom I came into close contact, some
say they have tried to call-in the program several times, either to send greeting messages,
or to request songs, or to inquire about registration policy. But because each day a large
number of migrant audience members try to phone in, they find it difficult to reach the
program. Others in my sample group, although they do not directly participate in calling
the program, love listening to the messages because through them they know what is
going on with their peers. 19 They come to share grief as well as greetings and well-

19

In 2006, during my last eight months of fieldwork (January – August 2006), I also worked parttime as a researcher for a project entitled ―Study of Health Communication among Migrant
Laborers: A Case Study of Shan Migrants in Chiang Mai, Thailand.‖ The project was led by
Khanchewan Baudang (Chiang Mai University) as principal investigator and was funded by the
Thai Health Promotion Foundation. We found that of 1,147 Shan migrants working in Chiang Mai
in our sample group, around 50% listen to AM 1476‘s Shan language program run by Nang Chusri.
The frequency of listening ranges between once a week to every day with the average of being a
few times a week.
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wishes with their fellow Shans. For these Shan people dispersed across the borders, the
messages are central in maintaining extensive transnational networks that exist in a highly
mobile society where families and friends are separated across national boundaries and
where telephones are scarce and expensive. Writing about the role of media in the lives of
exiled Iranians, Hamid Nacify (1993) notes that the marriage of two technologies, radio
and telephone, has turned radio call-in programs into a potent medium for expressing
exile tensions as well as strategies of haggling and resistance to assimilation. In the case
of my research, however, I would argue that the ability of border-crossing and the voicing
of the telephone calls function in a different way; it has made Shan migrants ―present‖ in
Burma (Kunreuther 2006). The sounds of Shan migrants through the phone calls make
them appear as ghostly presences within Shan State, Burma. These messages have thus
been integral in the creation of ―transnational imagined community‖ of Shan people, by
locating and linking people and places in a very concrete and particular fashion.
In celebrating the way in which Shan migrant workers have turned radio
broadcasts into their ―transnational space,‖ I am not, however, suggesting that the Thai
state is in retreat and giving way to transnational processes. We should also not forget that
this border-crossing activity is made possible by agents of the state like Nang Chusri, who
actively mediates her position between both societies. On the one hand, Nang Chusri
allows some room for Shan migrants to communicate across the border. On the other
hand, through the same channel, she also sends out messages across the border telling
those who were thinking of migrating to this country to stop coming. While, for five or
ten minutes, Shan migrants are allowed to celebrate a momentarily autonomous
transnational space, the rest of the time, they have to listen to the Thai state policy on
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migration. The program is purposely broadcast in vernacular language, so that the state
can disseminate policy to the migrant populations. The role of radio in this process is to
attract a public that is large and illiterate (in the Thai language), and to create a bridge
between the two languages. In effect, the state can now extend its reach to these alien
migrants. Every time a new policy comes out, i.e. a new registration policy, health
concerns, or environmental crises, Nang Chusri is in charge of translating these issues and
making sure they reach the ears of Shan migrants. By listening to the program, Shan
migrants simultaneously plug themselves into state policy and national pedagogy.
How is it then that Nang Chusri sees in her role as a radio broadcaster who
mediates between her co-ethnic community and the Thai state? When asked what she
considered to be her success, Nang Chusri replied;
―Last year [2004], people in the south were affected by the Tsunami, many people
suffered from it. I organized a Shan concert in Chiang Mai for Shan people to
participate in helping our brothers and sisters in the south. Drawing them to be
part of this society is what I consider my success. I always tell them in my
program that the King and the Queen allow them to stay in a land in which they
otherwise do not belong. The King and the Queen kindly accept any people to live
in this land wholeheartedly even though they are not Thai. We should then return
good to the King and the country. We should help take care of the environment,
help save energy, be good to Thailand and the Thai people. My Shan fans often
tell me they appreciate that I say all of these things‖ (interview with Nang Chusri,
May 2005).
It seems that the construction of Thai nationhood and the notion of good
citizenship, i.e., respecting the Thai king, being a good Buddhist and not breaking laws, is
deeply ingrained in Nang Chusri‘s psyche. Identifying with the Thai state, Nang Chusri
passes on the codes of ―good citizenship‖ to her co-ethnic, yet non-citizen migrant
audience. By telling Shan migrants that now that they are in Thailand, they should be
gracious to the Thai people, show respect to the Thai king, and demonstrate gratitude to
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this country that allows them to stay, Shan migrants are, in effect, drawn to be subjects of
the Thai state. In fostering national loyalty, even to non-citizen subjects, Nang Chusri
exemplifies how effective governmentality exercises its force through a number of
different agencies rather than via its territorial nation-state administration.
Ten years of working as a sole Shan radio broadcaster amid the growing Shan
community in Chiang Mai has made Nang Chusri an important figure in the Shan
community in many respects. In her program, she exercises a significant influence over
definitions of musical value. She told me that Shan fans often requested songs containing
political message such as the famous Likhommai Panglong (The Promise of Panglong) by
Sai Sai Mao or other political songs by the late singer, Sai Mu. 20 She has to turn them
down. She has to be careful not to put any political content in the program because it is
monitored by the Border Patrol Police who have minority language specialists just in case
anti-Thai elements are added to the program. She also has to be careful about maintaining
a good relationship between the two countries, Thailand and Burma. But because of the
ability of radio waves to travel across the border, Nang Chusri herself has become a
―fetish of connection‖ (Kunreuther 2006: 343) with a special power to facilitate links
between people living in the two countries. When I traveled in Shan State, Burma and met
with many Shan singers, they often asked me to pass their cassettes or VCDs on to her, so
that she could help disseminate them to the wider audience (both in Thailand and Burma).
Outside her program, Nang Chusri has constantly been asked to organize activities
related to Shan people such as concerts and festivals, due to her role as a radio broadcaster
20

Sai Mu used to live along the Thailand-Burma border. During the time he was with the Shan
United Revolutionary Army (SURA), he and the other four members of SURA formed a band
called ―Jerng Laew‖ (Freedom Way). Jerng Laew‘s songs always contain political messages such
as Ne Win Jone Kap Joy (Ne Win is stealing People‘s Money) and Wan Tai Hao Te Lodlaew (The
Day When the Shan have Independence). See the story of Sai Mu and Jerng Laew in Chapter 5.
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who has connections with both the Thai state and Shan singers. As the director of Chiang
Mai Zoo, which recently has begun to organize concerts for Shan migrants told me:
―We had some unused budget money that needed to be used otherwise we would
have to return it to the government. I was trying to think of how to use that money.
Then someone connected me with Nang Chusri. We came up with the idea of
organizing a concert in the zoo for Shan migrants. Nang Chusri was in charge of
bringing the singers; we provided the place and budget. Because of the popularity
of the Shan radio program, we did not need to use any other channels of
promotion or advertising. Nang Chusri only had to announce the event on her
program, and we could draw crowds as big as 10,000. It would be much more
difficult and more expensive to organize a Thai concert and draw a big crowd like
this‖ (interview with Chiang Mai Zoo‘s director, July 2006).
As a civil servant, it is also easy for Nang Chusri to negotiate with the Border
Patrol Police to bring Shan singers from across the border to perform in Chiang Mai.
Nowadays, inviting Shan singers to perform in a concert has become a way to attract Shan
migrants. This in turn enables Nang Chusri to say who among them can successfully cross
the border. As stated in the earlier chapters, there are two towns in Shan State – Muse in
northern Shan State near the China-Burma border and Tachilek at the Thai-Burma border
– that produce Shan singers to the point of outnumbering those who come from the rest of
the towns in Shan State. In organizing concerts for Shan migrants living in Chiang Mai,
Nang Chusri always brings in singers from Tachilek because the town is just across the
border from Mae Sai, three hours away from Chiang Mai. It is also cheaper and easier to
deal with the Thai police. As she always brings in singers from near the Thai-Burma
border, singers from the Muse area become distant and inaccessible to the Shan migrant
audience. This leads to her additional role as ―promoter‖ of some artists. Two singers
whom she always brings in to perform on stage in Chiang Mai are Sai Han Lang and Sai
Jerng Han (see the story of these two singers in Chapter 2). Although these two singers
are already well-known among Shan audiences within and outside Burma, we cannot
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deny her role in making them more accessible to the Shan migrant audience in Chiang
Mai. Nang Chusri is acutely aware of her power over Shan singers whom she wants to
promote. As her connection continues to grow with one singer, Sai Jerng Han, whom she
always invites to perform on stage in Chiang Mai, she finds herself becoming Sai Jerng
Han‘s image maker. She asks Sai Jerng Han to compose songs urging Shan migrant
workers not to get involved with drugs, teaching them to behave and to remember
important values both as a Shan and as a migrant worker living on Thai soil. She then
plays these songs on her program.
―I have been trying to make Sai Jerng Han a representative of Shan migrants in
Thailand. He could be the one who teaches Shans to respect Thai King, be good
sons and daughters, be gratitude to their parents, as well as to this country. I also
requested that he wrote songs in Shan language teaching Shan migrants not to be
involved with drugs, gambling and all bad things while living in Thailand‖
(interview with Nang Chusri, July 2006).
How are we then to make sense of this individual whose mutable, often
ambiguous, ethnic identity is central to her role as mediator between the Shan migrant
community and the Thai state? As a civil servant, a radio broadcaster and a good citizen,
she is Thai. She was born on Thai soil and holds a Thai identification card. However, by
speaking Shan and by working as a patron for the Shan migrant community, she identifies
herself as Shan. Nang Chursi‘s life and career illustrate that she can be both Shan and
Thai: she is Shan in some spheres of life and Thai in others. In her recounting of how she
has become who she is today, Nang Chusri shows us that ethnic identity is about
becoming, not about being (Hall 1996):
―I always thought if I had not learned my parents‘ language, I would not have
come to this point. I love my job and I am proud that I can help my fellow ethnic
group members in any way that I can. At home I also cook Shan food everyday.
My son now has become Shan-ized. He loves to eat thua nao (fermented beans). If
I add too little thua nao to the food, he‘d notice right away and complain. My
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daughter then would say ‗Aha! You‘ve become Shan now‘‖ (interview with Nang
Chusri, July 2006).
It should be noted that thua nao or fermented beans is a Shan staple food,
generally preserved in a round thin shape and added into many Shan dishes. Many Shan
singers use thua nao as a symbolic representation of Shan people: Sai Sai Mao‘s Shan Pe
Po Le Jannaw (I Am a Shan fermented Bean) and Thua Nao Tai (The Shan Fermented
Bean), for example. By identifying with thua nao, showing that she cooks this food every
day, Nang Chusri has re-affirmed herself (to me) as Shan.
We have already discussed the diversity among the Shan community in Chiang
Mai, here Nang Chusri exemplifies the type of a long-term resident from an old ethnic
Shan community for whom Thailand has already become ―home‖ nation and whose
commitment to maintain connections with Shan State or Burma is absent or weak
(Tololyan 1996). She is different from recent arrivals of Shan ethnic nationals from
Burma, for she was born in Thailand, was educated under the Thai school system and has
obtained Thai citizenship. She is also different from members of the ―diaspora‖ if we
agree that those in the diaspora while continue to dwell in a host nation, mythical
homeland are more important to them than either the host nation or their contemporary
homeland (Kearney 1995, Safran 1991, Sheffer 1986, Tololyan 1996). Nang Chusri is but
a member of the longtime resident Shan community in Thailand whose members may
negotiate their relations with Shan State or Burma on an individual basis and whose life
trajectory is toward assimilation rather than dwelling on ―the myth of return.‖ In many
ways, she is no different from her fellow members of the old ethnic Shan community. The
reason I have focused on her story is to demonstrate my point that not everyone can turn
―cultural broker‖ and by doing so play an important role in mediating the interest of Shan
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migrants with the Thai state. Only one who has acquired cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984,
Ong 1999) such as knowledge and skills, as well as citizenship, can accomplish this. We
also need to take into account the specific conditions of increasingly transnational
movements, and the far-reaching ability of the AM radio frequency, the cultural capital of
being a radio worker can then be converted into social capital (prestige and authority). It
is through her cultural capital that Nang Chusri has thus become ―broker,‖ brokering and
facilitating across ethnic and national boundaries.
In the end, we may assume that most radio and television around the world has
been state-controlled or in the hands of cultural industry professionals who, as Stuart Hall
(1980) has argued, tend to share the dominant codes of the nation-state. However, what
we have in this case is not simply an agent of state-controlled media doing the bidding of
the regime. Although Nang Chusri practices self-censorship, fostering national loyalty
among her Shan audience, teaching morality, engineering Shan migrants to be good
‗alien‘ laborers, there is always a good deal of room for slippage. On one level, we see the
state exercising its control beyond its borders and over its non-citizen subjects, hence the
loyalty to a nation (to which these migrants do not belong) is interpellated and constructed
through the means of radio address. On another level, this same technology allows these
migrants to enter into the public space that generates a ―temporality of the simultaneous‖,
as well as affective connections through which urban Shan migrants and the Shan in
Burma become interconnected. Thereby, turning this public sphere into ―transnational
imagined community.‖ In short, mass media offer both a technology of control as well as
parallel spaces for alterative transnational practice. The story of radio broadcasting and
Nang Chusri also illustrates another point: while migration itself disturbs the boundaries
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of the state, so too does the communication that migration generates and participates in. It
is through individual (the broker) and collective (the migrants) operations across national
boundaries, I would argue, that the relationship between transnational and national gets
complicated, and therefore ambiguous and contested.

Religious Public Spheres
Poi Khuen Wat Papao (Festival Night at Wat Papao)
The moment I saw you,
Under the big tamarind tree at Wat Papao
I wanted to know where you were from.
What are you doing for work? Where? In Chiang Mai?
Have you ever worked on a longan farm, on a lychee farm?
Have you ever worked on a chicken farm, or a pig farm?
What about construction work, painting, house keeping,
Laundry shop, noodle shop, a ―chicken and rice‖ shop?
Have you worked in a seafood restaurant,
A butcher shop, local whisky-drinking stalls?
Barbecue restaurants, night bazaar stalls, an ice factory,
Sweet shop, waitress, working in a hotel,
Working at a gas station, have you ever worked in any of those?
Have you been self-employed?
Have you worked in a nightclub? Karaoke?
Fruit stall retailer? Sausage vendor?
Or you‘ve just been in and out of town in the past years?
After this festival is over,
I want to get to know you more,
Want to see where you work,
Can I get your mobile number?
(written by Sai Ni, 2005, my translation)

The song is written by Sai Ni who himself is a Shan migrant. Sai Ni migrated to
Thailand in 2001 and has worked at various kinds of jobs. His song reflects his own life
as well as those of Shan migrants who migrate to this city and struggle to survive by
accepting any kind of low-paid job. The song not only reflects the lives of Shan migrants
in Chiang Mai, it also tells us about two other important aspects of Shan migrant life.
First, Chiang Mai is portrayed in this song as a city that is growing and becoming both a
metropolitan center as well as a center of agricultural products in the north. Second, the
song reflects the typical lifestyle of migrants in which new and old practices blend
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together. While the practice of courtship is ‗old‘ as Shan migrants still go to temple
festivals to meet one another, the means of courtship is newly facilitated by mobile phone
technology that comes to play an important part in Shan migrant life.
For Shan migrants, though living in a new environment, temples still serve as sites
for both religious activities and as a sort of community center for many secular activities
that involve fun, fairs and concerts. In the past few years, more than ten Shan fairs and
festivals have been held at the temples. Shan temples have become centers of an emerging
Shan ethnic public sphere, and festivals organized on the temple grounds have become
part of everyday popular culture for Shan migrants. This section explores the Buddhist
temple public sphere in the city of Chiang Mai through the stories of two temples, Wat
Papao and Wat Kutao. Wat Papao‘s abbot exemplifies the long-term resident Shan whose
cultural capital--i.e. being Thai-born-Shan, obtaining Thai citizenship, being an abbot of
an old Shan temple--enables him to become a ―broker‖ mediating the interest of Shan
migrant community with the Thai state. Nonetheless, I also present the story of Wat
Kutao‘s abbot, whose ethnic background is not Shan but for whom cultural capital under
the category of Shan ―ethnicity‖ can be obtained and performed.
Wat Papao, situated at the heart of the city, has been known as a center of Shan
community in Chiang Mai for many decades. Wat Papao was built in the late 19th century
in the reign of the Chiang Mai ruler Prince Inthawichayanon, whose consort, Mom
Baulai, was Shan (Ko Thet 2006). The temple‘s name refers to the grove of pao trees in
which a group of Shan followers had built a stupa and wooden assembly hall, all in Shan
style. The entire monastery community of 12 monks, including the abbot and 36 novices,
is Shan. Behind Wat Papao lies a Shan quarter of the town where one can find Shan food
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stalls, imported Burmese Shan food and products. More than a decade ago, Wat Papao
and the Shan quarter behind the temple was, though not entirely hidden, relatively
unknown to and unseen by Chiang Mai residents. It was just recently that Wat Papao
came to be seen as a center of Shan community in Chiang Mai by both Shan migrants and
city residents. The emergence of Wat Papao as a center for Shan migrant community has
also provoked an anxiety for some northern Thai people. As a post by Thai people in a
chatroom shows: ―if you go to Wat Papao, you will see those ‗alien‘ Shan migrants. They
are swallowing up the whole temple. The police need not go anywhere, only go to this
temple, and they can arrest all of them‖ (www.rd1677.com).
In a different tone, the abbot of Wat Papao also commented that he had never
thought he would live to see such a large community of Shan people in this city;
―When I first came to this temple, there were 18 monks; only three of them were
Shan and the rest were Thai. The first few years of my stay here were very quiet;
nobody came to the temple because ten years ago the Shan population in this city
was not big, only about 10-20,000. After the ―700 Year Sports Complex‖ 21 was
designed for the ASEAN Games that Chiang Mai hosted in 1996, the massive
flow began. Even official governments took big trucks to pick Shan workers up
from the border due to the high demand for labor. After the sport complex was
finished, those people stayed on and from that time on, they called their relatives,
brothers and sisters to come. Of fourteen years I spent in this temple, only in the
past five years have I witnessed a massive influx of Shan people. They often come
to Wat Papao first, but they do not stay long. They move on to find relatives and
work‖ (interview with Wat Papao‘s abbot, March 2006).
The abbot, Prakru Nanta, was born in Piang Luang, northern town of Chiang Mai,
of Shan parents who migrated to Thailand a few years after the end of World War II. He
was initiated as a novice at Piang Luang and came to Wat Papao as a monk when he was
36. Because the old abbot was not Shan, he was not interested in doing anything

21

Officially, it is called ―700th anniversary of Chiang Mai Sports Complex.‖ It is named 700 years
to commemorate the 700th anniversary of the founding of Chiang Mai in 1996.
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associated with the Shan community. In 1993, the old abbot passed away, Prakru Nanta
has become the new abbot. Since becoming an abbot, he has been more attentive to
organizing religious ceremonies for the Shan community in Chiang Mai. As Poi Sang
Long, a Buddhist novice ordination ceremony, is the most important festival for the Shan
who traditionally ordain novices rather than monks, Prakru Nanta started to revive this
celebration in 1993, the first year he was abbot. That year, Wat Papao attracted only ten
novices from Shan parents living in Chiang Mai. A decade later, in 2006, Wat Papao
admitted more than 100 novices in the Poi Sang Long ceremony.
In the past few years, as more and more Shan have come to Chiang Mai because
of economic strife and internal conflicts inside Burma, Wat Papao has found it hard to
deny newcomers who came without knowing anyone in this city. Deciding to risk their
lives in this city, the newcomers often ask the trafficking network to drop them first at
Wat Papao. The temple inadvertently has to provide temporary shelter and food for these
newcomers before they can find jobs and relatives who live in town. The abbot told me
annoyingly that ―this place became a center where Shan migrants come and wait for a day
job.‖ People who need temporary workers would come and pick them up from the temple.
The abbot was unhappy because he did not want the Thai authorities to think that the
temple was accommodating illegal migrants (interview with Prakru Nanta, June 2006).
Not wanting to be associated with illegal issues, Wat Papao turned its temple
space into an educational domain. Recently, with funding from Thai and international
organizations, Wat Papao set up classes for Shan adults. This temple school teaches Thai
language and classes equivalent to primary school for Shan migrants. It also offers
computer classes in the evening. Today all the monks and novices are Shan. Most of them
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come from Shan State and still have relatives and families there. Hence some monks are
involved in transnational activities such as bringing books, printing materials, cassettes
and CDs from Shan State to sell at the temple. Wat Papao is also hosting Shan monks
from Burma who come to earn a degree in Buddhist Studies at the institute of Buddhist
Higher Education in Chiang Mai. Once they have finished the degree, some return to
Burma, others stay on. In addition, besides its role in ordaining a monk, Wat Papao is
obligated to disrobe monks and novices. As when some monks finish their degrees and
decide to take a secular path by becoming migrant workers, it then becomes an abbot‘s
task to disrobe them. A Shan boy who is now working as a waiter in a restaurant in
Chiang Mai told me that in 2002 he walked across the border as a Shan novice. Arrived in
Chiang Mai, he came to Wat Papao to ask to be disrobed so that he could enter into the
labor market. Its role in providing Shan migrants with a community center and a transborder hub for monastic travel has made this temple a mediator across national boundaries
as well as a ―broker‖ facilitating the interest of both Shan migrants and the Thai state.
Unlike Wat Papao, which was first built as a Shan temple and which has a Shan
abbot, Wat Kutao was built to serve as a royal temple for the Chiang Mai rulers, and the
abbot today is northern Thai. It was just within the past few years that Wat Kutao has
begun to attract a steady stream of Shan worshippers, and the temple has become known
as a second center of Shan community in Chiang Mai.
The abbot was born in San Kampang district, only 15 kilometers away from the
city. 36 years ago, he was ordained as a monk and since then never left the temple. When
he was a young monk at this temple, some novices invited him to make a pilgrimage
across the border into Shan State in the Keng Tung area. It should be noted that the
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relationship between northern Thai monks and Shan monks from Keng Tung, who speak
Tai Khun dialect and study Buddhist texts in Tai Khun scripts which are similar to
northern Thai or lanna script, can be dated back a century. Monks could always make
pilgrimages across the border freely to reside in another temple or to study the Buddhist
cannon. It was also not unheard of that some temples in Chiang Mai could host monks or
novices from other areas in this region, but more particularly from Keng Tung because it
was easier to travel from there, and the scripts and spoken language were similar to
northern Thai. Today this practice is still on going but has become more difficult, as the
Thai state increasingly places strict control over its borders. The abbot stated that his
attachment to the Shan people began when he traveled to Keng Tung in the Shan State on
the pilgrimage three decades ago where he came to know about the plight of the Shan
people. Since then he has become a Shan sympathizer.
Although he has had empathy for the Shan for a long time, it was only recently
that the abbot has had a chance to dedicate himself to help Shan people. Recently, Wat
Kutao has come to take part in organizing many activities for Shan migrants. In 2005,
when I was conducting my fieldwork in Chiang Mai, I attended more than five Shan
festivals held at Wat Kutao. These included a Poi Sang Long or a Buddhist novice
ordination ceremony, Poi Khoa Wa (the ceremony marking the beginning of Buddhist
Lent), Poi Ok Wa (the end of Buddhist Lent), and Poi Pee Mai Tai (Shan New Year). In
2006, Wat Kutao held an activity which could be called a ―health fair‖ to introduce
knowledge concerning health to Shan migrants. Interestingly, Wat Kutao was asked to
host this activity because the Chiang Mai office of the Thai Ministry of Health had some
unused money in their 2005 annual budget which needed to be spent (or returned to the
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government, which would in turn affect the next year‘s budget proposal). They found
Shan migrants a perfect target audience to which to impart knowledge about diseases
related to migrants. The reason Shan migrants have become a viable resource for people
to mobilize collectivities is, as the director of Chiang Mai Zoo put it: ―they live far away
from home and do not have any place to relax or get together.‖ On the flip side of the
coin, for Thai bureaucrats, it always looks good on their official reports if they hold an
activity and a lot of people attend. In general, most of the activities organized on the
temple grounds involve concerts in which Shan singers from Shan State are invited to
perform, as well as Shan fairs where a variety of Shan goods and food are offered.
When asked how the temple came to be associated with the Shan, the abbot
replied;
―They first came to the temple and asked me if they could hold the Poi Sang Long
ceremony in this temple. For the Shan, Poi Sang Long is the most important
religious ceremony of the year, and every Shan parent wants to have their sons
ordain as sang long (novices). I allowed them to do so. For four years now the
temple has held the Poi Sang Long ceremony. Even when northern Thai ask to
join in, I tell them that this temple will do the ordination Shan style. If they accept
that, they can join us. When the Shan first came to see me, I welcomed them. I
spoke their language that I learned from the novices here. When they learned that
the abbot at this temple could speak their language, more and more started to
come. Now this temple has become like a Shan temple‖ (interview with Wat
Kutao‘s abbot, October 2005).
If Wat Papao‘s abbot tells us about the characteristic of ―ethnics‖ as a category
that one is born into, Wat Kutao‘s abbot tells us a different story, i.e. that one can acquire
or perform those characteristics.
―Initially, I was not sure if I could communicate with them. But I tried. They felt
comfortable coming here because I do not look down upon them and I can speak
their language. Maybe I was Shan in a past life. When newcomers come and hear
that I speak Shan, they ask if I am Shan. I tell them vaguely that I am from Keng
Tung. I also show them my tattoo, which makes them believe that I am Shan‖
(interview with Wat Kutao‘s abbot, October 2005).
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In retelling how Shan migrants came to identify him as a Shan monk, the abbot
shows that the characteristics of any ―ideal type,‖ be it the Shan ―ethnic‖ category, can be
performed and hence become real by virtue of the performance. A Shan women working
as a souvenir seller at Night Bazaar who frequents Wat Kutao told me that the abbot did
not know himself, and only recently re-discovered, that he is actually Shan. Somehow, the
rumor about the abbot‘s re-discovery of his ethnic identity spread and has attracted more
Shan followers.
I have laid out the background of the two Shan temples and the stories of two
abbots in order to argue--on the same grounds as the story of Nang Chusri--that monks
can also turn cultural ―broker,‖ mediating the interest of the migrant community with the
interests of the Thai state and/or the Shan community in Burma. This is possible as long
as the broker in question first acquires ―cultural capital,‖ such as Thai citizenship,
participating in some sort of network with Thai authorities, or attaining a social position
such as becoming abbot of a Buddhist temple. I further suggest that the category of the
―long-term residents‖ (as distinct from the ―migrants‖ and the ―diaspora‖) can never be
fixed. For example, Wat Kutao‘s abbot shows that one can become Shan by virtue of
one‘s performance alone (cf. Butler 1999). These individuals situated in religious space
do not have transnational reach the way Nang Chusri does. In the case of the latter,
technology has enabled her to facilitate a mediated engagement across national
boundaries. However, hosting monks from across the border, giving shelter to
newcomers, providing informal education, as well as hosting Shan religious festivals and
state health fairs are ways that the two abbots profiled here have turned temple space into
―transnational space‖ in which the interests of Shan migrants and the Thai state are
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mediated. In what follows, let us move to the most prominent expression of Shan public
domain: the festivals. Shan festivals provide a space where local cultural brokers meet
with migrants and where ethnic and national boundaries are crossed and transgressed.

Fun, Fairs and Festivals
In recent years, Chiang Mai residents started to recognize the existence of Shan
festivals, as warnings are broadcast on Chiang Mai traffic radio stations telling people to
avoid routes near which the Shan are having their celebrations. Shan fairs and festivals
have become the best-known expressions of Shan culture in Chiang Mai. During the
eighteen months of my field work with the Shan migrant community in Chiang Mai, I
attended more than ten Shan festivals and cultural ceremonies. While a number of Shan
migrants working in Chiang Mai enjoy and participate in such events, I met a few Shan
migrant workers, both male and female–all of whom are educated and have lived in this
city for more than five years–who complain about ―having too many festivals.‖ A Shan
man in his 30s who has migrated to Chiang Mai more than five years ago for work
commented that: ―So, Thai people would think ‗Oh! The Tai Yai [Shan] are always
having fun; they are not suffering at all working in this country‘‖
Shan festivals are generally organized according to tradition and religious belief.
Nevertheless, one also always finds new, invented traditions. They can be grouped into
three categories; 1) religious festivals such as the celebration of the end of Buddhist Lent,
and Poi Sang Long (a Buddhist novice ordination ceremony), 2) cultural ceremonies such
as the celebration of Shan New Year, and Khao Son Nam (the Thai equivalence is Song
Kran or the Water Festival), and 3) Shans‘ participation in Thai special occasions such as
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the 60th anniversary of the Thai King‘s ascension to the throne. Most of the activities are
held at two temples in the city, Wat Papao and Wat Kutao. While traditions and religious
beliefs such as Buddhist Lent and Poi Sang Long are not distinctively Shan in the larger
perspective, as northern Thais also celebrate such events, what makes them ―Shan‖ in this
case lies in the fact that they are celebrated by Shan migrant workers whom recently have
become a visible group in this city and they are celebrated at two temples which recently
have come to be seen as ―Shan‖ temples. As stated, Wat Papao has been known as a Shan
temple for many decades, and thus has always been a place which the Shan community in
Chiang Mai uses for religious and social gatherings. It was only recently, during the time
of my fieldwork, that Wat Kutao began to take part in organizing many annual Shan
festivals as well. In addition to these two temples, recently Chiang Mai Zoo has also
started to hold activities for Shan migrants. As the director of Chiang Mai Zoo stated, ―we
want to offer alternative space for Shan migrant workers to come, relax and have a good
time.‖
Shan festivals in the city of Chiang Mai involve modern concerts and fairs. Fairs
come as a supplementary part of the festivals which normally include food stalls, bootleg
vendors selling Shan cassettes and VCDs, novels and books imported from Burma. Most
Shan migrants tend to buy Shan cassettes and VCDs of their favorite singers from the
festival bootleg sellers. At the fairs, the bootleggers play Shan VCD karaoke on a TV set
with speakers all day long. For Shan migrants, festivals provide opportunities for them to
meet friends and relatives as well as to buy Shan commodities such as food and Shan
music cassettes or VCDs. Apart from the fair, one of the most important aspects of Shan
festivals is the modern concert. There are two types of concerts; one that sells tickets and
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free events. For the concerts that sell tickets, entrance fees normally run around 50 baht
(US$1.50). For some celebrations such as Poi Sang Long where relatives of the novices
stay overnight at the temples and people come and go all day and night to visit the novices
and the families, or Song Kran (the Buddhist New Year ―Water Festival‖) where people
come to the temple to change their clothes after engaging in water fights all day, the
temples cannot close the gate to sell concert tickets. The organizers of such festivals
therefore never organize concerts which require them to bring singers from Shan State,
Burma.
For the festivals for which selling tickets is possible, there are several groups that
take part in organizing the concerts. As the Shan community in Chiang Mai continues to
grow, newly formed Shan groups such as the Shan Cultural and Literature Committee,
and the Shan Youth group have become involved. At the end of 2005 as Shan New Year
reached its 2100th anniversary which is considered significant, the Shan Cultural and
Literature Committee organized the Shan New Year celebration on a large scale by
inviting Shan singers from Burma to perform on stage. In 2005, Shan Youth Chiang Mai
also organized Poi Khao Wa (the entering of Buddhist Lent) festival at Wat Papao, for
which the concert entrance fee was 30 baht (US$1). Nonetheless, most Shan festivals are
organized by Nang Chusri and her team. If Wat Papao wanted to organize a concert to
collect donations for building a new monastery building, for example, the temple would
ask Nang Chusri to take part in it. If Chiang Mai Zoo wants to hold an activity related to
Shan migrants, they also have to ask Nang Chusri to help organize the event. As stated,
because of her role as a radio broadcaster and her close connection with the Thai police, it
is easy for her to advertise the events to the audience and bring Shan singers across the
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border. Given her success in organizing concerts that attract a large Shan audience, the
temples prefer to give favor to Nang Chusri because she can bring more donations into the
temples.
To understand how the festivals serve as a contested space where the Thai state
and the ethnic ―brokers‖ may turn Shan public spheres into forms of both consumption
and technologies of control, and where Shan migrants fashion the space into their own
―transnational‖ imagined community, I present close readings of three Shan festivals.

Ok Wa (The Celebration of the End of Buddhist Lent)
One big religious festival for the Shan is the celebration at the end of Buddhist
Lent. The tradition of Buddhist Lent or the annual three-month Rain Retreat known in
Shan as ―wa‖ dates back to the time of early Buddhism in ancient India, when people
spent three months of the annual rainy season in permanent dwellings. They avoided
unnecessary travel during the period when crops were still new, for fear they might
accidentally step on young plants. In Shan tradition, Buddhist monks resolved to stay in a
temple of their choice and not take up residence in another temple until Lent was over.
Buddhist Lent covers a good part of the rainy season and lasts three lunar months. While
the annual three-month retreat is also practiced by the Thai, contemporary Thais do not
seem to consider the end of the Lent as a big event, and it is not recognized as a public
holiday by the Thai state. For the Shan, this end of Buddhist Lent is one of the biggest
ceremonial events of the year. Traditionally, it is a time when everyone is ready to
celebrate because the rainy season is over, the weather becomes pleasant, and not so long
afterward rice in the field will be ready to harvest.
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In 2005, I participated in the Ok Wa ceremony at the two Shan temples in Chiang
Mai. This year Wat Kutao organized a large-scale ceremony by organizing a concert for
which two famous Shan singers from Burma were invited to perform. To cover the cost of
bringing the singers from Burma, the ticket costs 50 baht (US$1.50) for the concert at
night. While normally Shan people celebrate the end of Buddhist Lent on the full moon
day of the tenth lunar month, this year Wat Kutao decided to hold the celebration 3 days
earlier so that the celebration would fall on the weekend. In addition, this was done to
make sure that the festival would not overlap with the festival at Wat Papao, where the
celebration is usually held on the traditional day. Wat Papao, aware that Wat Kutao was
going to hold a big ceremony, did not organize any large scale event. However, as an
established Shan temple, people still came to Wat Papao during the day time on the actual
day of the end of Buddhist Lent to offer food to the monks and to make merit. At night
time, Wat Papao held a simple free concert performed by amateur Shan migrant singers.
Hence, Shan people in Chiang Mai could have six days and nights consecutively to
celebrate Ok Wa.
At Wat Kutao, although the celebration was not held on the exact days of the
religious tradition, it was on the weekend, so the celebration attracted a number of people.
During the day time, they came to offer food for the monks and to walk around the fair
that offers a variety of goods, from Shan food to clothes, books, and cassettes and VCDs
imported from Shan State, Burma. The abbot was sitting in his assembly hall to welcome
all the migrants who came for offering. The evening concert drew a lot more people. The
audience came from the city and surrounding areas to see the famous singers from Shan
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State performing on stage. Almost all of them said they heard about the concert via Nang
Chusri‘s radio program.
It has become tradition that Shan festivals in Chiang Mai associated with modern
concerts are held for three days. This perhaps is due in part to the cost and time of
organizing and also in order to offer alternative festival days for Shan migrants who
usually have only one day off per week. Stage performances normally start around 8 p.m.
The earlier time slot is allocated to amateur singers, called in Shan ―phu mee wasana,‖ 22
referring to those who love to sing and perform on stage even if they aren‘t paid. Late
night is reserved for famous singers, who normally have to be imported from Burma, to
entertain the audience with their famous songs. This year, the festival included a special
activity: a beauty contest, ―Miss Shan of Chiang Mai.‖ About two weeks prior to the
event, Nang Chusri, as the main organizer, had sent out a call for contestants over her
radio program. On the day of the festival, about 20 Shan girls showed up to compete to be
Miss Shan of Chiang Mai.
On the first night, the stage show started around 8 p.m. by phe mee wasana
performing well-known songs of other artists or songs they wrote themselves. It was then
followed by the catwalk of contestants for the beauty contest. The contestants wore
traditional Shan costumes, including Tai Mao, Tai Long and Tai Khun styles of clothes.
The catwalk was intended to demonstrate traditional Shan costume and to show how
much elegance and grace the contestant possessed. After walking on the runway, each
contestant stopped in the middle of the stage to do a wai, a common form of greeting
22

The Shan use the word ―wasana‖ in a different way from the Thai. While this term in Thai refers
to good fortune due to past good deeds or luck, the same term in Shan means natural tendency or
personal interest which one pursues outside one‘s regular occupation and engages in primarily for
pleasure.
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practiced by the Thai, consisting of a slight bow, with palms pressed together in a prayerlike fashion. The MC, who was again Nang Chursi, told the audience of the contestant‘s
name and which town she came from. The audience, to indicate which contestants they
liked, came to give garlands or balloons to their favorites. These balloons and garlands
were later counted and formed the basis of the contestants‘ scores on the last day of the
contest. I notice that during the catwalk sequence, the audience screamed and applauded
every time they heard the names of contestants from their own home town.
Then the famous singers from Burma came. Nang Chusri was in charge of
bringing the singers from Burma (as the Shan audience in Chiang Mai wanted to hear
singers from their homeland). As noted earlier in this chapter, she often brings singers
from Tachilek or Keng Tung because the cost of travel is cheaper. By bringing them more
often, Nang Chusri has, in effect, made them better known and heard by Shan migrant
audiences than singers from other areas. Sai Long Thip, an established Shan singer from
Keng Tung, came first to perform his famous song, Khuen Ok Wa (Ok Wa Night) which
fit particularly well for this special event. The audience sang along in a volume that
echoed throughout the temple grounds. Then came the heartthrob, Sai Han Lang. His
trademark song is Jai Hak Thi Kai (My Love is Far Away) which is easy-listening pop,
somewhat serving the role of a national anthem for this event. Strangely enough, the Shan
audience waved a Shan flag when he was singing this song. This song also became a
theme song which was played repeatedly when the contestants for Miss Shan were
walking the catwalk. For half an hour of his show, Sai Han Lang whipped the audience
into a frenzy, full of screaming, dancing and clapping. As I was standing behind the stand
that sells flowers and garlands, I noticed that once Sai Han Lang came out, many of the
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female audience members came to buy roses and ran to the front of the stage to give them
to their favorite singer. While the girls expressed appreciation by giving flowers and
garlands, Shan boys danced in an unruly fashion in front of the stage. They lifted their
hands and moved their bodies in the same way as rock fans would do in a concert, even
though the songs being sung were in a soft, easy listening style. After Sai Han Lang came
Sai Thun La, a Shan migrant living in Bangkok who has recently released an album. Late
night followed with other amateur Shan singers, who had been given little time earlier.
The singers performed Shan songs to entertain the audience until midnight.
The second night, on Saturday, was an interesting one. It started in the same way
as the first night. Amateur singers sang a few songs, and once more the contestants for
Miss Shan did the runway walk to get more balloons and garlands, since their final scores
would be based on popular votes. I happened to hear one audience member criticizing the
girls, saying they did not know how to walk and that they looked unprofessional and
unfashionable. One girl, who was wearing glasses which made her look studious, came
out and walked around without anyone giving her garlands or flowers. Finally, one
sympathizer came out to give her a flower, and the audience roared with laughter. Like
the first night, after the catwalk segment, singers came out to perform their famous songs.
At around 10.00 p.m., Nang Chusri then came up on stage and announced that she would
be broadcasting the event live on her program (normally, Nang Chusri‘s nighttime show
is a rerun of the morning show). Below is what Nang Chusri announced as the beginning
to the program, broadcast live:
―Greeting to all Shan people here and over in Burma. I, Nang Chusri, have heard
that my program is listened by our brothers and sisters in Burma. Today, we are in
Chiang Mai, celebrating Ok Wa. I am doing the program live tonight so that our
brothers and sisters over there can hear that their sons and daughters living far
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away from home are celebrating Ok Wa in Thailand. We‘d like to greet our
relatives in Shan State, we‘d like to talk to you.‖
Then it was time for a live interview with the beauty contestants. Each contestant
again walked around the stage to show her costume and her way of walking. When they
stopped in the front, Nang Chusri came out to interview each of them. The contestants
stated their names and what town in Shan State they were from, and mentioned what work
they were working in Chiang Mai. Then, Nang Chusri asked if each contestant wanted to
say anything to her parents in Burma. Intriguingly, all the contestants ended up saying the
same thing, assuming that their parents in Burma were listening: ―I am Nang (Miss)…,
from…(the town name). I am the daughter of…. I am doing well. I send my greeting to
my parents, wish them well.‖ The audience applauded when they heard that a given
contestant was from their own home town, and they screamed when they heard each
successive contestant ―master the question‖ and do well in sending a message back home.
After the interviews with contestants, the singers came out to sing the same songs
they sang the night before. But this time, they sang for a live broadcast with the awareness
that what they performed would be heard by Shan audiences living in and outside Burma.
On the third night, Miss Shan of Chiang Mai was announced. Shan singers
performed the whole set of their famous songs to satisfy the audience for the last day. I
questioned random migrant informants whom I met at the festival, and learned that some
of them came every night the festival was held, even though the tickets cost 50 baht,
which is equivalent to half a day‘s wages. They are willing to pay such prices because
through this they can turn the space of Chiang Mai into their home, albeit a temporary
one. The festivals also provide a special time for them to have fun after many long months
of hard work. Shan migrants who participate in these events state that the festivals and
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concerts allow them to meet other Shan people and re-build their social networks while
listening to their favorite Shan songs. Apart from participating in the concert and the fair,
the festival also provides a space for Shan living far away from home to ―perform
themselves‖ as Shan. It provides a space where Shan can walk around in a T-Shirt bearing
the image of a Shan flag, legendary national heroes or a map of Shan State. Shan
audiences also decorate themselves with symbols associated with the ―imagined Shan
nation,‖ such as wearing a hat with the three colors of the Shan flag or sporting a pin with
an image of the Shan flag. While we may comment on the way Shan ethnicity and culture
is commercialized for these people (because they have to purchase all these items at the
festival), Shan migrants at the same time ―buy into‖ these signs of ethnic identity and
imagined nationhood and make meaning out of them. A reading of the Shan festival
reminds us that modern leisure cannot be understood without considering the question of
consumption. But while Shan ethnicity and culture has been transformed into a form of
commodity, consumption, as Daniel Miller (1987) has demonstrated, is also an activity
through which people can appropriate and recontextualize commodities as instruments for
creating differentiated, particularized and sometimes resistant identities. While I am
reluctant to embrace the idea of ―resistance,‖ for there is no clear evidence to show what it
is being resisted here, I contend that consumption provides ―public‖ space for Shan
migrants to perform as ―Shan.‖
At the end of the celebration, Nang Chusri came to me, smiling happily at her
success. She told me that they collected 300,000 baht on a single night which means there
were 6,000 attendees. On the second night that she broadcasted the event live, they sold
8,000 baht (US$ 200, US$1 then 40 baht) worth of the garlands and flowers. Over all
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three nights, she estimated that there were more than 10,000 attendees. When asked what
inspired her to broadcast the festival live on her radio program, Nang Chusri replied:
―I want people in Burma to know that their sons and daughters who are now living
away from home have an opportunity to participate in some kind of activity in
Thailand. I want to do everything exactly the way Thai people do, that‘s why I
have the program broadcast live. As for the beauty contest, I want to show off
Shan costumes, and I also want to show other people that there are many beautiful
Shan girls. I want the Shan to be in tune with other people‖ (personal
conversation, October 2006).
What Nang Chusri implies is perhaps a definition of her role as a guardian of what
it means to be Shan in this society. Decoding from various representations, two crucial
points can be made here. First, Shan ethnicity has been transported into public space,
exposed to the gaze of both outsiders and Shan migrants themselves. It is through this
public domain that many agents come to represent the Shan in terms of ―modernity‖
through traditional means of religious festival. By ―doing exactly as Thai people do,‖ or
broadcasting the event live, and by presenting Shan women in a beauty contest, we see
some images of ―modernity‖ which Nang Chusri seeks to convey. For Shan migrants,
festivals provide sites of expression and negotiation of cultural selves and identities. They
may incorporate themselves into the notion of modernity that the dominant culture of
consumer capitalism seeks to embrace--buying flowers for singers, dancing in an unruly
manner, or participating in a modern beauty contest where women‘s bodies are exploited
and exposed. At the same time, though, they re-appropriate and refashion their ethnic
identity through various means provided to them, including the means of consumption.
Second, on a transnational level, As Minoo Moallem (2000) has argued, perhaps the
construction of symbolic and material relations in the migrant public space is no longer
defined by the ―myth of return‖ or by a successful assimilation in the host country, but by
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the experience of a transnational moment, where being ―here‖ merges with being ―there‖
without any sense of linear motion between the two. Just as Shan migrants enjoy calling
the radio program, for they feel here and there are being connected simultaneously, they
participate in live performance with a sense that ―here and there‖ are interconnected and
can be experienced in the same time.

The 60th anniversary of the King and Shan Concerts at the Zoo
2006 was a memorable year for Thai people as the whole country was celebrating
the 60th anniversary of His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej‘s ascension to the throne.
In July 2006, migrant Shan in Chiang Mai held a cultural activity and a concert to take
part in this event at Wat Papao. Apart from religious activity in which Shan migrants
gathered to make merit for the King and a cultural activity in which Shan migrants
performed traditional Shan dances to bless the King, the concert was organized to collect
donations for the King‘s projects. A total of 60,000 baht (US$1,800) was presented to the
Chiang Mai city district representative. The entrance fee to the concert held on the
premises of Wat Papao was 50 Baht (US$ 1.50) per person. Nang Chusri was again asked
to organize the concert and activities in collaboration with the Shan migrant community in
Chiang Mai and the Thai Authority for Tourism. Singers from Shan Atate, Sai Han Lang
and Sai Jerng Han, were invited to perform on stage. On the stage, Sai Jerng Han, one of
the singers whom Nang Chusri tries to mold into a ―Shan representative,‖ wore a ―We
love His Majesty‖ T-shirt and a ―We Love His Majesty‖ rubber wrist-band.
The celebration lasted for three days. On the first day, the head of the city district
and a high-ranking police officer appeared to open the ceremony. After the opening, the
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police officer instructed the Shan migrants: ―We are here to pay tribute to His Majesty the
King. The King allows us to live under his grace. I want our Shan brothers and sisters to
understand that we can live peacefully in this land only if we don‘t break the law.‖ On the
second night, Nang Chusri once more broadcasted the event live on her program. She
announced: ―We are here today to pay our respects to the King. Because of His grace and
kindness, we can live and work in this country. I am broadcasting the ceremony live
tonight, so that our brothers and sisters living in Burma know that their sons and
daughters are here to deliver their best wishes to the King.‖ The messages sent out from
this activity can thus be understood from two sides; one is that Shan migrants give honor
to the King and are grateful to live under His throne. The other side is that Shan migrants
are allowed to work in this country. They, therefore, need to respect Thai authority. From
the migrant side, to take part in a Thai national event, migrant community is defined in
reference to the Thai geo-body.
More recently, in July 2006, the Chiang Mai Zoo organized a concert for Shan
migrants. Sai Jerng Han was brought in again from Tachilek, a border town in Burma, to
perform on stage for the migrant Shan who packed into the zoo to listen to their favorite
singer. The exact purpose of this event is unclear but according to the director of the
Chiang Mai Zoo, it was to promote tourism and to impart knowledge to migrant workers
on how to preserve animals and protect forests. The director of the Chiang Mai Zoo states
that the reason for holding a Shan concert was ―because there are so many Shan migrant
workers in Chiang Mai, and we want them to relax on the weekend, and also take part in
social activities.‖
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When asked why the Chiang Mai Zoo picked Shan migrants as a target group, the
organizer pointed to the reason that not only are there so many Shan migrant workers in
Chiang Mai, but also Shan migrant workers particularly appreciate these outdoor
activities since they are living away from home, and they would not otherwise have much
space to relax and express their sense of identity. ―They can come here to relax without
having to fear the police or anything. They can enjoy self-esteem walking around here in
the same way Thai people do. I hope in the future they think of the zoo as their home‖ the
director of Chiang Mai Zoo said. To my surprise, the event turned to be a mixture of
various activities and purposes. On the stage before the concerts started, government
officials were invited to talk and distribute leaflets on health and labor problems. During
the intermission, a Thai bank and a cellphone company distributed their products (a SIM
card) and promotional goods (such as a bag bearing the logo of the bank) and invited
audience to play games on stage while simultaneously promoting their brand names.
Because the first event was considered a success, as they collected 400,000 baht (US$
10,000) for the daytime concert from 8,000 attendees, in September 2006, Chiang Mai
Zoo organized a second ―Shan Concert for Wild Animal Preservation‖ with a similarly
large number of attendees.
As there are increasingly more concerts and other events for Shan migrants, a few
Shan intellectuals in Chiang Mai have started to criticize the increasing commercialization
of Shan festivals and the fact that people who profit financially from these events are ―coethnic elite‖ or Thais. Kham, a Shan female migrant working as a radio broadcaster for a
Shan community radio program complains about how these ethnic brokers capitalize on
Shan ethnicity by saying, ―how could we help preserve wild animals in a situation where
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we, migrants, live in a poorer condition than those animals?‖ (personal conversation with
Kham, July 2006). Those who complain are educated -- most of them survive in cultural
sectors working as radio DJs, NGO workers, or teachers for Shan traditional dance. For
most Shan migrants who struggle to survive in daily labor jobs, the festivals provide a
special time for them to have fun after many long months of hard work. With the
compartmentalization of urban life, in which Shan migrants are immersed in the everyday
labor force, these festivities can be seen as a migrant community endeavor to make homes
(even if only temporary ones) in a milieu away from the home country. Shan migrants
who participate in these events state that the festivals and concerts allow them to meet
other Shan people and re-build their social networks while listening to their favorite Shan
songs.
It is, however, important not to portray transnational Shan festivals as only the byproduct of labor migration, or as ethnicity-based celebrations somehow necessitated by
the alienating experience of migration to a modern city. Here we have examples of how
ethnicity is partially sustained in urban areas as a good business venture and how ethnic
brokers, the co-ethnic elites, or the Thais who are involved in capitalizing on Shan
ethnicity, promote Shan ethnic identity to serve their own ends. On the one hand, the
events provide an opportunity and apparatus for the Thai state to control its alien subjects.
While organizing concerts for the Shan, these various agents of the state send out
messages drawing Shan migrants to be subjects of the Thai state and to be good ―aliens,‖
i.e., to encourage them to show gratitude to the Thai people, and to exhort them not to
break laws. On the other hand, these activities are organized for Shan migrants to have a
good time while living away from home. Shan ethnicity has thus been transformed into an
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option for modern leisure. The business of nostalgia succeeds because Shan migrants
living away from home are willing to consume it. They are willing to pay money for this
leisure, because through this they can turn the space of Chiang Mai into their home. They
participate in events organized by and for Thai special occasions such as the 60th
anniversary of the Thai King‘s ascension to the throne, or Shan concerts for wild animal
preservation because these events allow them to make claims about their experience as
members of the Thai nation-state. And through these events, they construct a Shan sense
of self. Through these activities, they proclaim that they are Shan.
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Chapter 4
Aberrant Modernity: Prisoners and Prostitutes
In the dim light of the nightclub,
I give 500 baht to the brothel owner.
I drink and get rough.
The madam gets me a girl; she helps me to bed.
It is low-light, and my eyes cannot see anything clearly,
only a beautiful girl beside me.
Oh! Am I drunk on alcohol or a girl?
The night falls and we both are drunk.
The fun is about to begin, she starts to take off her clothes.
23
Her skin is smooth but I see that she has Shan tattoos.
Her voice is soft but she speaks with a Shan accent.
My drunkenness starts to blow away,
realizing that she is actually a Shan girl.
She starts to get embarrassed.
I want to sleep with her, but look at her eyes, I can‘t.
My heart is aching and I want to throw it up.
Oh, a son and a daughter of a Shan mother, we both are losers.
She is a loser; I am a loser.
At Chiang Mai tonight, we both are losers.
(Written by Sai Mu, translated by the author)

The song ―Khuen Nueng Thi Chiang Mai‖ (One Night in Chiang Mai) was written
by Sai Mu during the early 1990s when the big wave of Shan ethnic minority from Burma
had just begun to flood the northern Thai labor market. Sai Mu wrote this song when he
was joining the Shan United Revolutionary Army (SURA) whose headquarters at Piang
Luang, a small border town on the Thai border of Chiang Mai province, allowed him to
witness the emerging realities of Shan migrants in this city. Sai Mu performed this song at
a temple concert in Chiang Mai and the song was later recorded onto a cassette. Although
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While tattoos have a long history in Thailand and Burma, the significant aspect of Shan tattoos is
that women also wear them. Shan tattoos have been used to ward off evil spirits, or to symbolize a
boy‘s journey into manhood. Women have tattoos to prevent or cure illness. Tattoos used to cure
illness are normally two-tailed lizards or Shan letters, tattooed on the lower arms. It is therefore
obvious that a woman with a two-tailed lizard tattoo or Shan script tattoo is Shan. A Shan woman
once told me that after she migrated to Thailand, she was ashamed of her tattoo which obviously
marked her as Shan. She decided to get rid off it by using an acid solvent. Though it was then gone,
it left scars on her lower arm. More detail about Shan tattoos can be found in Nicola Tannenbaum.
1987. Tattoos: Invulnerability and Power in Shan Cosmology. American Ethnologist 14(4): 693711.
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the song was written more than two decades ago, many Shans still find it captures the
current situation of Shan migrants in Chiang Mai. Some said they were touched by the
story of the two young Shans realizing their parallel situation in the brothel. Many
interpret the song as teaching morality while others see it as a metaphor for the entire
Shan migrants migrating to seek work in Thailand.
I begin this chapter with the lyrics of ―One Night in Chiang Mai‖ as a point of
departure to similar stories of the Shan who find themselves ―losers‖ in the land they
migrate to seek their fortune. While the lyrics above represent the undelightful story of
Shan migrants in the 1990s, I attempt to narrate the stories of Shan ―falling off the road‖
in the 2000s. This chapter tells the stories of Shan men who crossed the border to the land
of economic opportunities but ended it up in Thai jails, often for drug-related crimes. It
also includes stories of Shan prostitutes whom the AIDS epidemic hit hard and took their
lives away. It should be noted here that while there are a number of Shan women in jail at
Chiang Mai female prison, as well as a number of Shan men who work as sex workers
and have contracted HIV,
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I have access to only Shan men at Chiang Mai male prison

and Shan female prostitutes. Here, the economic downturn in Burma (which has forced
them to migrate to Thailand) has been paralleled by an equally dramatic downturn in life
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In the article ―Male Order Business: Why Young Shan Migrants Enter Thailand‘s Sex Scene‖
Cindy Tilney (2007) reports that an increasingly large number of Chiang Mai‘s male sex workers
come to Thailand from Burma‘s Shan State. The exact number of Shan male sex workers in Chiang
Mai is difficult to estimate, but a 2003 study conducted in collaboration with the Thai Ministry of
Public Health for the XV International AIDS Conference in Bangkok found that 49 percent of the
198 male sex workers surveyed in 14 establishments were of non-Thai ethnicity, and of these, 64
percent were Shan. Chiang Mai‘s thriving male sex trade is perhaps linked to the city‘s growing
number of gay establishments. Today there are about 35 venues in Chiang Mai catering mainly to a
homosexual clientele. Tilney argues that many Shan migrants see Chiang Mai‘s booming sex trade
as the city‘s most attractive solution to their economic and social difficulties. While the average
daily wage for migrant labor is between 80 and 180 baht (US$2.25-5.07), a single night of sex
work can bring in up to 10,000 baht (US$280) from mostly Western costumers. See ―Male Order
Business‖ Irrawaddy 15(5). http://www.irrawaddy.org/article.php?art_id=7101&page=1
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itself; a downturn so shattering that more than 300 ethnic Shan men are serving 15-25
year sentences in Chiang Mai prison, and a great number of Shan girls die of AIDS in
Thailand every year. This chapter is an attempt to make sense of this ―downturn‖ from
both structural and agency approaches. While I trace the very meanings these people are
able to give to their own lives and fortune through the means Shan media provided them, I
situate these personal stories within the broader context of the uneven transnational flows
of drugs, people, capital, and information.
Throughout my dissertation, I deal with different kinds of displacement within the
Shan community in Thailand. The new arrivals, the longtime residents as well as those
whom I call the ―diaspora‖ engage in different ways with Shan media that flow from
across the border and contribute to different interpretations of what it means to be Shan.
While exiled prisoners can be said to represent one form of displacement, they are
different from migrants whom the literature on transnationalism often claims live in two
places, engaging with a high level of communication where ‗here‘ and ‗there‘ can be
experienced simultaneously (see Basch et al. 1994, Clifford 1997, Cohen 1996). While
migrants are categorized as experiencing one type of displacement, defined as people who
have originated from a country other than which they currently reside, and whose social,
economic and political networks cross the borders of nation-states, prisoners are not yet
classified in the literature of nations, nationalism and displacement. 25 In trying to
understand how those ―unclassified‖ displaced Shans – the prisoners and prostitutes –
interpret the world surrounding them, my chapter seeks to explore the lives of those Shans
25

My argument that the prisoners are not yet ―classified‖ is grounded mainly in the context of literature on
nationalism and displacement. In literature on state and governmentality, Foucault (1977) talks about the
prison, along with the school and hospital, as one of the primary ―disciplinary institutions‖ of modern society.
To Foucault, prison exemplifies a new kind of ―disciplinary power‖ rather than ―sovereign power,‖ the means
by which the state controls the very bodies of its citizens.
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―falling off the road‖ in three important aspects. First, I narrate the stories, thoughts,
aspirations, and grievances of Shan men and women who cross the border to seek their
fortune but end up in Thai jails or contracting HIV. Second, I look at the two sides of
imaginaries that collide and hence result in bringing those young Shan men and women to
come down to earth. I present various categories of the Shan in Thai imaginaries,
analyzing how the Shan in turn are ambushed by images of modernity and the Thai
consumption of those images. While the Thai consume ya ba (lit., crazy drug or
methamphetamine), Shan men provide and traffic ya ba: the Thai eroticize the ethnic
body and Shan girls provide ethnic bodies. Consumption, as this chapter is trying to show,
can be thought of as a disease particularly afflicting degenerate members of the Shan (cf.
Sontag 1978). Third, situating their narratives in the context of displacement, I explore the
construction of nation and identity among prisoners and prostitutes through the means
Shan media have provided them. As discussed in my Introduction, my analysis of prison
as a site of construction of nation builds upon the work of Lissa Malkki (1995) whose
study compares the difference in meanings the Hutu town migrants and refugees ascribe
to national and ethnic identity. Here, comparison of the prisoners‘ and the migrant
workers‘ interpretations of and engagement with media can reveal differences in the
meanings both ascribe to national and ethnic identity, and to notions of homeland and
exile as an experienced condition. Like the Hutu refugees in Malkki‘s work, one can
argue that prisoners and prostitutes have apparently lost a kind of authority to stand for
―their kind‖ or the imagined ―whole‖ of which they are or were a part. My contention is
that prisoners and HIV+ prostitutes actually represent a ―kind‖ of situation of Shan in
exile; the extreme kind where home is never in the present but only in the past and the
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future. Hence, they engage to a greater degree in a construction and reconstruction of their
identity and history as ―people.‖ Through the stories of Shan falling off the road I hope to
shed light on a specific understanding of the notions of exile and nation.

Shan Falling off the Road
I came across the presence of a Shan population at Chiang Mai prison through a
community radio program broadcast in the Shan language. In chapter 3, I talk about a
Shan language program operating on the AM frequency by the Public Relations
Department of Thailand which, as I argue, has functioned as a mediator between the Thai
state and the Shan migrant community. There is another Shan language radio program
operated within the city of Chiang Mai which I have yet to mention. ―Siang Tham Hang
Mai‖ (Strong Voice, New Energy) runs three times a week on FM 99 MHz as part of a
community radio station sponsored by Dr. Uthaiwan Kanchanakamol, a former lecturer at
Chiang Mai University, now director of the Chiang Mai Community Radio Pilot Project.
Dr. Uthaiwan uses his own pension to fund programs that cater to the needs of
marginalized people living in Chiang Mai. The station‘s 18-hour-a-day schedule includes
broadcasts in Hmong, Karen, Lahu, and Shan. The Shan language program is produced by
the staff at MAP (Migrant Assistant Project Foundation for the Health and Knowledge of
Ethnic Laborers), an NGO based in Chiang Mai whose mission is to inform migrant
workers of their rights vis-a-vis health, labor and women‘s issues. The content of the
program is diverse, everything from Shan pop music and news on events in Chiang Mai‘s
Shan community to information on entitlement to health-care facilities and the
requirements for applying for work permits and other official documents.
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Initially, I was interested in comparing the differences in terms of content of these
two programs – one run by the Thai state and the other by an NGO whose staff are
migrants themselves. As I became involved with the NGO program by frequently
participating as a guest DJ, I came across letters from the fans of the program. Most of the
letters were written in Shan language, requesting songs, chatting with the DJs or simply
telling their life stories. In general, Shan migrants cannot write Thai, even though living
as migrants for a few years they become fluent in spoken Thai. However, among the
letters sent to the program, there are a number of letters written in Thai with beautiful
handwriting. Looking at the addresses on the letters, I figured that they were from Shan
inmates serving their sentences at Chiang Mai men prison. Letters going out from prison
need to be written in Thai so that prison authorities can monitor any content that could
violate prison policies. 26 Shan prisoners, having spent time in Thai jail for many years,
come to acquire Thai writing skills, and are able to write the letters in Thai.
As I was reading through all the letters, I became aware that there were many
ethnic Shan men in jail at Chiang Mai prison, and it seemed that all of them were big fans
of the Siang Tham Hang Mai program. Since the station‘s short-wave signal can be
picked up within a radius of 15 kilometers, the program can be heard in outlying districts
of Chiang Mai. Chiang Mai male prison is located merely seven kilometers from the city
so the inmates there are able to pick up the station loud and clear. Although prison
regulations forbid the turning up of radios, the inmates are allowed Walkmans. However,
not everyone can afford a Walkman. This reality has actually become part of the fun and
26

All mail written to prison inmates is read and inspected by a prison guard for possible escaperelated messages, drugs, weapons and other prohibited items which might be contained in incoming
mail. All mail written by prison inmates is also inspected by a prison guard for possible escape
messages and prohibited comments. Both outgoing and incoming mail is marked with a rubber
stamp.
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shaped the social nature of the radio listening experience among Shan inmates living at
Chiang Mai male prison. As the program airs from 11a.m. to 1p.m. on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, Shan inmates often finish their lunch as early as they can, and
gather at the playground to listen to the program together. Those who do not have their
own Walkman pair up with a friend to share the earphones. Sometimes, one pair of
earphones is shared with more than two persons. As I was told, the sight of Shan inmates
crowded together over personal Walkmans, taking turn over a pair of the earphones
makes the prison guards very curious as to what these inmates are doing.
Reading through all the letters, I decided to write to the Shan inmates whose
names and addresses I knew through the radio program. I told them that I was interested
in how they live their lives in prison, how they are connected with the Shan community in
Chiang Mai through the radio program. In addition, I was also interested in what Shan
pop music they listen to and wanted to understand what particular songs meant to them. I
enclosed stamps and envelops for them to reply. Within only a few days all of them
replied to me. One man said he gathered with several Shan inmates in order to write 7-8
pages about the history and the significance of Shan music he thought I should be aware
of. But the prison policies allowed only 1-2 pages per letter, so he could not send out the
text he had written. Enthusiastically, he went on to consult with the prison guard who in
turn suggested that I ask for permission to get the letter as well as to visit them.
Not knowing what I was going to do with material I would get from Shan
prisoners, I sent a letter to the prison authority asking for permission to get the letters and
to visit them. Before I received permission, the Director of Chiang Mai prison set up an
interview with me to make sure that my objective was purely research and there I would
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do nothing against prison policies or threaten national security. In May 2005, I conducted
in-depth interviews individually with 12 Shan inmates; all of them were in jail on drug
trafficking charges. Each interview lasted between two to four hours and they took place
in the prison. 27 Although there were more than 300 Shan ethnic men at Chiang Mai
prison, my informants were selected from those whom I had corresponded with via letters.
4 out of 12 were those whom I previously had not been in contact with but were referred
to me by prison authorities or by Shan inmates. The interviews were in Thai so that the
prison authorities could record and monitor the content. 28 Below are narratives Shan
inmates shared with me about their background, their experiences prior to prison, and how
they became imprisoned in Thailand. Although the stories are personal in nature, I attempt
to unravel the complexities of transnationalism that involves cross-border migration, the
cross-border drug and sex trade, and the movement of capital which emerge through these
narratives.

Sai Lay: 550 Pills Equals 11 Years
Lay, then 24, replied to my letter by saying that it was the first letter he received
from the outside world in the three years he had served in jail. He was very excited that
someone took interest in the Shan people and their history. He could not help walking
around his cell proudly showing the letter to everyone. Lay was born in Shan State,
Burma, to a Lisu father and a Shan mother. Because his father died when Lay was very
27

I was also taken on a prison tour along with a group of criminology students from Bangkok.
However, I was not exposed to such things as (1) the cells where the inmates live, (2) the actual
food served to the inmates, nor (3) the bathroom.
28
Normally for visitation times, inmates are taken to a glass-covered booth. Visiting booths have
telephones in which visitors and inmates can communicate with them. Visitations last for fifteen
minutes. Visitors are never allowed to visit inmates in their cells or to touch the inmates. I was
allowed to interview Shan inmates at the clerk desk near the administration office.
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young, it was his mother who raised him to be Shan. Lay came to Thailand with his older
brother when he was 14. His brother took him to the village in the hills of Mae Hong Son,
the northernmost province of Thailand, where he worked as a farm laborer for 50 baht a
day, growing ginger and taro for Lisu villagers. Lay stayed in the hill village for 5 years.
He described village life as difficult, as there was no electricity and he hardly had any
chance to come down from the hill to see the lights of the city. Deciding that he could not
spend his entire life in the village, he came down to Chiang Mai in search of a job when
he was 20.
In Chiang Mai, he found a job as a laborer in the market. During that time,
realizing that he could not read and write Thai, he became a student at a Shan temple
school which offers outreach classes for Shan migrants including Thai lessons. But
because working as a laborer in the 24 hour-market was hard work, he could barely find
time to study. He quit school. In 2002, after coming down to taste city life in Chiang Mai
for only two years, Lay was arrested on a drug trafficking charge. He was sentenced to 11
years for carrying 550 ya ba tablets. Lay did not want to talk about the reason that brought
him into the drug trade, but admitted that he did it.
Lay‘s few connections to the outside world were entirely broken. His mother,
who still lives in Shan State, Burma did not know about his imprisonment. His brother
who took him to Thailand ten years ago died of heroin overdose the same year that Lay
was arrested. He had one older sister with whom he had lost contact. Lay hopes to spend
his 11 years in jail getting education. He has now finished grade 7 and will continue until
grade 10. He also studies English three days a week from another Shan inmate whose skill
in English is better than any Shan men at Chiang Mai prison because he previously
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studied at Rangoon University. When asked about getting a university degree in prison, as
inmates can enroll at an outreach university if they so wish, Lay said it is expensive. He
doesn‘t have money to pay the fee and get all the textbooks. Everyday, he works at the
prison workshop, making tables and wooden furniture, and spends the rest of the day
studying by himself.

Khamphee: the Misfortune of Manhood
I was told about Khamphee by almost every Shan inmate I talked to at Chiang Mai
prison on Shan pop music. He was an amateur singer and occasionally performed on stage
during festival concerts in prison. He also formed a Shan band in prison whose 4-5
members often get together to practice guitars during the weekends. Khamphee told me
that he had composed about forty Shan songs during the years he spent in jail. He hoped
one day when he finished his sentence, he would be able to record the songs he had
written. But Khamphee died in 2006, leaving his mission unfulfilled. 29
Khamphee was born in the village of Taungyi, the capital city of Shan State. He
finished high school in the city and continued on to university-level study. He spent only
one year at Taungyi University before deciding to join the Shan United Revolutionary
Army (SURA), which had its headquaters at Piang Luang, on the Thai border of Chiang
Mai province. During the early 1980s when Khamphee first joined the army, the Shan
armed resistance divided into many factions. Among a few Shan armed groups which
controlled southern Shan State, the SURA seemed to be the strongest one. Khamphee was

29

I don‘t know what he died of. I learned about his death though my mail correspondence with
one of the Shan prisoners whom I had been in touch with. The prisoner who told me about
Khamphee‘s death did not mention the cause of his death.
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with SURA until the group was taken over by Khun Sa‘s army and changed its name to
the Mong Tai Army (MTA) in 1987.
After spending 15 years as a member of various factions of the Shan insurgency,
Khamphee came to Thailand in 1997. He explained that the reason for giving up his
nationalistic ideas for economic necessity was that he was a man. He needed to be a
breadwinner for his family. He had just been married and had a one year-old son.
Khamphee came to find a job in Bangkok first, later his wife and son followed. He found
that life as a migrant laborer in a foreign land was something for which revolutionary life
had never prepared him. Hard and long hours of work combined with low pay drove him
to accept an offer to traffic drugs. He was arrested in Bangkok and was sentenced for 17
years. As the main Bangkok prison, Bang Khwang, caters to prisoners who are serving 30
years to life, Khamphee was sent to Chiang Mai prison. When I met him in 2005, he had
already served three years in jail. He studied Thai and English, and worked in the prison
workshop to acquire occupational skills. Khamphee said his penalty was not too high
compared with the sentences of other prisoners. He hoped if he behaved well in prison, he
could get out sooner and could see his son again. When the time came, he also hoped to
record all the songs he had written in prison. I asked him to sing one of the songs he had
written for me (I could not take the lyrics out while in the prison because they are written
in Shan language). Khamphee refused but told me that he wrote about everything from
love to the revolutionary to life of Shan men in Thai prisons. In 2006, I wrote to several
prisoners whom I have been in touch with. One of Shan inmates told me that Khamphee
had died that year at the age of 42. He never had a chance to see his son again, nor record
his songs.
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Sai Yi: Educational Journey
Sai Yi was one of the most energetic Shan prisoners I met. Before meeting him, I
had heard about him from the letter he sent to the Siang Tham Hang Mai radio program
asking for an English-Thai-Shan dictionary. Sai Yi was not afraid of asking for anything
for his self-improvement. He also requested that the program send him an application
form for a long-distance learning at Sukhothai Thammathirath University in Bangkok.
When I first wrote to him in 2005, he replied by saying that he has written more than 20
songs while in jail. He asked me to help get the songs out, and to help get them recorded.
If he made any money from his songs, he said he would like to donate it to SWAN (the
Shan Women‘s Action Network), an NGO based in Chiang Mai which Sai Yi had learned
about through books he read in the prison library.
Sai Yi was born at Ho Bong, a small town near Taungyi, the capital of Shan State.
He was educated in Burma until grade 8. Sai Yi said he actually wanted to continue his
education in Burma but after the 1988 uprising, the government closed down all
universities. He saw no point in finishing high school if there were no universities to
attend. Moreover, as he added, there was no point in getting a university degree in Burma
where he would earn a degree but get no job. As Sai Yi explained, in Burma, it is not easy
for anyone with an ethnic minority background to get a job in a government office. In
1991, he left school at grade 8 and worked for his family which ran a grocery shop in
town. He heard about Thailand from a Shan friend who returned home to visit his family.
His friend told him that Thailand was a peaceful country, a land of wealth and economic
opportunities. With the little money he had saved from working for his parents, Sai Yi
managed to take a bus to Tachilek, cross the border to Mai Sai and pay traffickers to take
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him to Chiang Mai. Sai Yi remembered his first impression when he crossed the bridge
from Burma to the Thai side of the border. He was shocked to see that everything was so
different from where he was from. He defined ―difference‖ in terms of things that looked
more modern, clean and prosperous.
Sai Yi worked as a day laborer at Chiang Mai market for about a year before he
was arrested for drugs. He was taken on a local bus from the city of Chiang Mai to a
nearby district along with three other Shan men, while the man who, according to Sai Yi,
was the real owner of the drugs, was able to escape. Sai Yi did not deny nor admit that he
was guilty. But he said that it was his mistake to be unable to say no to his friends.
Realizing that the friend who lured him into this business was on the outside enjoying
himself, Yi felt urged to plead not guilty. Nonetheless, he and another friend finally
pleaded guilty. When I asked why he pleaded guilty, Yi reasoned that because his Thai
language skill was very poor and he had no money, he could end up pleading for his case
for years and in the end, it could be even worse. He was advised by the Thai court that if
he pleaded guilty, they would then be sympathetic and give him only half the sentence. So
he did as they suggested and was sentenced to 24 years for the charge of possessing
20,000 ya ba tablets. His friend who pleaded not guilty was sentenced to 33 years. Yi
now looks back and sees his big mistake. He gave wrong information to the police due to
his lack of Thai language skills and lack of education. Now with so much time of his 24
years sentence to spend, he takes advantage of every minute when his eyes are open to
acquire knowledge and skills.
Everyday Yi wakes up around 4 a.m. to study by himself. He has a Thai language
class between 9-12 a.m., while the rest of the day he studies English and reads educational
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workbooks. Four years ago, he started from first grade in prison school. At present, he is
in the final year of his high school education. Yi is now planning to attend an outreach
university, Sukothai Thammathirath. Sai Yi is an extreme case of the inmate who finds
time in jail as an opportunity for self-improvement. He said when he was working as a
migrant at Chiang Mai market, sometimes he visited Wat Papao, a Shan temple school
located in the midst of Chiang Mai city. He wanted to study and acquire some Thai
language skills, but he had no time and his Thai was very poor, as he knew only how to
order only a few Thai dishes. Now with so much time on his hands, he tries to keep
himself busy with studying.

Sai Na: Romance over the Airwaves
Sai Na was born in central Shan State. Like many Shan boys in Burma, he grew
up as a novice monk, studying Shan script and Buddhist texts in a monastery in his
hometown. In Burma, monasteries seem to be a place where all kinds of books, printing
materials and all sources of news can pass through without fear of being inspected by the
military or the police. Reading through all the books and absorbing all sort of news, Sai
Na became interested in the politics of his homeland when he was a novice. Leaving the
monastery when he was 18, Sai Na came to Thailand in 1990. After spending two years
working as a migrant laborer in Mae Hong Son province, he joined Khun Sa‘s Mong Tai
Army in 1993 at the age of 21. Sai Na said he was very disappointed when Khun Sa
surrendered his army to the Burmese government in 1996 in exchange for his own
luxurious life. Deciding to continue fighting, he went back to Shan State to join a newly
formed insurgency group, the Shan State National Army (SSNA). A year later when Col.
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Yod Suk formed the Shan State Army (SSA) with its headquaters at Loi Tailang near the
Thai border, Sai Na left Burma to the border area to join the SSA.
Because Sai Na had spent some years in Thailand and had acquired Thai language
skills, he was assigned a position of information officer by the SSA. He was mobile
around Bangkok and northern Thailand. He stated that during the time he joined the SSA,
he visited many places to distribute SSA newsletters as well as gathering information for
the army. In Bangkok, he would go around construction sites to recruit Shan workers to
join the army at Loi Tailang. It was unclear to me how he was arrested but from his vague
information, Sai Na was helping his brother to gather some information for the Shan State
Army when he was arrested for carrying 64,000 ya ba pills. This amount of drugs landed
him in jail for 25 years. 25 years to me seems a lengthy time but Sai Na said it could have
been a lot worse if he had pleaded not guilty. He admitted that the evidence was
overwhelming, and 64,000 tablets was too much to deny.
I met Sai Na in 2005 when he was 33. He had only served three years of his 25
year sentence. He seemed depressed and told me that he was thinking too much. He did
not work in the prison workshop, nor study in prison school. The only thing that kept him
from thinking too much was studying Buddhist text. Besides, Sai Na said every day he
looked forward to the time that the Siang Tham Hang Mai program was broadcasted. For
years, life in prison was very quiet and uneventful. He felt out of touch with the outside
world until the program came along. The format of the program, where listeners who are
Shan migrants living in the city of Chiang Mai call in to talk about everything which is
going on in the Shan community in Chiang Mai makes him feel connected with society
again. Sai Na often sends letters to the program, requesting his favorite Shan songs. His
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requests are always responded to, and when the DJ says his name on the air, he feels at
least that he has not been forgotten.
Through this radio program, a romance between two people who had never met
and would have never met in ―real life‖ began. The program has a number of regular fans
who always phone in every time the program airs. This includes Mai, who frequently calls
in to talk about everything from simply reporting about the strength of the radio signal to
passing on information about traditional Shan ways of caring for one‘s health, to sharing
what she remembers about festivals she used to attend at home in Shan State. Listening to
Mai‘s voice three days a week, Sai Na started to send letters to the program requesting
songs for her. Mai, in turn, called in to dedicate songs to Sai Na. After the phone-in and
letter correspondence had been going for a few weeks, the DJs of the program started to
realize that a crush over the airwaves was happening between these two audience
members. Such romances as this, of course, are not new. What is new in this case is that a
person on one side of the story lives in jail while the other lives on the outside. When Sai
Na sent a letter to request the song ―Hai Khoi Nai Fan‖ (Waiting for Me in Your Dream)
and dedicate it to Mai, the DJs and I felt sorry for him that he had to serve a lengthy time
in jail and could only ask the girl to ―wait for him in her dream.‖ Soon after, we
discovered that the one we should feel sorry for was in fact Mai who is dying from AIDS.
Mai had been sick for two years, and now was in the last stage of AIDs. She did not want
to go to the hospital nor admit that she was HIV positive because of the stigma attached to
people with AIDs in the Shan community. This explained why she could phone in every
time the program aired: because she stayed in her apartment all the time. The DJs and I
tried to take her to the hospital. In May 2006, I met her for the first time at the hospital.
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She was thankful that I came to visit but complained that the nurses treated her like dirt. I
asked if she still had any relatives in Shan State. She told me that she has a son who was
now 11 years old. 11 years ago, she left home to seek her fortune in Thailand and left her
son behind to be raised by her mother. Mai told me that she used to be very beautiful
when she first migrated to Thailand, but now she weighted only 70 pounds. It was my
first time visiting an HIV-positive patient in a Thai hospital, and I learned how they label
HIV-positive patients with other kinds of diseases such as diarrhea, or TB. Moreover,
alien migrants who are admitted to the hospital for HIV are never treated with anti-virus
medication. As I was trying to find ways for Mai to get anti-virus treatment, I learned that
she had already died. 30
A similar fate befalls many girls from Burma and we can endlessly talk about
those who face the same fate as Mai: a seriously ill father, a mother who desires a house,
money for a younger sister‘s schooling, the obedient daughter realizes that the only way
she could earn any cash is to become a sex worker, and she decides to work in a brothel in
Thailand. Sometimes it is worse when a gambler or a drunkard husband sells the girl to
the brothel. The typical story goes on that the girl becomes ill, and decides to quit her job
to return home. But there is no money there and the family needs more and more money.
The girl comes back to work. As her body gets weaker and weaker, she is put to work to
serve more costumers. This time, she cannot make it home, and she dies of AIDs.
These people are undeniably labeled as criminals and prostitutes. But how are we
then to make sense of their ―outlawed‖ world – a world we may condemn, but a world of
30

I don‘t know if Sai Na knew about her death. Just right after Mai‘s death, the Siang Tham Hang
Mai DJs announced her death on air and informed their fans about her funeral, since Mai was well
known among the program‘s audience. One of the DJs told me they hoped Sai Na would listen and
learn about her death via the program, since they had no other way to contact him.
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which we know so little? Although most Shan prisoners are from poor families, many of
them are educated. Some have completed high school, others have reached university
level. Their pre-migration experiences vary. One went to a university in Rangoon but quit
school because of the political unrest in 1988, another quit the university to join the Shan
insurgency. Some came from villages with no education. One was educated in a
monastery as a novice. Their reasons for migration to Thailand seem to be solely for
economic reasons, yet some state that they feel the urge to be breadwinners for their
families. All of them spent between 1-10 years as migrants before landing in jail. Some
experienced discrimination, exploitation and being cheated by Thai employers. They were
unwilling to talk about the reasons that landed them in jail, but most of them admitted that
they were guilty and without doubt accepted the punishment. Looking through the prism
of morality, it is tempting to condemn these Shan men for becoming too greedy. They
wanted to get rich quick. They had to escape poverty, but they crossed the line. Here they
face a consequence of going too far, too fast, and choosing an illegal path.
It may be that for the same reason we could blame Shan girls for wanting to earn
quick money. Income disparity between Thailand and Burma has driven million of people
to migrate to seek work in Thailand. But while doing restaurant and construction work,
they get paid less than 100 baht a day, working in the flesh trade it take minutes to earn
much more cash. Although some were trafficked, many were lured into prostitution with
less force, since the sex trade in Thailand developed into several informal sectors such as
massage parlors or karaoke bars where various forces pull young girls into selling sex.
Some Shan girls who cross the border in the hope of making their fortunes in Thailand‘s
sex trade do manage to ―make it.‖ They earn enough money to send home to their parents
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to build a new house, or to support younger family members‘ education. While some
manage to make it, many Shan girls in Thai sex industry end up becoming infected with
HIV. Studies done by several research teams indicate that HIV prevalence rates among
the Shan migrant population in northern Thailand were among the highest of all ethnic
(non-Thai) minorities (see Beyrer 2001, Srithanaviboonchai et al. 2002, Suwanvanichkij
2008). They are vulnerable to sexually transmitted diseases in part due to their lack of
Thai language skills and education. Poorly educated, they are also at high risk for
contracting AIDs. Because of the language problem, even those who know that they have
contracted HIV receive little of the information and counseling normally provided in
Thailand. Moreover, their presence in Thailand being illegal, they lack access to medical
treatment and cannot claim any rights (Beyrer 2001, Suwanvanichkij 2008). Many return
home with more than they bargained for and others died in a foreign land of AIDS.
The stories of Shan prisoners and Shan girls infected with HIV like Mai illustrate
a small world existing within our larger society: a world few Shans and Thais have ever
visited. This microcosm, which I would call the ―incarcerated Shan world,‖ is the world
of unfree persons who must live, breathe, eat, love and sometimes die in their
confinement, be it jail, bars, apartments or hospitals. This world may be small and
insignificant but the fact that more than 300 Shan men serving their sentences in Chiang
Mai prison today and more than 50% of brothel-based sex workers in northern Thailand
are ethnic Shan (Beyrer 2001: 545) demands our attention. The next section engages in a
larger context of transnational flows of drug, the sex trade and the Thai constructed
images of the Shan. I am particularly concerned with images and representations of the
Shan and the extent to which the reception of these images constitutes a form of
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―consumption‖ by Thai audiences and in turn the Shan who provide supply to this
demand.

The Migrant Label: The Consumed and the Consuming
The Shan have an interesting, yet uneasy relationship with their ethnolinguistic
cousins, the Thais. There exist a variety of images and representations of the Shan in Thai
perception. In academic books as well as in Thai documentaries, the Shan are ―phee nong
kan‖ (brothers) with Thais, referred to as ethnic ―kin‖ who share a similar language and
culture. The Shan living in Burma are often portrayed in academic books as people who
live their life similar to that of the Thais in the past. The Shan thus exist as ―authentic,‖
―traditional‖ and ―long lost brothers.‖ However, once they have crossed the border to
work as cheap laborers in Thailand, the Shan are ―alien‖ and ―other‖ whose existence is to
be contrasted with the Thai. No longer ―phee nong kan,‖ the Shan have become a
commodity: drug traffickers, prostitutes or simply ―khon phama‖ (Burmese) whom the
Thais can not differentiate from the Shan and other ethnic minority migrants from Burma.
Along with the academics and public discourse, Thai media also play an important role in
constructing the Shan. The Shan, on the one hand, are portrayed as criminals, drug
dealers, and as untrustworthy in Thai media. On the other hand, particularly, when it
comes to fighting with the Burmese, Thai media represent the plight of Shan people in
Burma as a relative‘s suffering. These images, though contradictory, co-exist in the Thai
categorization of the Shan. Following many scholars who argue that representation plays
a significant role in constructing reality rather than simply reflecting it (see Abu-Lughod
2005, Hall 1997, Schein 2000 for example), I attempt to bring these different images into
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analysis. Writing about Orientalism, Said (1979) argues that the Other may be designated
as a form of cultural projection of concepts. This projection constructs the identities of
cultural subjects through a relationship of power in which the Other is the subjugated
element. In a similar vein, I argue that the Thai idealization of the Shan has in effect
constructed the Shan as a subject to be consumed. The Shan in turn provide what has been
projected onto them. In what follows, I discuss representations of the Shan in Thai
imaginaries, linking the stories of Shan ―falling off the road‖ with Thai idealizations of
them, while also providing a broader context of changes in patterns of consumption of
drugs and prostitution.
The Shan have long been known among Thais as ―Tai Yai‖ who speak a similar
language and share a similar culture with the Thais. Although the Thai construction of
Tai-speaking peoples as those who were ―forgotten,‖ hence in need of being ―rediscovered‖ has been going on since the 1930s, 31 recent academic constructions of the
Shan began to increase in earnest a few decades ago. Stimulated by border-opening and
the discovery of the trans-national ―spread‖ of Tai peoples who share ethnic origins with
the Thais, Thai scholars began to do research on Tai peoples living outside Thailand in
the 1970s (see Anan 1995, Chatthip 1997, Sompong 1999, Teeraparb 1994). This includes
the Tai Lue (in Yunnan Province), the Tai Dam (in Vietnam), the Tai Ahom (in Assam,
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The Thai interest in those ―forgotten‖ Tai-speaking peoples during the 1930s was part of a panThai movement. Keyes (1995) notes that Luang Wichit Watthakan, director-general of the
Department of Fine Arts and chief architect of the ultranationalist regime of Phibun Songkram
(1930s-1940s), drew on the writings of Western scholars to construct a new genealogy of the Thai
nation by placing Thai origins in the migrations of Tai peoples from southern China. Keyes argues
that ―Tai‖ became the rubric for those Tai-speaking peoples outside of Thailand who had historical
linkages to peoples within Thailand. While the Thai construction of knowledge about the Tai
peoples during the 1930s was stimulated by the ultranationalist project, the recent academic
construction of Tai groups outside Thailand has its origin in different motivations. See Keyes,
Charles. 1995. ―Who are the Tai?,‖ in Ethnic Identity: Creation, Conflict and Accommodation.
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India) as well as the Shan or Tai Yai (in Burma). Research which tended to focus on a Tai
―language family‖ and a high degree of similarity among Tai peoples has led to the
description of the particular relationship between the Tai groups as analogous to the
relationship between siblings. This, as Keyes (1995) has argued, is part of a Thai yearning
for simplicity and the desire to find those who have retained the ―original‖ communal
values of Thai society, values which were thought to disappear when Thailand‘s economy
began to boom. The reestablishment of relations between Thailand and China in the mid1970s--and subsequently in the late 1980s between Thailand and Laos and Vietnam--has
also made possible for Thais to travel to places where Tai-speaking peoples live within
these countries (Keyes 1995: 149). I remember being part of this academic trend when I
was working in a documentary film company in the mid-1990s. While my colleagues
were involved with making a documentary series on the Tai groups in the region, I was in
charge of making a travel documentary which also involved rallying (on a caravan of
four-wheel drive) to discover the existence of ―phee nong Tai‖ (Thai siblings) in Burma
and Yunnan province in China.
Among the northern Thai people, the Shan have never been invisible. They have
long traded with this region as well and have been migrating out of Burma to settle down
in northern Thailand for over a hundred years (Eberhardt 2006, Niti 2006, Tannenbaum
1995). Although the Shan have occupied ambiguous space as they are not quite ―hill
people‖ and not quite ―lowlanders‖ (khon muang), northern Thai people have been quite
familiar with the Shan, with whom they have traded and whom they have lived alongside.
This, however, changed when a large number of Shan from Burma began to flood the
northern Thai labor market in recent decades. This phenomenon happened at the same
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time that Chiang Mai became cosmopolitan and a large number of people from other
regions of Thailand moved into the area. Shan migrants sometimes are sought after for the
ability to speak Thai better than other ethnic migrants from Burma. At other times, the
Shan are simply seen as ―the Burmese‖ whom northern Thai people are no longer capable
of differentiating from other ethnic migrants.
It can be argued that the Thai construction of the Shan has always been
ambiguous, yet selective. The Thai authorities, on the one hand, perceive the Shan as phee
nong kan. On the other hand, the Shan are seen as alien others who have no name and no
ethnic identity, yet need to be kept in place and be documented. The perception of the
Shan as ―phee nong kan‖ 32 explains why the Shan have never been granted refugee
status. Unlike the Karen, or the Mon, the Shan have never been permitted by the Thai
authorities to establish camps as displaced persons. The reason, as viewed by the Thai
state, is partly because of their ethnic and linguistic similarities to the Thais. The Shan can
assimilate better in Thailand than other ethnic groups. They, therefore, do not need
refugee camps (personal conversation with SWAN: Shan Women‘s Action Network,
December 2005).
While the notion of ―ethnic kin‖ was one of the reasons the Thai government
refused to grant the Shan refugee status, when it comes to migrant documentation, the
Shan are ―raeng ngan tang dao san chat phama‖ or simply ―Burmese alien workers,‖
32

The phrase ―phee nong kan‖ referring to ethnic siblings is often used with reference to the Lao
when the Thais want to claim that the Thais and the Lao are siblings. Implicit in this reference is
the connotation that the Thais are the elder siblings in the relationship. The Thai authorities have
recently adopted this phrase to refer to the Shan, especially contexts where they want to say that
because the Shan and Thais are ―phee nong kan,‖ the Shan therefore do not need refugee camps.
This phrase is also invoked when Thai officials welcome Shan migrants with official speeches.
Thai officials specifically welcome the Shan because they are ―brothers and sisters.‖ The Shan,
therefore, it is pointed out, need to respect Thai law (see also my analysis on the practice of Thai
authorities using Shan concerts to send out their messages in Chapter 3).
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regardless of their ethnicity. In one context, they are ethnic kin who do not need special
status as displaced persons. In another context, the penetration of alien others onto the
Thai soil threatens a mythical national identity. The Shan are thus no longer ―brothers‖
but ―aliens‖ whom the Thais cannot differentiate from other ethnic workers from Burma.
This link between ―nation,‖ ―territory,‖ and ―subject‖ expresses one of the great ironies of
modern nation-state. In the Thai view, the Shan can be ―our brothers‖ as long as they are
in ―someone else‘s house.‖ Once they relocate to our homeland; they are nothing but
―aliens.‖ No longer seen as kin but now lumped into the category of ―Burmese migrants,‖
the Shan are, nevertheless, sought after as labor for their ability to speak Thai better than
other ethnic groups migrating from Burma. In this context, the Shan are consumed and
owned as cheap labor.
Amidst this complex and contradictory relationship between the Shan and the
Thai, Thai media also play an important part in constructing blurred images of the Shan.
The Shan State Army (SSA), a 1996 construction of splinter groups of Khun Sa‘s Mong
Tai Army, which continues fighting with the Burmese government after their leader‘s
surrender, is often celebrated in the Thai press. Operating along the Thai-Burma border,
the SSA is praised for not only fighting with the Burmese, but also helping the Thai in
stemming the flow of drugs from Burma (see Chapter 5). The Shan struggle has
impressed Thai folk rock singers, writers, and movie directors who more often than not
view this movement against an oppressive Burmese regime as a ―struggle of our
relatives.‖ Ad Carabao, whose entire album ―Mai Tong Rong Hai‖ (Don‘t Cry, 2002) is
devoted to the Shan struggle for independence, states that ―it is a struggle of a people who
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are close to ‗us,‘ of ‗our brothers‘‖ and that ―I need to help them with my songs‖
(Irrawaddy, September 2002).
While positive images of the Shan were constructed on a romantic level as regards
Shan revolutionaries, negative images and portrayals of Shan migrants have gained a
stronger hold on the Thai psyche. It is both slippery and selective. The Thai, while
needing labor, view the Shan as nothing but cheap labor from Burma – the non-Thai
others – who have no ethnic identity. On the negative side, the ―non-Thai others‖
nonetheless come to have an ethnic classification. The Shan often appear in Thai
newspaper as criminals, drug traffickers and prostitutes. Phrases such as ―Tai Yai kha ya
ba‖ (Shan trafficking drugs), ―Tai Yai khai tua‖ (Shan prostitutes), and ―Tai Yai chok
sap‖ (Shan thief) are common subheadings in Thai newspapers. As a result, some Shan
informants told me that when being asked what they are, they often deny that they are
Shan because of the stigma attached to being Shan. Ethnicity in this context has thus
become normalized as a defining factor of criminality. Along with the stigmatized images
in the Thai press, local Thais come to regard the Shan as unlawful, dangerous, and fearful
aliens. A comment in an internet chat room operated for Chiang Mai residents provides an
interesting take on this issue.
―The Tai Yai again, when will they disappear from ―our homeland‖? If you have
no idea what they are like, go take a look at the Night Bazaar. There are various
types you can see. Not only do the men sell drugs, the girls also sell their bodies.
They can‘t even speak Thai, but they manage to sell their flesh by only saying
―jao, jao‖ (the northern Thai dialect equivalent to saying ―yes‖ for females). I
observe this with my own eyes; these girls sit at the street vendor stalls and order
only one soda. Within a few minutes, they get customers. You see! Behind our
backs, they laugh and think that we are easily fooled‖
(http://chiangmainews.co.th).
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Not only does the comment above illustrate how the Shan have been pathologized
and eroticized, it also reveals a complex layer of representation. With the influx of Shan
migrants into Thailand in the past decades, a new series of representations has come to
replace the earlier ones grounded in the triangular relationship between ―hill people,‖
―northern Thais‖ and ―central Thais.‖ As recent as a decade ago, there were ready-made
images of drug trafficking in Thailand, which the Thai often blame on ―chao khao‖ (hill
people) for producing and trafficking heroin (see Aranya 2006, McKinnon 2005, Toyota
2005, Tapp 1989, for example). Northern Thai girls have long been recruited into the Thai
sex industry, since they are perceived as more beautiful than others, with fair skin and
soft-spoken voices. The past decade saw a shift within this set of representations, when
the big wave of Shan migrants began to flood the northern Thai labor market. Because
they are so many and so poor, their very numbers make them a visible group. As I will
illustrate in the following, the Shan in due course have come to take the place of chao
khao as drug traffickers as well as replacing northern Thai girls in terms of prostitution.
The changes in Thai perceptions about the Shan, I would argue, were the result of
changes in broader contexts of drug production and changes in Thailand‘s sex trade.
Recently, fewer Thai girls are entering the sex business. Because of persistent
campaigning by the government as well as NGOs, Thai girls are kept in school longer.
While each year fewer Thai girls enter the sex business, traffickers and brother owners
look for new recruits from neighboring countries. Kritiya Archavanitkul and Ponsook
Kertsawang (1997), in the study on ―The Passage of Women from Neighboring Countries
into the Sex Trade in Thailand,‖ state that one important reason for recruiting foreign girls
into Thai sex industry is Thai men‘s desire to try ―something different‖ for they believe
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that foreign girls are fresh and clean. With the steadily high demand, northern Burma,
especially Shan State is affected the most due to its economic slump, civil conflicts in the
Shan State as well as Shan‘s appealing characteristics in the Thai men‘s view (fair skin,
Thai features, small frames). The desire for Shan girls in the Thai sex trade over other
Burmese migrants and other ―hill‖ women is clear; Shan girls can ―pass‖ as northern
Thais, they can communicate with customers to some degree (for their language is similar
to northern Thai), and their Shan ethnic characteristics as stated above make them
appealing to local clients (Beyrer 2001: 545). While the Thais view hill tribe women as
―dirty‖ (it is popular belief that chao khao rarely take shower) and therefore not
―attractive,‖ more and more Shan girls are recruited because of a plentiful supply of them
and their cheaper price. Shan girls are also favored by brothel owners because of their
innocence. A brothel owner in Chiang Mai stated that Shan girls are sweet and obedient.
They often do everything the customers ask. The language barrier also keeps them silent
and submissive (Bussarawan 1997).
The value that Thai men place on sex with Shan girls not only promotes Shan
prostitution but also makes the position of single Shan women vulnerable. While there is a
growing demand for Shan girls in the Thai sex trade, there are also expanding means of
selling sex. Kritiya and Ponsook (1997) reported that currently, agents do not force
women into prostitution. They lure women into the fringe trade – like massage parlors or
karaoke bars – and let various forces pull them into selling sex. One strong force is the
pull of money, Shan workers who work in restaurants or karaoke bars often start having
sex with customers for additional income. In addition, the structure of some
establishments makes the women think they are not actually selling sex, given that the
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women can say ―no‖ to customers who want sex with them. Therefore, they rationalize
that they are not prostitutes. Mai is an example of a Shan girl pulled into the sex trade
from first simply working in a restaurant in Chiang Mai.
It can be argued that changes in the Thai sex trade stems from two interrelated
factors; change in socio-economic conditions as well as change in taste among Thai men.
Consequently, Shan girls fall victim to this new demand, this new form of consumption.
Similarly, changes in patterns of drug production (in Burma) and consumption (in
Thailand) have led many Shan men to fall prey to the new illicit demand. Coincidently, a
marked shift in Burma narcotic production actually began about the same time when the
shift in the Thai sex trade occurred. While the 1980s was the heyday of the heroin trade,
the 1990s saw the emergence of methamphetamine, a new ―party drug.‖ After three
decades of unsuccessfully trying to suppress the insurgency, recently, the Burmese junta
has adopted a policy of conciliation vis-à-vis the various armed groups. The regime
initiated a series of cease-fire agreements with the warlord armies that still dominate the
drug trade in Burma (Kramer 2005: 37-39). Long notorious for production of opium and
heroin, several armed groups have switched to the manufacture of methamphetamine
because it is easier to produce and conceal (in tablet form) than heroin and just as
profitable. Historically, the production of opium in Burma was concentrated in peripheral
and mountainous regions of Shan State – the area provided condition for the production of
opium. While the production of opium is dependent on geographical area, the production
of ya ba can be done anywhere. Factors of production are not linked to illegal cultivation
practices in a specific agricultural region, as is the case with opium production. Mostly, ya
ba production is conducted as closely as possible to consumption areas (Chouvy and
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Meissonier 2004). Among various ethnic armed groups, the Thais believe that the UWSA
(United Wa State Army) is the main producer of methamphetamine with the support from
the Burmese junta (Kramer 2005, Pathan 2005) The Burmese junta reportedly gave its
permission to the UWSA to repair the Mong Kyawt-Homong road in 2000 as part of their
joint efforts against the Shan State Army (SSA), whose actions hindered drug trafficking
(Chouvy and Meissonier 2004: 28).
This corresponded with a new trend of amphetamine-type stimulants (ATS) or
―cocktail drugs‖ in Thailand. As recently as ten years ago, ya ba (methamphetamines)
belonged to a market comprised mostly of working adults who took it to cope with the
demands of physically or mentally taxing livelihoods. Chouvy and Meissonier (2004)
maintain that today, ya ba is popular among a majority of young Thais – from high school
to university students. Ya ba seems to have all the advantages of a drug with none of its
defects. It is considered something harmless and enticing (2004: xx). Burma drug
producers and traffickers now supplement their opium product with methamphetamine to
meet the new demand from Thailand for new ―party drugs.‖ While Burma is without
question one of the world‘s largest centers of methamphetamine production, Thailand,
according to the US Department of State, is home to the worst abuse of methamphetamine
in the world (BBC News, 15 June 2004). A rapid increase in the past decade in the illegal
sale and use of methamphetamine in Thailand, as many have argued, stems from
increased unemployment and social tension arising from economic crisis corresponding
with the new trend among the younger generation in search of ―party drugs‖ which are
believed to be harmless (see Chouvy and Meissonier 2004). These coincided with a major
change in drug smuggling from Burma. Ya ba pills are small and easy to hide. They are
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very user-friendly for traffickers. Ya ba trafficking is very profitable based on the huge
gap between drug production costs and market prices. At four baht a tablet, they can
command sale prices of 120 to 150 baht in Bangkok and the provinces (Sanitsuda 2000).
The question remains, however, what brings these Shan men to fall prey to this
illegal trade? How does the movement of illegal migrants into Thailand contribute to the
increase in the illicit flow of drugs? The armed violence and human rights violation of the
Burmese regime and its army in the Shan State have increased an already constant inflow
of Burmese refugees into Thailand. During the last few years, more than 300,000 Shans
migrate to flee the population displacement imposed by the Burmese junta (SHRF 2003:
4). Such a large population of refugees and illegal migrants favors these groups‘
economic exploitation by unscrupulous employers, and enables their participation in an
informal economy that is for the most part illegal. Migrants who want quick money from
this lucrative smuggling trade are to blame but the experiences of being exploited, cheated
and discriminated against them have essentially driven many Shan men and women to fall
into this illegal trade. As today, ya ba is considered to be the country‘s ―top national
security threat‖ by the Thai military and preventing it from flooding into Thailand is its
biggest priority (Pathan 2005). The war on drugs has resulted in border clean-up programs
such as resettling scattered border villages as well as tightening the policy on illegal
migrants. The policy sees all refugees and migrants as ―aliens‖ and makes statements such
―only our national unity counts.‖ The policy also generates fear among local Thais
towards ―alien‖ migrants on many levels. So far, Thailand‘s war on drugs has been
successful only on the level of the underlings (by arresting small dealers and retailers, left
alone the large wholesalers and producers) which in turn ends up hiking ya ba prices even
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further (Sanitsuda 2000). At highly profitable price, more and more poor migrants who
struggle to survive in a country that both discriminates and exploits them are willing to
risk their life smuggling drugs.
For the Shan, the very idea of migrating to Thailand is understood as a movement
toward modernity although human right violations and economic necessity may be the
major factors behind migration. Prior to migration, many Shans in Burma have been
familiarized with Thailand through consuming Thai soap operas dubbed in Shan language
which have largely fueled their hopes and desires (Amporn 2008). They may have heard
from migrants returning with money and believe that they could also make more money
in Thailand. While their vision of Thailand is mediated by others and looked bright from
the ―other side of the hill,‖ once they have migrated, they find a real disjuncture between
experience and ideal. Shan migrants and refugees arriving over the past decade have
ended up mostly on farms in Chiang Mai or Mae Hong Son provinces, or on construction
sites in towns such as Chiang Mai or Bangkok before they can be mobile enough to seek
better jobs. Although wages in Thailand agribusiness are much higher than in Burma,
living and working conditions are worse. They hardly leave their worksite lest they be
arrested by police, who often patrol the roads. Moreover, they are exposed to heavy use of
chemical on the farms; and jobs that local Thais are no longer willing to do. At the
construction sites, with a constant source of cheap labor available, employers find it easy
to cheat their workers, for example letting workers work for one or more months without
pay, then calling the police to come and arrest them. In the end, migrant workers rarely
learn useful skills, and rarely earn enough to enable them and their families to upgrade
their situations. Thailand becomes a place where idealization meets with realization. The
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Shan come to accept that neither do the Thais think of them as ―brothers,‖ nor are the
Thais sensitive to the difference between Shan Burmese and Burman Burmese. But these
are the conditions that create agony; a failure to realize any kind of life as imagined prior
to migration. Here a journey of improvement comes to an end. Being exposed to
chemicals and exploited as cheap labor, the modernity they desired to catch up turns
aberrant.
Shan migrants who want quick money and decide to jump into illicit trades--either
drugs or sex--may be to blame for being too greedy. They are, however, living examples
of how people might be captured, seduced and finally trapped by media constructions of
reality. Instead of accepting a credo of ―shut up and do your job,‖ like many other
migrants, they have crossed the line. They try to get rich quick but they end it up in jail or
contract HIV. This is the extreme version of aberrant modernity when consumption
becomes a disease, a disease particularly afflicting degenerate members of Shan
community. The Thai consume ya ba. It is cheap, exciting. It heightens sensuality. Shans
are unwittingly incorporated into the Thai imaginary. The Thai consume ya ba, and the
Shan men provide and traffic ya ba. The Thai eroticize ethnic bodies and the Shan girls
provide them with ethnic bodies. Here we have the consumed and the consuming
converging. Thai desire meets Shan desire; two imaginaries collide. The result, however,
brings the Shan down to earth. They want to escape from poverty. What they get instead
is 20 plus years in a Thai prison or a disease that will eventually take their life away.
Viewed through the lenses of Thai-Shan relationship, Shan pathologized
subjectivity is constructed in part by public images of ―the criminal‖ and prostitution. It is
an intercultural context that both the Shan and Thai help co-constitute. As Comaroff
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(1987) has argued, consciousness of ethnicity is ascended from a sign that marks
difference; a sign that is recognized as such both by those who are marked and those who
mark them. Moreover, those marked persons also remark on and thus collaborate in the
construction of this system of difference. This ―alien‖ Shan, on one level of consumption,
is desired as a body, as labor power which is embodied in this person. On a parallel level,
the Thai lust for drugs and sex is fulfilled by this same alien other. The Shan are marked
as ―Other‖ by the nation that rejects them so as to exploit them. In this limbo, the
consequence for those who are interpellated by this dark side of desire is to come down to
earth. In the next section, let us turn to the Shan prisoners and ask how they respond to
this liminal existence and the consequences of their exile.

Constructing the “Nation” in Prison
As mentioned earlier, I initiated contact with Shan inmates at Chiang Mai prison
through letters. At first reading, those letters told me about the world of isolation,
depression and guilt faced by those who are being locked up. As I look back, I now come
to see those letters as genuine love letters. Each of them tells of the circumstances which
have generated passion, love and irreducible humanity. I begin to discern personalities
which become histories and finally narratives of nation. How can the letters from
prisoners tell us about the very idea of nation? In Colonial Bastille, Zinoman (1996)
explores how prisons during the colonial era in Vietnam were transformed into
revolutionary schools where revolutionary ideas were being ingrained into the prisoners
and where the very idea of communism was first being introduced. Although ―my‖ Shan
prisoners are not ―political prisoners‖ like those whom Zinoman has studied, something
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similar yet different is going on here in the ―Thai Bastille.‖ In this last section, I offer an
analysis of how the Shan prisoners construct narratives of nation in response to their
spatial isolation and their very condition of exile.
In a study of Hutu refugees who fled the genocidal massacres of 1972 in Burandi,
Malkki (1995) explores how the lived experiences of exile shape the construction of
national identity and historicity among two groups of refugees inhabiting two different
settings in Tanzania; the camp refugees and the town refugees. Malkki sets out by arguing
that refugees have lost the authority to stand for ―their kind‖ or the imagined ―whole‖ of
which they are or were a part. They are problematic citizens and even problematic ―native
informants,‖ they no longer satisfy as ―representatives‖ of a particular local culture. The
most striking fact about the camp refugees, Malkki found, is that they were continually
engaged in an impassioned construction and reconstruction of their history as ―a people.‖
The camp refugees saw themselves as a nation in exile, and defined exile as a moral
trajectory of trials and tribulations that would ultimately empower them to reclaims the
―homeland‖ in Burandi. For exile refugees, the condition of exile did not erode collective
identity. Far from ―losing‖ their collective identity – and far from living in an absence of
culture or history – the Hutu refugees located their identities within their very
displacement, extracting meaning and power from the interstitial social location they
inhabited. Building upon Malkki‘s work, I explore how prison becomes a site of a nation
in exile. Far from being a ―spoiled identity,‖ Shan prisoners engage in the construction of
Shan ―nation‖ despite their very isolation and displacement.
Although there are more than 300 ethnic Shan men out of 3,000 total inmates
serving their sentences in Chiang Mai male prison (interview with the director of Chiang
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Mai male prison, May 2005), the Shan men with whom I came into contact were
connected to each other in several ways. They are serving ten-plus years in jail. They have
been sentenced for drug trafficking charges: some involving heroin, many involving ya
ba. During the week, they get together to listen to the radio program broadcast in Shan
language. On the weekends, they play guitars and sing Shan songs together. They have
formed a group of Shan inmates who are drug traffickers, living on the fifth floor, and
serving sentences between 10-25 years. It is a loosely organized group that functions for
the most part as a kind of ―anti-depressant.‖ Any new member is welcomed as Chiang
Mai prison is constantly taking new recruits from the Shan migrant community in
Thailand.
In terms of connection with the outside world, contact has been almost entirely
broken. Most of them have no visitors and for years no one has written to them. As for
those who are married, or have a girl friend, they are visited by them once in a while
during the first few months, only to have their women disappear later. One Shan prisoner
told me that for years he has not seen his wife and his four-year old son. Except in the
case of Sai Yi, whose parents living in Burma sent his younger sister to come and work in
Chiang Mai in order to take care of him, most of the Shan inmates whom I have talked to
have lost their links with the homeland. They said no one at home in Burma knows about
their being in jail and that they have come to accept the fact that no one outside cares
about them and their futures.
No one I interviewed complained about life in jail, though this could mean they
knew they were being recorded and were afraid of getting themselves into trouble if they
were to say anything negative. They only complained that they do not have money to buy
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things they want or to study at an outreach university because it costs money for tuition
fees and textbooks. They also admitted that they missed Shan food. In terms of being in
touch with society on the outside, although they are prohibited from keeping radios as
well as any electronic devices, they are allowed Walkmans. They are also allowed to have
pens, writing papers, books, and money. However, in prison, they are not allowed to
touch money. Chiang Mai Prison uses a kind of ATM card system, though prisoners
cannot set this up by themselves. Relatives on the outside have to do set up an account for
them and then pay money into it for them to use. If they don‘t have any relatives outside
then they could have a hard life, as most Shan inmates do. Still, some said they do not
need money living in Thai jail as they are already provided three meals a day. Some also
work in prison workshops so they earn some money to use in prison. As for selfimprovement programs, the prison provides adult basic education courses up to high
school level, equivalent to grades 1-10. Inmates could also choose to work in prison
factories. Otherwise, there are several activities they could do to pass the time: 1) read
magazines or paperback books, 2) study educational workbooks, 3) watch television, 4)
study languages (some Shan told me they get together to study Shan, Chinese and/or
English), 5) listen to the radio via Walkman, 6) study Buddhist texts. To some Shan
inmates, though they did not describe life in jail as boring or uneventful, their problem, as
they put it, was ―thinking too much.‖ When asked what the thoughts were that most often
crossed their minds; some said they were thinking about 1) ―my mother and father,‖ 2)
―my wife and my son whom I haven‘t seen in many years,‖ 3) ―educational programs in
prison that might help me,‖ 4) ―my friends back home in Shan State,‖ 5) ―my future when
I get out,‖ 6) ―all the wrong I have done,‖ and 7) thoughts such as ―I know I made a
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mistake and now I have to pay the consequences, but all I do now is think (of the stupid
things I did to come to this place).‖
When I asked them to describe an average day in prison, some of them say they
spend time during the day working in the prison workshop. Others say they use the time
to study. Most of them start to get up at about 5 a.m. or so. At 6 a.m. the cells are opened.
After the guards do a head count, they are allowed to go out of their cells. Some people
use the toilets in the cell; others wait until they are let out to go to the toilets on the
ground floor. Breakfast is at 7.30 when all come down to eat at the canteen except some
inmates who have money to buy food; they can buy food from the prison shop. But most
Shan inmates told me that they save money to buy food only for special occasions such as
Shan New Year or Shan National Day. After breakfast, prisoners have to line up in the
parade grounds for the national anthem at 8 a.m. Before or after the national anthem,
when all prisoners stand at attention, prison guards will give some kind of moral
instruction which in some ways it is like being at school in Thailand (where all school
kids stand in attention, listening to the teacher‘s instructions before the national anthem).
After breakfast, prisoners can go to work at a prison workshop or study in prison school.
Chiang Mai male prison has about five workshops designed for prison labor. These
workshops produce a variety of products that are sold in the market, ranging from baskets,
chairs and tables to wooden furniture. Prisoners are paid according to the amount of
products produced and sold. While some of them choose to develop a job skill behind
bars, others use time in jail as an opportunity for education. Many Shan inmates use time
in prison to study though some of them have already completed high school and had
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entered a university in Burma. Sai Yi is an excellent example of a prisoner who realizes
that they has a lot of time to fill up, and uses every minute to improve himself.
Spending years in Thai prison, Shan inmates have come to terms with the reality
of their situation. They accept prison rules and learn to behave and keep their mouths
shut. They do whatever the guards tell them to do. When they walk past a guard who is
standing still, they go up to him, give a short bow, and then walk on. They have learned to
be what Foucault has called ―docile‖ despite the fact they can never be ―docile citizens‖
but rather docile aliens. Yet they find ways to remind themselves who they are in a place
where almost everyone is speaking Thai, where Thai food is served and where all media
in and outside the prison has to be in Thai. That‘s why Shan inmates find radio so
important in connecting them with the outside world, which is not only ―the outside‖ but a
specifically Shan world that they feel they belong to. They tune in the radio in search for
news in Burmese or Shan language as they hunger for news from and about their
homeland. When they found the Siang Tham Hang Mai program broadcast in Shan
language and operating in the city of Chiang Mai, they initiated contact to the program by
sending letters to the program. They requested songs, wrote poems. One man in
particular, Sai Na, whose contact with the outside had been completely broken and whose
loneliness drove him to desperation, initiated contact with one of the radio program‘s
audience, Mai. As I told their story earlier, Sai Na sent greetings to her and requested
songs for her. The story developed as the two of them kept responding to each other; one
via letters, the other with a mobile phone with the radio DJs acting as a mediator. The
story, however, ended sadly when Mai died of AIDs several months later. While such
anecdotes as this could happen every day in prison, just as in the outside where people
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could chat on the internet with someone they did not know, and easily engage in an
intimate relationship, this virtual communication shows us that anything which connects
prisoners with the outside can shed light into their uneventful and otherwise meaningless
lives in prison.
Radio is one of the very few channels Shan inmates can use to connect with a
world they have been out of touch with. They pay attention to any news about Shan State
from the radio or newspaper. They are fond of reading anything about Shan State,
especially in Shan language. When I met them it was around the time Shan elites in exile
announced an interim government, and many Shan inmates asked me if I knew of this
news. They said they were very excited and looked forward to hearing more about it.
Anything important that occurred in the outside world concerning Shan people usually
become common knowledge within one or two days. Some of them, like Sai Yi, said he
learned about the Shan struggle for independence and the existence of the Shan State
Army when he lived in jail. I mention in chapter 5 that the Shan Herald Agency for News
(S.H.A.N.), a new agency which is based in Chiang Mai, has been producing a bimonthly
newsletter called ―Gon Kor‖ (The Way of Freedom), providing news concerning Shan
issues in Shan, Burmese and English languages. Chiang Mai prison used to allow Gon
Kor newsletters to be kept in the prison library. But recently they said they don‘t have
anyone to read and censor the content in the magazine because it is in ethnic minority
languages. They stopped allowing the newsletter to enter the prison. While Shan inmates
complain that they miss updating news in Shan language, some inmates like Sai Yi make
use of old issues to fill in their knowledge about what has been going on in Shan State:
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knowledge that they were not provided when living in Burma and was too busy to acquire
when living as migrants in Chiang Mai.
Some prisoners who are called ―high-security alert prisoners‖ (those sentenced to
more than 20 years due to a large amount of drugs or the nature of their criminal charge),
Sai Na and Sai Yi for instance, are not let out of their cells during the weekends. For the
rest, weekends can turn prison into a livable place. They are allowed recreational
activities like sports, or playing music. For the Shan inmates with whom I have come into
contact, their favorite activity is to get together to practice guitar and sing Shan songs.
They managed to acquire several guitars, most of them passed on from former Shan
prisoners who have finished their time in jail. Some of them learned how to play the
guitar in prison from those who were already experts, like Khamphee. Lay, who just
learned how to play guitar a year ago said ―playing guitar and singing songs is a way to
get away from things. Living here is depressing. Most of my time is spent thinking about
what I have done wrong, thinking about my parents, relatives, about my future, what I can
do when I am released. Music sessions are a great way to escape.‖ With Khamphee as
lead singer, and Sai Sam on lead guitar, they found many inmates who feel the same way
about Shan pop music. Then a band was formed. This yet-to-be-named band has gotten to
play live concerts for the prison population a few times, during the New Year or Songkran
(Thai New Year) festivals. As Khamphee told me, although most of the Thai prisoners at
Chiang Mai male prison could not understand the meaning of the Shan songs they
performed on stage, they often request the songs whose melodies are most familiar. As
the song ―Wan Tai Hao Te Lod Laew‖ (The Day Shans are Free) is the song they love to
play the most, Thai prisoners who come to listen when the group performs find they relate
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to this song due to its catchy melody, which reminds them of the Thai folk-rock band,
Carabao.
As idealistic as it sounds, Shan inmates find redemption through music. They play
guitars during the weekends, write Shan songs as a way of expressing who they are. When
they are locked in their cells, they spend time alone composing songs. Although these
activities are defined by the expression of pleasure, they provide avenues that Shan
prisoners used to shape some autonomy and agency for themselves. After all, being in a
foreign prison, they find themselves longing to express who they really are. As Sai Sam
put it, ―I play Shan songs in prison whenever I have time because if I don‘t play, no one
will play. I don‘t want our Shan brothers here to lose a sense of being Shan.‖ Comments
like ―we have to do this to remind our members here that we have these ‗Shan things‘:
Shan language, Shan National Day, Shan New Year‖ were constantly being reflected
upon by many Shan inmates.
From my interviews with Shan prisoners, I learned how people try to do their best
during a downturn in their lives. I learned the very meanings people are able to give to
their own lives when they find themselves imprisoned. Individually, each of the prisoners
reveals the real life feelings, hopes and desires of those who are being locked up. The
most striking fact I learned is that the spatial and social isolation of prison can figure in
and influence the imaginative process of constructing a sense of nation and identity. I
learned this through my questions about music. I asked each of the prisoners to tell me
about their favorite Shan songs – the songs they identify themselves with the most – and
to interpret the songs for me. Strikingly, I find that most of the songs they identify
themselves with are political songs. On the level of interpretation, Shan prisoners engage
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in a large degree with a construction and reconstruction of themselves as ―people‖ within
a ―nation.‖ Let us take a look at some examples. Sai Sam‘s favorite song is Fai Poon Lap
Sing Long Nai (On the Other Side of Darkness). The song is written by Sai Khamlek, a
famous songwriter who has been composing songs in both Shan and Burmese languages
for more than three decades (see Chapter 1). Sai Sam said before he was arrested he used
to listen to this song at home. But since he has been locked up for over eight years, he
never thought he would hear the song again. Now thanks to the creation of the community
radio broadcast in Shan, he can request and listen to his favorite song again. The lyrics of
this song read:
In the darkness, there is light, I believe.
The flood will not last forever…neither will the world.
Although the world is ugly, it is not going be like this forever.
Today we cry, one day we will laugh.
If you close your eyes for a while, you‘ll see it.
If you cover your ears for a while, you‘ll hear it.
If you think deeply, you‘ll understand.
Fun is not something you can firmly grasp.
But love is a key to open to happiness.
If we help each other, one day we will reach it.
(written by Sai Khamlek, n.d., my translation)

Interestingly, while he sees this song as redemption for himself, he also related
this song to the entire Shan population. Shan State is now in darkness and the Shan people
are suffering for lack of freedom. But there will always be hope that one day they will be
free. Sai Sam seems to interpret many songs in relation to the politics of his homeland.
―Lui‖ (Fight for It) is another song Sai Sam mentioned that best represents his personal
condition as well as his homeland situation (that ―we must fight for it, never give up‖).
The other example is ―Wan Tai Hao Te Lod Laew‖ (The Day Shans are Free),
which most Shan inmates referred to as their favorite song. It is also the song they
perform most often when they practice guitar during the weekends as well as when they
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put on live concerts in prison festivals. Wan Tai Hao Te Lod Laew metaphorically refers
to several armed groups claiming to represent Shan nationalism and calls for unity among
them. The lyrics read: ―the day when Shans join together, that day we shall be
independent.‖ Another song Shan inmates often perform during their celebration of Shan
New Year or Shan Nation Day is Likhommai Panglong (The Promises of Panglong).
Many Shan inmates stated that this is the song with which they identify the most. The
song talks about the Panglong Agreement signed in 1947, which granted the Shan the
right to secede from the Union of Burma after a period of ten years. The agreement,
however, has not been observed by successive military regimes. I have discussed the
significance of this song in Chapters 1 and 2; here let us take a look at the lyrics of the
song.
A free homeland for the Shan that we agreed upon at Panglong.
The vows and promises so solemnly made.
And now though it has never been told,
by whom were the promises broken?
We know who betrayed whom.
But the Shan have always been true.
Where are the vows and promises of Panglong.
Have they, I wonder, all gone with Aung San?
(written by Sai Khamlek, n.d., my translation)

Comparing Shan migrants‘ and prisoners‘ engagement with Shan pop music, I
find that Shan prisoners identify with political songs more than the migrant audiences do.
They told me that political songs inspire them to live. While the words of those songs talk
about fighting with the Burmese government, about the plight of Shan people as a result
of what the Burmese government has wrongly done to them, they interpret the songs as
giving support to themselves, they who have to serve sentences in jail for many years.
May be prison is about freedom – Shan prisoners feel the same way with their place of
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origin – or rather lack of freedom. They and their homeland, Shan State is one and the
same, no longer free to fulfill their dreams.
The interpretation of Shan music reveals the meanings Shan prisoners ascribe to
national and ethnic identity. The prisoners respond to their own displacement by creating
attachment to a Shan ―nation‖ that has yet to come into existence. Similar to the Hutu
refugees in Malkki‘s case who responded to their own displacement from the national
order by creating another nation, a ―pure Hutu Nation,‖ the Shan prisoners participate in,
through the interpretation and engagement with Shan pop music, the process of reimagining their ―nation‖ at a very peculiar deterritorialized, transnational level. Yet, while
I am suggesting that the condition of confinement has generated nationalist sentiments
among the Shan inmates, it is equally important to question whether this engagement in
fact a gendered one. I would argue that prisoners engage to a great extent in the
construction of ethnic identity that is both masculine and military. Sai Yi is an example of
how prison can take away one‘s manhood. After this happens, prisoners feel they have to
try to reconstruct it. As mentioned earlier, Sai Yi told me that he has written about 30
Shan songs while serving his sentence in jail for only 2 years. He asked me to bring the
songs out of the prison and help find someone to record them. If he could earn something
from the songs he wrote, he wanted to donate money to SWAN, (the Shan Women‘s
Action Network) whose mission is to work for gender equality and justice for Shan
women. A few years ago, SWAN whose base is in Chiang Mai, published a book called
―License to Rape‖ (SHRF and SWAN 2002) revealing information about the rape of Shan
women in Burma by the Burmese army. Sai Yi came to know about this fact during his
time spent in jail. I asked ―why SWAN?‖ He explained that even Shan women are
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working for the ―nation‖ (he used the Thai word ―chat‖ which is equivalent to ―nation‖).
He is a man but can‘t do anything. It‘s like being impotent, he said. If he could do
something to help, he would love to. And the only action he can take while being
imprisoned is through music. Arguably, a prisoner‘s feeling of guilt generates from the
fact that they are imprisoned, therefore incapable as well as impotent.
Not only do Shan prisoners bring nationalistic sentiments into their interpretations
of Shan songs, many Shan inmates also mention their future plans when they are released:
many say they want to join the army. It is interesting that being imprisoned in Thailand
has exposed them to knowledge and information about the Shan struggle, which was
absent in the homeland. Acquiring a new understanding has cultivated in them the desire
to join the army after release to fight for the Shan ―nation.‖ In Chapter 5, I discuss in
detail the ―new phase‖ of Shan insurgency in which the Shan State Army (SSA) is trying
to win the hearts and minds of the Shan migrant population as well as seeking new
recruits from Shan migrants living in Thailand. I further discuss how the town migrants
who express a sense of fear of being recruited as soldiers or express a discomfort at the
thought of engaging in the Shan armed struggle for they see that their primary reasons for
migration lies in the economic survival of their families. They say: ―being a soldier, I can
die anytime. If I don‘t die, I earn 100 baht (US$.2.5) a month.‖ While many Shan
migrants do not share the sentiments the Shan insurgency tries to foster in them by
inviting them to join the army, some Shan prisoners collectively idealize the call to
participate militarily in national emancipation. Migrants are in a place where they can
form a collective spirit for the nation (because they have personal freedom), yet they take
―their exile‖ very individualistic (for economic reasons). Prisoners, in contrast, idealize it
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and form it in their subjectivity. As far as the myths of ―return‖ are concerned, migrants
reason their migration was an economic necessity, and keep their choice of return or not
as an individual thing. Prisoners construct a collective return to the ―homeland‖ by ways
of ―imagined‖ participation in national emancipation.
In the end, it is relevant to question whether the term ―exile‖ best describes Shan
prisoners‘ circumstances. Typically, ―exile‖ refers to one who has been forced to leave
one‘s country. Exile is defined as banishment by a government with the intention to
prevent certain social actors or groups from effecting change at national or regime levels.
―Exile,‖ ―diaspora,‖ and ―refugee‖ are generally considered to be terms related to forced
dislocations, whereas immigrant and emigrant describe a person who migrates,
immigrates by choice (McClennen 2004: 15). The case of exile is unique because the
exile‘s condition is involuntary and return is impossible. Central to the exile notion is the
concept of banishment. Hamid Naficy (1996: 123), however, takes a different stance in
his discussion of external and internal banishment. He argues that internal banishment, or
“deprivation of means of production and communication, exclusion from public life,”
could designate the lived experience of many state subjects who may not be targeted by a
state’s juridical, legal or policing apparatuses. My take on the notion of exile here is to
link a geographical dislocation with a means of communication. Scholars on
transnationalism argue that migrants have no sense of distance because they experience
―other place‖ in the same moment that they experience the present. Transnationalism is
the process by which immigrants ―forge and sustain multi-stranded social relations that
link together their societies of origin and settlement‖ (Basch et al. 1994: 7).
Transmigrants take actions, make decisions, and develop subjectivities and identities
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embedded in networks of relationships that connect them simultaneously to two or more
nation-states. Shan migrants have created a life that is both here and there, located in the
present circumstances of Chiang Mai, Thailand as well as in the past in Shan State,
Burma. But the past for them is a simultaneous past. They can call home (in Burma) and
connect to home at the same time (while being in Thailand). They can watch television
and see what‘s going on back home in simultaneous time. Arguably, ‗home‘ and ‗away‘
are situated in simultaneous time, because migrants have telephones, or access to a
satellite. Although I would argue that transnational connections between Burma and
Thailand among the Shan migrant community in my case is slightly different from other
contexts such as among the Filipino immigrants or the Vietnamese immigrants in the U.S.
In the case of these groups, as with, say, the Vietnamese diaspora in Australia, who they
can watch satellite television or call home easily, which leads them to experience ‗home‘
and ‗away‘ at the same time. In the Shan case, a low level of communication in Burma
makes it difficult for Shan migrants to experience ‗home‘ and ‗away‘ in simultaneous
time. Yet, as I have argued throughout my dissertation, Shan migrants seek ways of
assimilating, of inhabiting shifting identities – identities that while rooted in ―old places‖
are at the same time borrowed from the social context of the present. For prisoners, home
is never there. They never experience home at the present time; home is in the past or in
the future. Shan prisoners represent an extreme case of being in exile, where they need to
engage in the construction of their history as ―people.‖ While Shan migrants will continue
to straddle both places, calling both ―home‖ or, more likely, finding ―home‖ somewhere
in between, Shan prisoners form a collective return to the ―homeland‖ in their future to
come.
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Chapter 5
Virtual Insurgencies and Spectatorship of the Nation

In the previous chapters, I discuss different ways in which the migrants, the longterm resident Shans, the prisoners engage in different ways with Shan media. This chapter
looks at another group of Shans in Thailand: the ethno-nationalists or the ―diaspora‖
whose area of operation lies straddled across two different nation-states. This chapter
argues on three grounds. First, I provide a chronology of the Shan insurgency movement
to argue that the Shan struggle today has moved to a new phase. While a military war is
hardly taking place, the Shan insurgency today has become rather a symbolic or even
―virtual‖ insurgency whose strategies are employed through cultural and political realms
and whose fighting is pretty much mediated by mediascapes. Second, I argue that
members of the Shan ―diaspora,‖ comprised of current or former militants, exiled activists
and other intellectuals, are obliged to maintain links with homeland politics and work in
tandem with the Shan insurgency through means of mass media, in order to draw support
from the migrant population. Third, I explore how the members of Shan migrant audience
respond to and engage in the call to be part of the struggle. In bringing the two groups into
conjuncture, I am suggesting that the difference in the notions of ―diaspora‖ and
―economic migrant‖ contributes to the differing degrees of engagement in their support of
the movement.
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Shan Insurgency Movement
Some Shans have been engaged in a civil war within Burma for decades. While
the Shan struggle for independence is one of the most longstanding ethno-nationalist
movements in the history of Burma, its history can be summed up in two terms:
factionalism and the narcotic trade. Before proceeding to a discussion of contemporary
Shan struggle, I provide an historical account of the Shan military movement in relation to
its resources, external forces and internal factionalism.
Ethnic insurgency in Shan State began in the 1950s, a decade after Burma gained
independence from Britain. In 1958, the first small and underground resistance group,
Num Suk Han (Young Brave Warriors) led by Sao Noi, was launched. Bertil Lintner
(1994) suggests two factors that brought the first Shan armed group into existence. First,
it was ten years after the Panglong Agreement was signed, and Shan secessionist rights
guaranteed by the 1947 constitution were not recognized by the Rangoon government.
Second, the Kuomintang Army (KMT) also came into the picture at this time, whose
intrusion onto Burmese soil was followed by the movement of large numbers of Burmese
troops into Shan State to fight against the KMT. While the KMT invasion had brought
opium business into this area, the presence of the Burmese Army provoked resentment
among people everywhere in Shan State (1994: 185-189). Before the 1950s, Lintner notes
that Shan farmers had had almost no interaction with the majority Burmans and few could
even speak Burmese. With Burmese troops everywhere, the term ‗Burman‘ then became
synonymous with the Burmese soldiers. When the local people encountered Burmese
soldiers whose behavior towards the Shan and hilltribe populations was far from
exemplary, separatist ideas began taking root (Lintner 1990: 31). Fredholm adds the
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young university students who fled Rangoon and Mandalay for the jungle for a nationalist
ideal as the third factor in the formation of the first resistance group. These students,
mobilized during the anti-Japanese resistance, on the one hand tried to end the Shan
princes‘ (sawbwas) feudal control and bring about democratic reforms. On the other hand,
they took up arms to fight against both the KMT and the Tatmadaw (the Burmese army).
They, after all, were the ones who formed Num Suk Han and gave the group its
nationalistic title, ―Young Brave Warriors‖ (Fredholm 1993: 156).
The decade after the first Shan armed group was formed saw the emergence of
various armed groups claiming to represent Shan nationalism. In 1960, the Shan State
Independence Army (SSIA) was set up by Shan students who had broken away from Num
Suk Han. In 1961, the Shan National United Front (SNUF) was set up by Col. Gon Jerng,
former Num Suk Han commander, and Sao Sang Suk, former SSIA leader. In the same
year there emerged the Shan National Army (SNA) which operated in eastern Shan State
with money from opium sold to Laos (Lintner 1994: 182). In 1964, the Shan State Army
(SSA) was launched by the merging of SSIA, SNUF and the Kokang Revolutionary
Army. Since then, the SSA has remained the main politically motivated insurgent group
in Shan State, even though the movement has suffered from a lack of arms and
ammunition (Fredholm 1993: 159).
Meanwhile, the Rangoon government, after Gen. Ne Win seized the power in
1962, set up counter-insurgency operations in the form of independent militia units in
remote areas which could not be defended by regular troops. These units were called Ka
Kwe Ye (KKY – lit., ‗defense affairs‘). Under this counter-insurgency, any guerrilla unit
which chose to become a Ka Kwe Ye on the government side would be allowed to retain
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its arms and local authority. In Shan State, Khun Sa, a Chinese-Shan, was the most
powerful of the local militia commanders. His unit was well-equipped with modern
weapons bought with opium profits on the black arms market in Thailand (Lintner 1994:
207). In this respect, it is important to note that initially, the opium business among the
rebel groups in Shan State was more of a trading and travel service. Opium convoys were
owned by independent merchants. The merchants paid the militia groups 10-15% of their
income for protection, the militia provided rented guards and bought some of the opium
with their capital. It was only later, when these home guard armies grew bigger, that they
started to store opium for selling and refining at their camps (Cowell 2005: 1-20).
The 1970s saw the Communist Party of Burma (CPB) as a new strong force
adding to all the conflicts already in existence in Shan State. The KMT, backed by the
CIA due to the American fear of communism and with the support from Thailand,
retreated from Shan State to set up a base on Thai soil. In 1968, Col. Gon Jerng broke
with the SSA (of which he himself was a co-founder). He crossed the Salween River with
1,200 men to Thailand to join forces with Gen. Li‘s 3rd army of the KMT for protection
(Smith 1999: 334). One year later, the Shan United Revolution Army (SURA) was
established at Piang Luang, a small market town on the Thai border. The KMT troops
then switched to SURA uniforms and used the SURA name to carry out an undercover
drug trade mission within Shan State. 33 The SSA, which had lost Gon Jerng, under
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Martin Smith writes that during that time, Gen Li‘s troops (the KMT 3 rd Army) operated mainly
on the Thai side of the border as an officially sanctioned anti-communist border police force. Here
they frequently clashed with the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT) in the 1970s, but when they
entered Shan state it was often in the uniforms of SURA troops. For the SURA, the KMT and the
Thai Army, it was an extraordinary but unpublicized marriage of convenience. The relationship
lasted nearly two decades, during which their open drug trafficking activities went virtually ignored
(Smith 1999: 335).
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pressure from the Burmese and denied help by the U.S., turned to the communists for
unlimited Chinese guns (Cowell 2005: 8). Yet there was a split within the SSA itself.
While the left-wing which controlled most of northern Shan State allied with the
Communist Party of Burma, the right-wing marched away to establish itself close to the
Thai border, only to be attacked by Khun Sa‘s troops a few years later.
In the early 1970s, Khun Sa was arrested and kept in jail in Rangoon for a few
years. Released in 1974, Khun Sa decided to set up a new camp at Ban Hin Taek,
northwest of Chiang Rai, inside Thailand. Here, a powerful new armed force emerged –
The Shan United Army (SUA). It was now that Chang Chi-fu, a Chinese-Shan, assumed
the Shan name, ―Khun Sa‖ (Lintner 1994: 282). The SUA force was in fact dominated by
ethnic Chinese opium merchants, but by adding ―Shan‖ to the name of their army, they
hoped to gain favor from the closely-related Thai. In the 1970s, Khun Sa‘s new base at
Ban Hin Taek was developing fast. Bertil Lintner notes that during that time, heroin
refineries were established in the mountains north of Ban Hin Taek, where uniformed
SUA soldiers mingled with Thai Border Patrol policemen and Thai paramilitary forces
(Lintner 1994: 244).
The 1970s saw the three armed forces playing different roles in the politics of the
Shan struggle. The SSA, a seemingly true Shan nationalist force, yet with little money and
no foreign backing, allied with the communists. Khun Sa‘s SUA dominated cross-border
trade in opium, and Gon Jerng‘s SURA allied with the KMT rivaled Khun Sa in the
opium business. In the 1980s, however, the Shan armed struggle had shifted into a new
direction. Khun Sa‘s booming town at Ban Hin Taek on Thai soil began to cause the Thai
government anxiety. In 1982, it was attacked before Khun Sa retreated across the border
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to Burma. One year later, he set up a new camp in Homong, opposite Mae Hong Son
province in northwestern Thailand. The SURA came under pressure from Khun Sa‘s SUA
which by then had overrun all the areas surrounding SURA‘s headquaters. In 1985, the
SURA agreed to merge their forces with the SUA. The joint force under the name Tailand
Revolutionary Council/Tailand Revolutionary Army (TRC/TRA) was later renamed the
Mong Tai Army (MTA) in 1987. Since then, it remained entirely under the control of
Khun Sa. The MTA was not only numerically strong but also heavily armed with all sorts
of modern arms, financed by the narcotic trade (see Lintner 1994: 259-264 and Smith
1999: 339-344). By combining the SURA and some of the SSA into the MTA, Khun Sa
was able to project a pan-Shan image and foster the hope that one day he might bring
independence to the Shan people. 34
The history of the Shan armed struggle from the mid 1980s to the mid 1990s – a
decade that saw Khun Sa lead the strongest Shan insurgent group in the history of the
Shan resistance – is well represented in the story of a Shan musical band, Jerng Laew
(Freedom Way) whose members were part of Khun Sa‘s MTA. In the following I provide
life stories of the band members in relation to broader politics inside Burma as well as in
the particularity of the struggle itself.
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Martin Smith notes that Khun Sa is a real master of political brinksmanship, playing the politics
of identity by presenting himself as Shan, and at the same time allying himself with the Thai
monarchy. His base was hung with portraits of the King and Queen of Thailand. Smith writes that
Khun Sa suggested to him that if the TRC could not succeed in achieving military secession from
Burma, the ‗eight million Shan people‖ should consider joining their ethnic ‗brothers‘ in Thailand
(1999: 343).
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Freedom Way – Writing History through Music
Sai Mu was born at Mong Pan, a small town in central Shan State, in 1960. Like
most Shan children growing up in that period, Sai Mu experienced not only small,
disunited armed groups claiming to represent Shan nationalism, but also ―in virtually
every valley and on every mountain top a different ethnic army, militia or local warlord
force was fighting to gain control‖ (Smith 1999: 251). Sai Mu was educated in Mandalay
and worked as a school teacher before he came to Piang Luang, to join the SURA in 1983.
At Piang Luang, Sai Mu met Sa Ka Ha, a former SSA soldier, who also joined the
SURA that year. Sa Ka Ha was born in Tangyan, once a storage town for opium before it
was transported to Thailand. Having run away from school for his nationalist ideals, Sa
Ka Ha became part of the SSA in 1973. A few years later when the SSA force allied with
the Communist Party of Burma (CPB), Sa Ka Ha, not convinced he should join the
communists, decided to join the right-wing SSA, which merged with the SURA in 1983.
Sai Lek, a Shan-Chinese man, had been there for quite some time because his father was
part of the KMT‘s 3rd Army, which had been allied with the SURA since 1969. Sai Han, a
son of SURA founder Gon Jerng (who left the SSA to form the SURA in 1969), was sent
to Chiang Mai for education, only to come back to Piang Luang the same year. When
these young, educated Shans met at Piang Luang, they agreed to set up an insurgent music
band, Jerng Laew (Freedom Way). Initially, the band consisted of four members: Sai Mu,
lead singer and songwriter, Sai Lek, lead guitar, Sai Han, drummer, and Sa Ka Ha, bass.
Other members such as Sai Mon and San Loi were added later. The idea of the band was
to entertain soldiers and to foster nationalist sentiment among its fighters. With financial
support from the army, Jerng Laew released its first album ―Wan Tai Hao Te Lodlaew‖
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(The Day Shans are Free) in 1984. The title song, written by Sai Mu, reflects the problem
which had been deeply rooted in the history of the Shan armed struggle – unity.
Wan Tai Hao Te Lodlaew (The Day Shans are Free)
If you wish to be rich,
If you want to reach nirvana, what will you do?
Longing for the day Shans embrace each other,
Yearning for the day Shans join hands with each other
We live in the same house, eating from the same rice bowl,
the Shan motherland is now imprisoned,
Brothers still fight each other, it‘s a shame.
Brothers make war, others are happy.
The day Shans join together, we shall be independent
The day we are united, the day we are free.
Let the Salween River be our proof, we shall make history
So that the next generation will know we turned the page of history
Our Shan motherland is now being imprisoned,
I am longing for the day Shans are united.
The day Shans join together, we shall be independent
The day we are united, we shall be free.
(written by Sai Mu, 1984, my translation)

Wan Tai Hao Te Lodlaew metaphorically refers to several armed groups claiming
to represent Shan nationalism and calls for unity among them. In the following year, after
the first album came out, the SURA force merged with Khun Sa‘s SUA. It seemed then
that the band‘s call for unity had been realized. The reason behind this merger was,
however, not for the sole sake of unity, as the SURA found themselves overrun by Khun
Sa‘s troops and blocked from bringing in supplies to their headquarters. While the
insurgent politics along the border seemed to be moving in a new direction as the two
strongest forces agreed to merge and fight together, inside Burma, Ne Win and his
socialist government drove the entire country into chaos. In 1985, the government
announced the demonetization of 50 and 100 kyat banknotes. Each family was given
compensation up to 5,000 kyat no matter how many of the 50 and 100 kyat banknotes
they actually had in hand. Jerng Leaw then released its second album, Ne Win Jone Kap
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Joy ((Na Win is Stealing People‘s Money). Ne Win Jone Kap Joy, while condemning Ne
Win as evil, tells how the demonetization policy had a crucial impact on every level of
Burmese society.
Ne Win Jone Kap Joy (Ne Win is Stealing People’s Money)
Because of the 100 kyat banknotes, people‘s tears drop
Ne Win just cancelled them, with little compensation
Oh Dear, Ne Win is so evil
Who would dare to argue with this devil?
No full compensation, except 5,000 kyat
Even the rich cried,
The poor were broke, laborers suffered
Socialist is in fact sod-sad-lid (corruption).
(written by Sai Mu, 1985, my translation)

Although Jerng Laew‘s albums were not produced for commercial purposes, 1,000
copies of each album were sold due to the demand for political songs inside Burma. The
fact that the members of the band lived along the border area and were under the wing of
the insurgency enabled them to produce songs that served as an expression of sociopolitical discontent which was otherwise almost non-existent inside Burma due
governmental censorship. And while Shan retailers inside Burma had to sell the albums
secretly due to the political content of the songs, this secret business also allowed them to
copy the albums freely. Thus even though their albums were produced in small amounts,
the songs were disseminated widely through ―illicit‖ channels.
In 1987, while power politics inside the group took a new turn as the combined
forces (Gon Jerng‘s SURA and Khun Sa‘ SUA) were renamed ―Mong Tai Army‖ and
came under the control of Khun Sa entirely, Jerng Laew released its 3rd album entitled
―Khao San Ka Ik Kap 75‖ (Expensive Rice and the 75 Banknote) referring to events in the
same year when the Ne Win government once again demonetized the 25, 35 and 75 kyat
bank notes without prior warning. This time, no compensation was offered to banknote
holders, rendering some 75% of the country‘s currency worthless. Khao San Ka Ik Kap 75
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condemned the demonetization that caused everything to increase in price until people
could not afford to even buy rice. A further sudden demonetization of all large
denomination notes in 1987 caused widespread dissatisfaction which turned into unrest
and contributed to the political upheaval in 1988 which ended Ne Win‘s 25-year singleparty rule. After mass protests against the Ne Win‘s regime ended in bloodshed, the
student activists fled Burma‘s interior for the border areas where ethnic insurgents were
encamped. A spokesman for Khun Sa then came out to say that ―Khun Sa was against an
armed struggle with the Rangoon regime and that students should drop their campaign‖
(Bangkok Post, 18 Dec 1988). Suspicions that Khun Sa indeed had a tacit agreement with
the military authorities in Rangoon grew stronger (Lintner 1990: 159).
Inside the MTA itself, Jerng Laew faced a similar dilemma when Khun Sa
criticized the band for being too political and too critical. Jerng Laew produced its 4th
album, Kang Jai Kor Luk Fuen (The Hearts of Revolutionaries) in 1989 before Khun Sa
ceased financial support and the band members dispersed. Sai Lek was assigned a
position as a military trainer which brought him to Homong (Khun Sa‘s new camp on the
Burmese side of the border opposite Mae Hong Son province), where the MTA‘s
headquarters was located. Remaining at Piang Luang, Sai Mu took up a position as
headmaster for the Shan middle school in the village. Sa Ka Ha, since joining the SURA,
had been assigned the task of public relations for the army. He was relocated to Homong
to work closely with Khun Sa. The printing house which initially was set up under the
SURA fund (located at SURA‘s headquarters at Piang Laung) was also moved there. Sai
Han remained at Piang Luang attending to his sick father, Gon Jerng, who lost all his
power to Khun Sa only to die two years later. ―The Hearts of Revolutionaries‖ tells us
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about a Shan soldier who endures hardships in the jungle, only wishing that when he
comes back from the battle, his lover will still be waiting for him. For young
revolutionaries like members of Jerng Laew band, first and foremost in their hearts and
minds was the fight for national liberation, for Shan autonomy. They looked outward,
confronting the Burmese regime wholeheartedly. They may or may not have known that
what was dominating their leader‘s mind was his lucrative business. They were willing,
however, to fight for the army, for they believed that Khun Sa could eventually free Shan
State.
Yet it is as difficult to maintain a single political objective within a band, just as it
is within a larger organization. In 1992, Sai Mu left the MTA to join the SSA-Northern
Command, which only just signed a ceasefire agreement with the Burmese government in
1989. Between 1991 and 1994, Sai Mu released another 4 albums under his own
financing. However, he still used the name Jerng Laew. While Khun Sa‘s MTA was
enjoying a heyday with the narcotic trade, the rest of Jerng Laew‘s members who
remained with the MTA did not produce any album until years later.
In 1995, Sai Lek, Sai Han, Sa Ka Ha, Sai Mon and San Loi, another singer,
released a new album (the 9th album) entitled ―Haw Luang Kengtung‖ to voice resentment
for the destruction of Kengtung Palace. 35 In 1991 the Burmese government announced a
plan to destroy Kengtung palace and turn it into a major hotel for tourism.
Haw Luang Kengtung (Kengtung Palace)
Hundreds of years ago, it was built by our ancestors.
We never imagined, it would be gone forever.
Kengtung Palace, it‘s a shame!
35

The Palace had served as the administrative center of the Kengtung sawbwa (Shan prince), one
of 33 former Shan principalities, until Shan sawbwas relinquished their powers in 1959. The palace
became the property of Rangoon government. The palace was demolished in 1991, over the
protests of local people.
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Where have all the owners gone?
Aren‘t they humiliated that their history is being erased?
We, the people, feel ashamed for them.
We are furious!
Where have all the guardians who used to protect this city been?
Hopeless! Monks and people who try to stop them [the regime].
We must fight with guns and swords, only then will we gain it back.
An earthquake might take only one person.
But when people devour other people, the whole race is wiped out.
Our grief shall never be forgotten, and we shall make our history.
(written by San Loi, 1995, my translation)

Soon after this album came out, in December of 1995, Sai Mu died at the age of
35. 36 Less than two weeks later, in January 1996, Khun Sa shocked his army by giving
up his arms and men to the Burmese regime. Sai Lek, insisted on continuing fighting,
walked through the jungle to find his new leader, Yod Suk, who at that time was
operating his battalion inside Shan State. Sai Han remained at Piang Luang, waiting for
the new Shan armed group to come. Sa Ka Ha decided to settle down in Chiang Mai,
trying to establish an independent Shan news agency which, in his view, would not
associate with any armed force. The members of Jerng Laew as well as the Shan
insurgency movement were taking a break before proceeding to a new phase for the
decade to come.
In situating Jerng Laew both in the broad context of Burmese politics and within
the particularity of the Shan insurgency movement, we come to understand the dynamics
and complexity of ethnic insurgency in that period. As far as the music is concerned,
Jerng Laew offers a fascinating history of politics inside Burma, much of which has been
devoted to the broader politics and government policy which has affected people‘s lives.
For the members of the group, it was this guerrilla unit that they – university students –
36

The cause of his death is still unknown to Sai Mu‘s family. His daughter, who is now living in
Chiang Mai, told me that she believes he was poisoned. His friends said he had been drinking too
much over the past few years before he died which might be the cause of his death. Some suspect
that it might have been a drug-overdose.
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fled to and joined to fight for nationalism and Shan independence. They became cultural
units and took on the task of feeding those Shan guerillas a dose of nationalist sentiment
with their songs. But what they themselves had experienced were the realities of warfare,
its dependence on narcotic taxes and loyalty to leaders. The confusing, not very clearly
defined nationalism, in which profits and personal power were much more important than
Shan independence, drove some of them away while others remained with their
revolutionary dreams. In a single decade, the group they joined had passed from militia, to
revolutionary, to traitor negotiating with the Rangoon government. Shans may find it hard
to accept this ugly history, and from outside observation, we may begin to criticize the
Shan as too unpredictable to take seriously. Yet, what this history of warfare reveals is a
reality of opportunistic, personal power whose sacrifices have always been the young,
pure of heart revolutionaries.

The Shan State Army – Relocating the insurgency
January 2006 was significant for the Shan State Army-South (SSA-S), for it
marked the tenth anniversary of their refusal to accept Khun Sa‘s surrender to the
Burmese regime. The SSA-S is in fact a 1996 construction of splinter groups of Khun
Sa‘s MTA that immediately declared their intention to continue fighting with the central
government after their leader‘s surrender (ICG 2003). During that time, there was also the
Shan State National Army (SSNA), led by Gan Yod, who left the MTA one year before
Khun Sa surrendered. The SSNA was formed in 1995 and immediately signed a ceasefire
agreement with Rangoon (Ball and Lang 2001: 8). Another ceasefire group, operating in
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northern Shan State, was the Shan State Army – North (SSA-N, sometime referred to only
as the SSA) which signed a ceasefire agreement in 1989 (Tucker 2001: 177).
Col. Yod Suk, once a lieutenant of Khun Sa, wrote in his diary (which was later
published during the 10th anniversary of non-submission to the Burmese rule in January
2006) that when Khun Sa surrendered he took 300 men across the Salween River back to
Shan State. He vowed to the Salween River that he and his men would never give up
fighting for Shan independence. In March 1996, Yod Suk held a meeting with the other
two ceasefire groups, the SSA-N and the SSNA, which then agreed to combine forces
under the common designation of the Shan State Army. This combined force appealed to
Rangoon for official recognition and proposed a ceasefire agreement for Yod Suk‘s newly
formed group which had yet to make contact with the junta. It was turned down by the
military, which then resumed its offensive against his group. After failed negotiations
with the Rangoon government, Yod Suk was left with no choice. He vowed to continue
fighting with the government and adopted the name ―Shan State Army-South‖ (the
‗South‘ was added to avoid confusion with the SSA-North, the group which had agreed to
a ceasefire) (Yod Suk 2006).
In 1999, after it became clear that SSA-S would have to fight the Tatmadaw (the
Burmese Army) alone, the SSA-S relocated to near the Thai border, establishing its
stronghold on top of Loi Tailang. Although this mountain is in Burmese territory, the
SSA-S built an unpaved road to connect it with Thailand. This move was a geopolitical
one. Col. Yod Suk provided an account in his diary stating that there were three important
factors which led him to locate close to the Thai border. First, he anticipated that his
insurgent group would increasingly have to make contact with the international
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community. Therefore, he required a location that was easily accessible to the outside
world. Second, over the past few years, there were many Shan orphans and displaced
villagers under the Burmese Army‘s forced relocation program, for whom the SSA
attempted to help find shelter. Third, the Shan insurgency was often wrongly accused of
being a drug army. In fact, the SSA-S aims to move to a new phase of ethnic insurgency
that makes war with drugs. In addition, Thailand is seen by the group as a gateway to
international media and public awareness (Yod Suk 2006). Beside these three official
reasons, proximity to the Thai border provides unofficial benefits to the Shan insurgency,
facilitating support from Thai military commanders and units, having access to markets
inside Thailand and particularly receiving revenue from taxed goods crossing the border
from insurgent-controlled areas. As Yod Suk stated in an interview with a Thai magazine,
when asked how his army gets financial support: ―we survive on taxes levied on the crossborder trade in contraband from Thailand to Burma and vice-versa‖ (Salween Post 2005:
10).
The relocation of the group was followed by the creation of the Restoration
Council of Shan State (RCSS), a civilian organization charged with overseeing nonmilitary and political operations on behalf of the SSA-S. The RCSS has been in charge of
all non-military activities, which include: 1) setting up a refugee camp for Shan orphans
and displaced villagers who were affected by the forced relocation program; 2) producing
an SSA-S newsletter and website www.taifreedom.com; 3) public relations and
maintaining contact with the international community (Yod Suk 2006). This means that
from now on international politics will take a leading role in the Shan struggle. In this
spirit, close association with Thai society is considered important in order to facilitate the
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SSA-S‘s goal to fight the Burmese army. However, the SSA-S also realized that the Thai
position regarding ethnic insurgencies in Burma has changed. The importance of
establishing a buffer zone in the past two decades has vanished, and Thailand now is
waging war against drug trafficking. The foremost perceived threat to Thailand‘s national
security today is the importation of highly addictive methamphetamine pills, which are
believed to be produced in Burma for the Thai market by the United Wa State Army
(UWSA). It is believed that most of the ―ya ba‖ tablets smuggled into Thailand are
produced in areas controlled by the UWSA, minority insurgents in a ceasefire agreement
with the Rangoon government (Ball and Mathieson 2007: 134-145, Asiaweek, 11
February 2000). Not only does it lack arms and fighters; the SSA-S also realizes that guns
alone could not bring in what it wants. It thus announced the anti-drug policy which in
effect has made the SSA-S an ally in Thailand‘s drug war with the Burmese and the
UWSA. Over the past few years, in a bid for legitimacy and international support, the
SSA-S has been assaulting the heroin factories and intercepting the mule convoys run by
the UWSA backed by Rangoon‘s military regime. Within two years of moving to Loi
Tailang, the SSA claims, it has destroyed seven drug refineries and seized more than 70
kilograms of heroin and two million methamphetamine pills (Barnes 2001a). From time to
time, the SSA-S stages ―drug bonfires,‖ destroying contraband they claim to have
confiscated from the UWSA in front of the Thai and international press.
While Thailand‘s national security has shifted to a new direction, in its attempts to
wage war on drugs, the Burmese regime went back to its old tactics. This meant on the
one hand, making support of insurgents too costly a burden for its population by
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introducing a forced relocation program and a ―four-cut policy‖

37

(see Coster 2007,

SHRF and SWAN 2002). On the other hand, the Burmese regime has taken to
naturalizing one group in order to have it fight against another. Since 1997, it is known
that the Burmese government is using the UWSA, which has signed a ceasefire agreement
with Burma and has agreed to become a government militia force, to counterbalance the
Shan rebels (ICG 2003). Hence, within the past few years, instead of waging war with
Burmese troops, the SSA-S has fought with the UWSA. The offensives that occurred in
2002 and 2005 along the border area appeared to be Shan insurgents fighting with the
UWSA, whereas the Burmese troops were not directly involved in the battle (Black and
Fields 2006).
Amidst this background, after the SSA-S relocated to Loi Tailang, the lives of
Jerng Laew members became connected again. Yet, this time, their paths have crossed
under the context of a new insurgency, a transnational one. Sai Lek, who remained with
the army, the SSA-S, since 1996, has been in charge of training new recruits and most of
the time is based in Loi Tailang. Sai Han, after Khun Sa‘s surrender, settled down in
Chiang Mai, only to rejoin the army again after the SSA-S moved to Loi Tailang. From
his base in Chiang Mai, he has been assigned a job in public relations along with Sai Mon,
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The four-cut policy aims to suppress the support for rebel groups by cutting off four main links
to them: food, funds, information and recruits. These links are currently seen as existing between
the insurgents and their families and local villagers. The policy is implemented by terrorizing,
controlling, and impoverishing the civilian population in resistance areas so that they have neither
the opportunity nor the means to provide any form of support to the opposition. In practice, as
SHRF (The Shan Human Rights Foundation) notes, many villages in the resistance areas have
become targets of forced relocation, crop destruction, ethnic terror tactics which include rape,
beating, intimidation, and the depopulation of the central Shan State area to isolate the
insurgencies. Deprived of their lands and livelihood, forced to work without paying by the military,
and constantly fearful of torture or execution on suspicion of supporting the Shan resistance, many
of these villagers ended up fleeing to Thailand. See the report ―Dispossessed‖ by SHRF (1998),
―Charting the Exodus from Shan State‖ by SHRF (2003), and Smith (1999).
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whose task is to open lines of communication with the Thai. As times have changed, the
new generation of armed struggle changed as well, and the revolutionaries suddenly
appeared in the city.
In a different fashion, while his fellows were still attached to the insurgency, Sa
Ka Ha settled down in Chiang Mai and decided to become independent. In seeking his
own way to establish Shan media in exile, he and his senior college, Khuensai, once a
spokesman and political advisor of Khun Sa, set up a news agency under the same name
that they had both used to work under Khun Sa‘s sponsorship, the Shan Herald Agency
for News (S.H.A.N.). No longer a propaganda agency whose task was supporting and
cheerleading for its military leader, they sought international funding and aimed to be
independent. This is, however, not a clear-cut business, as individual nationalist
objectives often coincide with group ideology. While Sa Ka Ha intended to distance
himself from any political or armed group, he has always been an active supporter of the
SSA-S in terms of both giving advice to SSA-S leaders and reporting news about the Shan
State Army‘s activities in the S.H.A.N newsletter. The Shan Herald Agency for News,
which has its own website (www.shanland.org) and circulates news (in Shan and English)
concerning Shan issues via e-mail, has become the site where all official SSA statements,
memoranda, and proclamations are circulated. Col. Yod Suk (2006) wrote in his diary that
in 1998, after he realized that the Burmese government would never negotiate with his
newly formed group, he invited some Shan intellectuals in Chiang Mai (including Sa Ka
Ha and Khuensai) to meet with him at the border area to discuss the future of his group.
Then in 2000, after the SSA-S moved to Loi Tailang, he formed an SSA advisory board
whose members included Sa Ka Ha and Khuensai. These two individuals served both as
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members of the advisory board for the SSA-S while also working for the Shan news
agency in Chiang Mai, have become the chief architects of SSA-S publicity and
propaganda.
The above are individuals who share the same background: former militants
(though some still remain with the army). The support that the SSA-S has received from
individual Shans living in Thailand does not by any means come only from a group of
former militants. There are lawyers, teachers, monks and even families of sawbwas (Shan
princes) involved. They tend to be educated and carry with them past nationalist links. In
one extreme case, I met a couple who settled down in Chiang Mai about ten years ago.
The husband, Sang, is a son of the last sawbwa of Mong Nai, and the wife, Khur, was an
accountant at Taungyi University. The first year that the SSA-S relocated to Loi Tailang,
they were invited to join the Shan New Year celebration and since then have become
strong supporters of the SSA-S. Khur is now in charge of a military training curriculum
for SSA-S soldiers. She comes up to Loi Tailang for every training season and stays there
for three months to provide skill training for new recruits. Yod Suk is particularly proud
of his military training, which he says concentrates on all-round instruction, including
intellectual studies and ethics (Black and Fields 2006). He comments: ―the SPDC [the
State Peace and Development Council, official name of the military regime of Burma] has
no morals. They do not teach their soldiers skills; they cannot develop the country‖
(Coster 2007). While the wife is in charge of education and training, the husband, Sang, is
on the SSA-S political advisory board. Due to his command of English, he is also in
charge of foreign affairs whenever the SSA-S needs to contact the international press. In a
perhaps less extreme case, when I visited Loi Tailang, I met a group of Shan men based in
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Bangkok which comes up to the SSA-S headquarters once or twice a year. They brought
with them money they collected from fund-raising among Shan migrants working in
Bangkok. Although they could not raise a very large sum as Shan migrants cannot afford
to donate much money, what I found intriguing were the T-shirts they had produced and
brought to Loi Tailang. The T-shirts feature images of marching soldiers and the SSA-S
flag, as well as Col. Yod Suk‘s portrait and written message as: ―Today we have a leader.
Come join us to fight for Shan independence.‖ 38
Although each individual nominally operates independently of the other, their
activities inevitably overlap and are coordinated under the same ideology. They are
individuals, to be sure, but they form a kind of agency as well. They comprise a political
network that works across state borders. What drives these individuals and their agency
perhaps lies in their past and present experiences, which interact to make up their
―diasporic‖ identity. While their past experiences – be it as university students,
professional soldiers, teachers, or families of Shan princes who lost power during the
post-independent era – politicized them and perhaps drove them into exile, the well-being
of the present they manage to acquire from their ―symbolic capital‖ is the engine of their
support for the insurgency. These are people whom I call members of the Shan
―diaspora.‖ They define as those who will continue to dwell in a host nation but for whom
the mythical homeland is more important than the host nation or the contemporary
homeland (Kearney 1995, Safran 1991, Sheffer 1986). They differ from the recent
migrant population for they were forced to leave home because of political conflict rather
than economic need. They had been settled in Thailand for quite some time before the
38

Interestingly, the text is written in Thai scripts. The original text reads: ―Ma ruam kan pai ku
chat khong rao khuen. Nai wan ni rao mee phunam.‖
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influx of large numbers of Shan migrants in recent decades. Some managed to acquire
Thai citizenship, married Thais and some run their own businesses. By definition, they
already contain many factors requisite for mobilization: shared identity, common
grievances, and symbolic resources. They left home for good, yet they nurture themselves
with the desire to create a sovereign state, a nation-state-yet-to-be.
On the institutional level, in 1996 Shans in Chiang Mai and Bangkok founded a
group in exile called the Shan Democratic Union (SDU). The SDU key members consist
of Shan elites, military veterans, and Shan intellectuals such as Sao Sengsuk Commander in Chief of the Shan State Army (SSA) from 1964 to 1976; Sao Kham, a
former abbot from Kengtung; and Sai Ya, a former student activist who is now working
for the Shan Herald Agency for News. The SDU claims to function as the Foreign
Ministry of the Shan ―exile nation‖ with the formal support and approval of the SSA-S
(UNPO 2007). The SDU often releases statements concerning the issues facing Shan
people on behalf of the joint committee of SDU and SSA-S. On the grassroots level, there
exists the Jum Khon Num Tai (Shan Youth Group) comprised of about 100 members of
Shan migrants living and working in Chiang Mai. Sai Mon, former Jerng Laew member
and presently in charge of SSA-S public relations, is a group leader. Not only does the
group organize cultural and political activities based in Chiang Mai, its members also
occasionally travel to Loi Tailang to perform in concerts to entertain Shan soldiers. It is
not surprising that the group has also mobilized Shan youths in Chiang Mai for military
training at the SSA-S headquarters. In 2005, I met Sai La, a young Shan man working in
Chiang Mai who is a member of Jum Khon Num Tai. He told me that he had just come
back from a month-training-program at Loi Tailang. The program was a military-cum-
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information training organized especially for Shan migrants in Chiang Mai whom the
SSA-S hopes will impart knowledge about the plight of Shan people in Burma to their
Shan fellows. Sai La went with the other ten Shan migrants from Chiang Mai and was
asked to find new recruits for the next training program. Although participating in the
training does not mean that he becomes part of the SSA-S, he is committed to disseminate
information about the Shan struggle to other Shan fellows.
Insurgencies drawing upon support from diasporic populations, in fact, are hardly
new. Palestinian movements have done so for decades as has the Kurdish Workers Party
(PKK) which has long relied on Kurds in Germany for funding (Byman et al. 2001: 4142). Literature on South Asian insurgencies such as the Khalistan (referring to the Sikhs)
insurgency and the Sri Lankan Tamil insurgency shows that insurgent movements have
benefited and gained much support from their co-ethnic transnational diaspora (Fair 2005,
Staniland 2006, Wayland 2004, Whitaker 2004). As long as a group can use its diaspora
for support, its insurgency campaign can be sustained. In most of the cases, co-ethnic
transnational diaspora are dispersed among several states and often provide support from
a distance (see Fair 2005, Wayland 2004). The Shan, however, is a peculiar case in terms
of a ―proximate‖ diaspora which provides insight into how a state border is actually being
transcended in order to sustain an insurgency. The agents of the insurgency operate on
different levels and with varying degrees of involvement: some can be called
―transnational insurgents‖ (Staniland 2006) who directly associate with the insurgency but
live and organize in external sanctuaries, others define ―transnational ethnic networks‖
(Wayland 2004) as they take advantage of transnational openings to extend and lend
support to the insurgency in the homeland. This, however, does not mean that Thailand
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turns a blind eye to those activities or is unable to control its border. Thailand, I would
argue, on the one hand benefits from Burma‘s rich natural resources by shaking hands
with the junta. On the other hand, the Thai tolerate the insurgency on the border as long as
the SSA-S keeps its hands clean from drug production and trafficking.
What makes the picture above more complicated is that along with the increasing
porosity of the borders and the attempt to construct a new phase of Shan insurgency, in
recent decades, Thailand began to experience a massive flow of Shans coming from
Burma to perform migrant labor. These migrants provide low-paying services which
involve everything from construction work, serving as housemaids, food vendors, and
selling in the markets. What emerged from this new influx are the two newly formed
categories of Shans living in Thailand – the migrants and the diaspora. Unlike the
diasporic Shan, these migrants are young, struggling to survive, driven by economic need.
Most of the money they earn is sent to family members back home. As the mass migration
of Shans across the border is increasing every year, this demographic change in turn
influences insurgency politics in the homeland. Just only a few years earlier, the SSA-S
was still looking for new recruits from Shan State, Burma. As the 1999 SSA-S annual
meeting report stated, one of the SSA-S‘s plans was to seek new recruits among young
Shan men inside Burma (Yod Suk 2006). In 2007, the SSA-S commander has inevitably
come to terms with the fact that perhaps half of the young Shan population now lives in
Thailand. Recently, he stated that he wants ―his people [now living in Thailand] to come
back to Burma to help him fight for independence‖ (Coster 2007).
As the next section details, the Shan insurgency today has strived to cross the
border in response to the shift in its population. This is a peculiar cross-border exchange,
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where the insurgency and the Shan diaspora work in tandem, on the one hand, to draw
support from the Thai, and on the other to win the hearts and minds of the migrant
population. I argue, in what follows, that not only does the diaspora sustain the insurgent
campaign, but it has also brought the insurgency into closer contact with the migrant
populations.

SSA-S’s Deployment of Media: Voices of the Struggle
Along with self-representation as drug fighters, cultural productions play an
important part in SSA-S politics. Moving away from drug resources which power the full
scale of the insurgency, the Shan insurgency at this point of history begins to rely heavily
on media and cultural products as a new resource – to propagate the new imaginative
idea. Again, this is nothing new in the way that insurgencies make use of media. Most
insurgencies operate their organization in a way that resembles a nation-state. In other
words, they form a ―shadow state‖ with military and political wings as well as public
relations and media departments. While the Shan insurgency had utilized mass media to
draw attention to the plight of Shan people for decades, what is new about the Shan
insurgency‘s recent involvement in mass media lies in the transnational characteristic of
its movement, as they are targeting both the Shan migrant community and the Thai, both
of whom are located beyond their immediate territory.
SSA-S public relations with the Thai media cover a wide range of forms from
print media to pop music to film. Of the many Shan sympathizers, ‗Ad‘ Carabao provides
an extreme version of support for the movement. ‗Ad‘ or Yuenyong Ophakul is a lead
singer of the Thai folk-rock band ―Carabao.‖ With his involvement with social justice and
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his role as social critic, SSA-S found a perfect entity to support the SSA-S movement. In
May 2001, Yod Suk invited Ad Carabao to visit Loi Tailang. Ad was inspired to write
music about the Shan after his visit. He said he started researching the long history of the
Shans‘ fight after returning to Thailand. He found that the Shan and the Thai in fact share
the same origins (Yuenyong 2002). A year later, he came up with an album called ―Mai
Tong Rong Hai‖ (Don‘t Cry), devoted to the Shan struggle for independence. Songs on
this album include Mai Tong Rong Hai (Don‘t Cry), Rat Shan Ban Rao (Shan State, Our
Home), Trap Wan Thi Pen Thai (Until We‘ll be Free), and Kid Banchi (Settle the Score),
for example. Ad uses Bob Marlay‘s reggae rhythms with his own lyrics to justify the
struggle because he himself believes that the Shan have been wrongfully treated by the
Burmese regime.
―I promised Yod Suk that I would compose songs to encourage them. I know
many Shan personally and I sympathize with them. They have told me how
Burmese soldiers have raped and abused their women and forcibly taken the men
to work as laborers. Their freedom has been seized… I wrote these songs in the
hope that the Shan can unite and gather the strength to fight for their nation. It is
the struggle of some folks close to us, of our brothers, I need to help them with my
songs,‖ Ad said in an interview with the Irrawaddy (September 2002).
After the visit and the release of his album, Ad Carabao became a close friend and
admirer of Yod Suk. Following the album, Ad published a book with the same title about
the SSA‘s fight for democracy based on his interview with Yod Suk (Yuenyong 2002).
His picture taken with Yod Suk at Loi Tailang has become a symbol of Thai support for
the Shan. Ad permitted the Shan Youth Group in Chiang Mai to print his image with Yod
Suk on a T-shirt. The T-shirt says ―Bang Rajan Tai Yai,‖ a reference to the Thai movie
Bang Rajan (2000) which portrays the story of villagers who fought against Burmese
invaders during the war that caused the fall of the Ayuthaya Kingdom in 1767. The Thai
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audience, proud of their ancestors who gave up their lives to save the motherland, reacted
enthusiastically to a movie which they saw as representing a historical ―truth.‖ And for
many Shans ―Bang Rajan Tai Yai‖ invokes the saying in the same way with the Thai,
―better a dead free man than a live Burmese slave.‖
Another celebrity, Surachai Chanthimathon, known as Nga Caravan, a leading
singer of the 70s political folk band Caravan, was invited to perform for ―Shan Resistance
Day‖ (the day commemorating the formation of the first Shan armed group Num Suk
Han) on 21 May 2001. The SSA also invited Thai TV producer Noppon Komarachoon to
visit Loi Tailang for the Shan National Day celebration in 2001 (Barnes 2001b).
Noppon‘s success with ―Pai Kep Phan Din…Thi Sin Chat‖ (Fight for the Promised Land),
a TV series based on the story of the Karen struggle for independence which came out
after the God‘s Army‘s storming of Rachaburi hospital in early 2000, attracted the Shan
insurgency. They hoped that Noppon could produce a new TV series based on the
―heroic‖ struggle of a Yod Suk-like character. The project, however, did not make it to
the TV. screen, due to some changes in the channel‘s policy.
After this involvement of pop singers and a TV producer in the Shan cause, next
came a movie. Phrangchomphoo (Saving Private Tootsie, 2002), inspired by Hollywood‘s
Saving Private Ryan (1998) and Blackhawk Down (2001), tells the story of six lady-boys
who find themselves trapped in the middle of an armed conflict on the Thai-Burmese
border and fall under the protection of a leader of the Shan struggle for independence,
played by Ad Carabao. The movie portrays Ad Carabao as a Yod Suk-like character. A
few of the songs in the soundtrack were written by Ad Carabao. The soundtrack also
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includes a Shan song, ―Ler Hue Lod Lai Pen Kan Jai‖ (It is My Duty to Fight) sung by
one of the soldiers from Loi Tailang.
Thai print media has also written about the struggles of the SSA-S. Yod Suk has
often appeared in Thai newspapers and weekly magazine articles. In 2006, the book, Tai
Rop Phama (Shan Fight the Burmese) came out. The book outlines the background
history of Shan State, the lives of the people under Burmese military rule, the SSA-S, and
an interview with Col. Yod Suk where he shares with readers an account of his life and
struggle. Nipatporn Pengkaew, co-author of the book, says this book was written to
promote better understanding and sympathy for long suffering minorities of Burma
(Nipatporn and Naunkaew 2006). Just as in the experience of Ad Carabao, after visiting
Loi Tailand several times, Nipatporn became an active supporter of the SSA movement.
She has published several articles in Thai magazines as well as on websites about the
plight of Shan people, and how they have suffered under Burmese troops. 39 In 2006,
Nipatporn also tried to raise funds for the Shan orphan school at Loi Tailang by
publishing an article on a website (Nipatporn 2007).
Over the past few years, Loi Tailang has become a popular ―tourist‖ destination
for Thai media and some entertainers. As proof of its anti-drug policy, the SSA invites
Thai journalist to visit their camps to write stories about the new phase of the Shan
struggle movement which no longer relies on drugs to finance its army. As Yod Suk puts
it: ―Anti-narcotic missions are our first priority. We are ready to prove ourselves. Anyone
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During 2004-2007, Nipatporn has published several articles in Thai magazines; ―Raw Tawan
Chai Shan‖ (Yearning for the Sunshine) National Geographic Society (Thai version) 2006, 6(64),
―Rao Cha Ku Chat Daui Watthanatham‖ (We will Fight with our Culture), Sarakadee 2007,
23(267) for example. These articles are later compiled in a book ―Kon Tawan Chai Shan‖ (Before
the Sun Reaches the Shan), by Nipatporn Pengkaew and Naunkaew Burapawat. 2007. Bangkok:
Openbooks.
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can come and see that we are not involved with illegal drugs‖ (Bangkok Post, 4 June
2001). Beside the main media channels which include print, pop music, and film, Loi
Tailang also holds celebrations and military gatherings as often as 4-5 times a year. The
celebrations are organized according to significant dates on the Shan calendar such as
Shan Resistance Day, Shan National Day, Shan New Year as well as a special event I
attended in 2006 on the 10th anniversary of the refusal to accept Khun Sa‘s surrender.
Occasionally, Loi Tailang also organizes celebrations according to significant dates on the
Thai calendar. In July 2006, when the entire country of Thailand celebrated the 60th year
anniversary of the Thai king‘s succession to the throne, the SSA organized a large-scale
celebration at their headquarters. Thai newspapers published the story, stating that even
the Shan State Army located on Burmese soil worships the Thai king and considers the
Thai king to be the only remaining Shan prince (Nipatporn 2006).
Various media may have actively participated in this movement for their own
purposes, and the SSA-S, drawing upon the support of select groups within the Thai
media, has been able to present their struggle to a wider audience. From the Thai side,
what Thai media has offered to the audience is a picture of a hero who is in fact the Thais‘
―forgotten brother.‖ The message that Thai media have sent to readers can be read as
stating that the Shan and the Thai share the same origin. ―While these people are
suffering,‖ the message goes, ―we should sympathize with and support them.‖ Besides,
the Burmese are old enemies who, whether or not Thailand is faced with a drug problem,
are still bitterly blamed in Thai history books for destroying the Ayuthaya Kingdom. The
perception of the Burmese as Thailand‘s worst enemy is deeply rooted in the Thai psyche.
While the Shan and Thai are believed to be ethnic cousins with a similar language and
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culture, it is also easy for them to take the same side in confronting the Burmese. From
the Shan insurgency side, the celebrations and building network with the Thai media
intend to solicit a sense of ethnic solidarity across the border which in turn would helps
encourage the Thai to take a friendly stance toward the Shan struggle movement.
It would be a mistake, however, to view these networks as constructed by the
SSA-S alone. Networks, of course, need to be created, and members of the Shan diaspora
in Chiang Mai and Bangkok have played an important role in bringing the Shan
insurgency into close contact with the Thai media. This is a site of busy traffic and
linkages bridged by both Thai sympathizers and the Shan disapora. It was Sai Mon,
former Jerng Laew member, and now public relations official for the SSA-S, who made
initial contact with Ad Carabao. It was a Thai woman, a girlfriend of Sai Han (son of the
SURA founder), a former Jerng Laew member and now an SSA-S lieutenant, who invited
Nipatporn, a Thai writer, to visit Loi Tailang to write a book about the Shan struggle. It
was a Thai man married to a Shan woman who helped raise funds for the SSA-S from his
base in Bangkok and who once in a while comes over to Loi Tailang to give donation
money to Col. Yod Suk. Even when a Thai reporter working for ITV – a Thai television
channel – who had covered news about Loi Tailang a few times died in 2006, a Shan man
in Bangkok sent condolences along with flowers under the name of Col. Yod Suk to the
reporter‘s funeral. The transnational aspect of the Shan insurgency introduces actors who
are not permanently embedded in the locality of the struggle. Sai Mon who, on the one
hand, mobilizes Shan youths in Chiang Mai to support the movement and on the other,
builds network with the Thai media, is an excellent example of how individuals can
operate within several opportunity structures at once. These networks reap the benefit of
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transnational openings and the porosity of the border. Not only do they mobilize financial,
diplomatic, and social capital in the service of an insurgency in the homeland, they find
ways to draw support from their host country. The insurgency and its diaspora are
intimately tied to one another.
To this end, it is worth considering whether or not the PR mobilized by the SSA-S
and their transnational ethnic networks has made any impact on the Thai readership. On a
pragmatic level, we can speculate that the Thai will never be like many radical Islamists
who view Iraq as a battlefield against the U.S. and have traveled to the country to join the
fight (Staniland 2006). On the moral level, I have heard many Shan migrants express
painfully how ordinary Thais cannot distinguish them from ethnic Burman Burmese and
refer them as ―pen khon phama‖ (Burmese people) or sometimes ―ai phuak phama‖ (the
damn Burmese) without being sensitive about the differences between the Burman
Burmese and the Shan Burmese. While the representations of Shan struggle remain
positive, the penetration of alien ―others‖ threatens a mythical national identity and local
Thais feel anything but kinship to the poor and displaced Shans struggling to survive
within the country‘s underground migrant economy. Ironically, on the flip side of the
coin, the positive representation of the Shan in Thai media has given rise to a newfound
sense of pride among Shan migrants. My Shan migrant informants often say that they are
proud that Ad Carabao supports the Shan and they wish there were more people like him.
They buy his album, wear T-shirts bearing his image, and sing ―Don‘t Cry! Shan‖ in a
melody resembling Bob Marley‘s No Woman, No Cry. Of all the ironies, the images and
ideas that are produced for Thai readership with intent to draw support from them for the
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Shan has instead come to generate a sense of ethnic pride among the Shan migrants
themselves, the other side of the target.

Spectatorship of the Struggle
Let us now turn to insurgent media production. The Shan insurgency‘s attempt to
reach out to the Shan migrant population in Thailand begins with the advent of Video
CDs as a new domestic movie-making technology. When Jerng Laew was producing
music to foster nationalist sentiment among its fighters, it was the era of audio cassettes.
With this new mode of movie-making technology that allows visual images to be
presented alongside the music, the Shan State Army can now present moving images of
its fighters to its target audience. While Jerng Laew music was able to sneak across the
border to Shan listeners inside Burma through the illicit channels of piracy and copying,
the shift in the population, however, reverses the flows as the Shan insurgency today is
aiming to win the hearts and minds of its migrant population who are now living across
the border in Thailand. Over the past few years, there have been several VCDs produced
by members of the SSA-S and others associated with the insurgency. Below I present
some examples of VCDs produced under the name of the SSA-S as well as a joint project
between SSA-S soldiers and their transnational insurgent counterparts.
The first VCD was produced by the group called the ―Young Turks‖ whose leader
is again Sai Han. Sai Han, like many transnational insurgents, wears many hats. Besides
being a PR person for the SSA-S and a leader of a music band, he runs ―Tiger Studio‖ in
Chiang Mai where the album was recorded. The band members consist of seven Shan
youths living in Chiang Mai. The album ―Pun Phon Lae Khon Num‖ (Young Shans and
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Their Duties, 2003) is a collection of thirteen songs sung in Shan language, except for one
song recorded in Thai. While the first song celebrates Aung San Suu Kyi‘s struggle, the
rest talk about the Shan struggle for independence and the hardships of being Shan
soldiers. There are songs such as ―Suk Wan Tai Muea Nai‖ (The Shan Fight today), ―Wan
Koed Muang Non‖ (Our Shan Motherland), ―Sai Te Ok Tang‖ (I am Going to War) and
one song sung by a female singer – ―Thaew Lang Yang Pai‖ (To You, My Shan Fighters).
While the lyrics are original, the music is overtly influenced by the style of Thai folk-rock
singer Ad Carabao. As members of the band state that they admire Ad Carabao very
much, they are intentionally imitating his style (Salween Post, 2003). The nationalist
lyrics of the entire album seem to send out a call for young Shan men and women to
participate in national emancipation. Consider, for example, Young Shans and Their
Duties. This song calls for young Shan men and women to maintain their obligation to the
Shan homeland. Slow but Sure sends out a message that, under tenuous circumstances, we
should not give up: the victory comes late but it will come. In To You, My Shan Fighters,
the woman sings ―I will always be there for you, do your best in battle‖. Thin Kam Noed
(Our Motherland) calls for Shan unity to free the motherland. Along with strong
nationalist lyrics, the visual component on the VCD shows images of SSA-S fighters, its
military training, footages of war as well as images of rice fields and the beautiful
countryside in Shan State. Note that images of war scenes in the VCD are taken from
existing war movies such as a Hollywood‘s Hamburger Hill (1987) and a Thai movie –
Bang Rajan (2000), mixed with original clips taken within the SSA-S headquarters.
The second VCD ―Wan Luk Fuen‖ (Revolutionary Day, 2004) is produced by the
Shan State Army band. The band members consist of seven Shan soldiers and two female
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singers who are family members of SSA-S soldiers. 40 It was recorded at Loi Tailang
studio, which is run by Sai Lao who in 2000 came down to Chiang Mai with a small team
of Shan soldiers to acquire skills in the operation of a mini-DV video camera and basic
video editing. 41 The VCD is a collection of 13 songs sung in Shan language, except for
one song sung in Burmese. The lyrics are a mixture of love songs and nationalist ballads.
While the love songs sung by female singers give moral support to Shan soldiers on the
front, nationalist songs talk about fighting, war, and call for Shans to join hands to fight
for the revolutionary day. The visual images portrayed in this VCD are similar to the first
one mentioned above, made up of images of SSA-S fighters, military marches, and life at
the SSA-S headquarters.
The third VCD ―Leod Tam Puen‖ (Writing History with Blood, 2006) is made by
an unknown group. It is in fact a reproduction of legendary songs by the late Sai Mu. The
song lyrics on this album talk about the plight of Shan people under Burmese rule, life as
a Shan insurgent, and calls for Shans to unite together in the struggle. While the visual
images are of poor quality, they are original; presumably taken by one of the SSA
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Ironically, one of the singers on this album, Sai Mawng, who is now a retired Shan soldier, has
been selected by the film crew shooting Rambo IV: In the Serpent’s Eye (2007), directed and
starred in by Sylvester Stallone, to play the role of a barbarous Burmese commander. According to
the story line posted by the film crew, Rambo is hired by Christian missionaries while working as a
snake hunter in Thailand to deliver medical and religious supplies to the persecuted Karen of
Burma. The missionaries are captured and Rambo is saddled with the job of rescuing the surviving
missionaries. The reason Sai Mawng was chosen was because – ―He speaks Burmese fluently and
looks nasty enough,‖ though ―he‘ll be shot in the head towards the end of the movie.‖
(www.shanland.org)
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I learned about this fact from personal conversation with Wandee Suntivutmetee, a director of
Salween News, a news agency based in Chiang Mai as well as from Jane Ferguson. 2006. ―Digital
Media in the Borderlands: National Media, Stateless Subjects, and Video Production at the ThaiBurma Border.‖ Paper presented at the 25th Bilan Du Film Ethnographique, Paris, France, March
2006.
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soldiers. Interestingly, there is a staged scene portraying a Shan women being abused by a
group of Burmese soldiers. She is later rescued by Shan soldiers.
The last and very interesting example is a VCD portraying a special event: when
the Shan State National Army (SSNA), a ceasefire group led by Col. Sai Yi, abolished his
camp in Burma and brought his 1,000 men to join the SSA-S. I have yet to mention that in
May 2005, the SSNA, which had been a ceasefire army since 1995, decided to throw
away the ceasefire agreement with the Burmese regime and joined the SSA-S to fight
against the government (see Black and Fields 2006, Chann 2005). The reasons behind this
were due to two factors. 1) The detention of Khun Htoon Oo and other prominent leaders
of the Shan Nationalities League for Democracy (SNLD – which allied with Aung San
Suu Kyi‘s NLD) in February 2005. These nine leaders were arrested and sentenced to an
extreme and unreasonable length of time--79 to 106 years--in prison; 2) Despite the
ceasefire agreement which grants the group the right to remain armed, and to enjoy
special autonomy including business concessions, in early 2005 the SSNA was forced to
disarm under the pretext of ―Exchanging Arms for Peace‖ (Maung Chan 2007). The
SSNA, left with the choice of either turning in their arms or turning to fight the SPDC,
chose the latter option and merged their forces with the SSA-S. The addition of 1,000
SSNA soldiers in 2005 has made the SSA-S the strongest ethnic force remaining in
combat with the Rangoon government.
This VCD features the activities of SSNA from the journey begun at their camp in
northern Shan State until they joined hands with the SSA at Loi Tailang. In the beginning,
it shows scenes of the camp being demolished: a bonfire consumes all vehicles and
buildings. This is followed by footage of the insurgents‘ journey through the jungle. The
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middle of the VCD shows the soldiers trying to cross the Salween River, and being
attacked by a small group of Burmese army soldiers. They manage to cross the river,
arrive at Loi Tailang, and join with Col. Yod Suk of the SSA-S. Actually, the SSNA
filmed all the above activities for their own records. When the group arrived at Loi
Tailang, a technician who worked in the recording studio saw the footage and went on to
edit it by adding some Shan songs written by both Shan songwriters inside Burma, as well
as Jerng Laew songs, as a soundtrack. Most of the songs included were political songs
written and sung by Sai Mu, the late member of Jerng Laew. After adding songs and
captions (to give details of dates, places and activities), they made copies and circulated
them among SSA-S members. It was only later, when the VCD was given to one of the
Shan Youth Group‘s members in Chiang Mai, that it was copied to sell in the market. As
it is common, retailers in Chiang Mai would copy freely from any original copy. The
VCD was then widely circulated and bought by members of the Shan migrant community
in Chiang Mai. When I visited Loi Tailang for the second time, I brought the VCD, which
had just come out, with me. I showed it to a man who had been involved in the making of
the original VCD. He said: ―if I had known that it would sell, I would have made it
better.‖ Of all the ironies, it is hard to deny the power of VCD technology: not only does
footage of the insurgency abandoning their camp constitute a ―movie,‖ but at the same
time, once treated as a movie it comes to be mass-produced and distributed through the
same illicit channels as Hollywood films. Along these lines, VCD technology, which
allows images to be copied easily on a personal computer disc drive, helps blur the line
between media makers and media distributors.
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Regarding visual representation, we can place the images in these VCDs into five
categories: 1) images of sorrow and tragedy of people effected by war (which are taken
from outside existing sources); 2) images of military marching and training, intended to
instill in viewers a sense of solidarity, and the notion of physical strength and discipline;
3) images of singers in a recording studio or performing on stage during military festivals;
4) images of military leaders, in particular a portrait of Yod Suk; and 5) images of ritual
or spectacular events such as when two Shan armed groups united together. Beside all of
the images related to military, this last category presents Shan women wearing traditional
Shan costumes and beautiful landscapes in Shan State. From these observations, two
points can be made here. First, these VCDs can be seen as an effort on the part of the
SSA-S and the members of the diaspora to cultivate support from the migrant audience.
The messages conveyed through these visual images and lyrics can be called ―insurgent
morality‖ for they do not only transport the spectators to ―be there‖ as a witness to the
events, the audience are also invited to join in the fighting. To put it correctly, to join the
―feeling‖ of fighting. Video technology, as we all agree, can produce ―virtual reality‖ to
the extent to which movie images allow one to observe ongoing life in another place.
Hence, regardless of whether the real fighting is taking place or not, the audience is
invited to participate in this ―virtual‖ national emancipation. Second, coupled with the
transnational flows of objects, media and ideas, VCD technology that allows for the
compilation and mixing of forms and genres as well as copying have come to facilitate a
new connection between the insurgency and its migrant population – bringing them into
closer contact with one another in a way that audio technology of the former era was
never able to do so.
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We may now return to a question I have raised throughout my dissertation about
ways in which Shan pop music has become diverse in both form and content under the
―space of flows.‖ These VCDs, on the one hand, carry residual elements, be they Shan
songs written by Shan musicians inside Burma or by former militants such as Jerng Laew
members. On the other hand, with the advent of the VCD as the new domestic moviemaking technology, and piracy as a means of providing new resources for those whom
access to this kind of information and entertainment is otherwise limited, the emergent
elements occur. The inexpensive and accessible new communication technology of VCD
has also helped transform Shan pop music from literacy or sung words (see Chapter 1)
into visual culture which allows images of Shan ―nation‖ to be constructed. Originating as
Shan pop music in the homeland, and wed with the new technology of VCDs, Shan pop
music has become a medium which has defied the divides between media producers and
consumers, commercial and community, state and alternative media.
The question remains, however: can we assume then that the insurgency‘s attempt
to reach out to the Shan migrant population has been successful? In general, Shan migrant
audiences can purchase these VCDs at the local store, from festival bootleggers, or from
motorbike vendors and pick-up truck drivers who carry a small collection of pirated Shan
VCDs along with Shan food to sell at construction sites around the city. Even if they do
not purchase them, these VCDs can be heard and seen at the Shan festivals held 6-7 times
a year in the city of Chiang Mai. At the fairs, the bootleggers will play Shan VCDs on a
TV set with speakers all day. The VCDs produced by the SSA-S are often chosen to be
played repeatedly by the music bootleggers. During the festivals, I observed that the
audience, especially males, always gather and form a big crowd to watch these images
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together. When a Shan audience gathers in front of a TV set to watch these images in a
mass public viewing, can we then assume they are captive to the message being
transmitted by the insurgency movement?
Many of the audience members with whom I spoke say they like to watch these
images along with hearing lyrics expressing strong nationalist sentiments, for they make
them ―feel good‖ that at least Shans are still fighting. The VCDs were designed to inspire
a patriotic pride among the audience by representing masculinist, militarized notions of a
―nation;‖ they therefore feed into the audience imagination that Shans still have not given
up. Some Shan men say that these VCDs expose them to the ―reality‖ and hardships of the
battlefield. When asked if exposure to the images and emotive cultural symbols makes
them want to join the army, many Shan migrant audience comment that they are only
interested in watching; they don‘t want to take real action to join the army. Some add that
they don‘t want to be killed by the enemy; others say they have responsibility for families
back home. They like it that someone has made these videos because through these
VCDs, they come to know about Shan fighting with the Burmese, and through these
VCDs they can see images that they have never seen and would never have a chance if
they were still in Burma.
Several bootleggers and retailers of Shan VCDs in Chiang Mai told me that the
insurgent VCDs, especially the one about the relocation and merging of two Shan armed
groups, have been some of their best selling VCDs in the past few years. The majority of
their customers are undoubtedly men. Considering this fact, we may assume that men are
the target audience for the call to participate militarily in national liberation. However, I
found many young Shan girls who watched these VCDs were also incited by the patriotic
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feeling embedded in these VCDs. One girl working as a waitress at a restaurant in front of
Chiang Mai University told me that ―if I were a man, I would quit my job to join the army
to fight against the Burmese.‖ Perhaps the feeling of being excluded from participating in
the armed struggle paradoxically cultivates in them a sense of ―moral support‖--knowing
that by virtue of their gender there is no way they could really be sent into harm‘s way on
the battlefield-- while men who are the target of these VCDs are susceptible to risking
their lives if they should physically buy into this call.
Further contradictions arise in this field of audience reception. When I visited Loi
Tailang two times in 2006, I had informal conversations with many low-ranking soldiers.
I asked how they came to know about the SSA-S and Loi Tailang, and what made them
decide to quit their jobs and join the army. Many of them said they had actually migrated
to work in Thailand for years before joining the army, and while working in Thailand,
they came to know about the SSA-S through media consumption, both Thai and Shan
media (though they did not mention particularly the VCDs I have discussed here). Here,
we have a complex situation where on the one hand, the media exposes migrants to
knowledge and information that would be absent in the homeland. Acquiring a new
understanding of the wider world from exposure to broader currents and imagery about
the struggle has made some quit their jobs to join the fight. On the other, I often heard that
one of the reasons Shan men migrate to work in Thailand is precisely because their
parents do not want them to be recruited as Shan soldiers. There is a Shan expression,
―jab suk‖ (lit., captive soldier) which is often used when Shan male migrants express their
fears for being taken from their villages to be Shan soldiers (for the Shan insurgency).
Many Shans say they‘d rather be a migrant than a recruit. ―Being a migrant, I work for
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myself. I can spend money I earn or send it to my family back home; whereas being a
soldier, I can die anytime. And if I don‘t die, I earn 100 baht ($US 2.5) a month,‖ one
Shan man said. The other complained that: ―In Shan State, every time we harvest, the first
portion is to feed the Burmese army, the second is for the Shan army, the third is for the
Wa, and only the fourth portion that is it for our family.‖ This factor has not only driven
them to migrate to seek their fortune in Thailand, it also contributes to our understanding
of why they do not share the sentiments the insurgency tries to foster in them; they feel
that they have enough involvement with the army already.
Out of these contradictions arises the question: what is it that the Shan insurgency
today is fighting for and against? The diaspora may sustain insurgency and facilitate close
contact with the migrant population, but they may not provide enough resources to
definitely change the outcomes of ethnic wars. For the migrants, even though they may
not want to join the army to fight, they at least ―feel good‖ that their fellows are fighting.
They may not be interpellated by the propaganda messages, but the ―insurgent morality‖
and a sense of comradeship is evoked through spectatorship of the struggle. Still, what is
it then the Shan insurgency today struggles for? On the level of rhetoric, the SSA-S
claims that ―we will take back Shan State one day‖ and ―we will die to achieve freedom.‖
Yet, on the battleground, the war being fought is hardly taking place. The Shan
insurgency today is fighting with drugs to bid for legitimacy and international support. It
is also busy building networks with the Thai, as well as making itself visible to its migrant
population - to win their hearts and minds. To this extent, we could perhaps describe
contemporary Shan insurgency as a ―virtual‖ insurgency whose strategies are employed
through the cultural and political realm and whose fighting is mediated by mediascapes.
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In suggesting that the Shan insurgency today has become a symbolic insurgency to the
point that the military war is hardly taking place, I am, however, not arguing that the
struggle has ended. The insurgency hasn‘t died: it lives on in the minds of many Shan
migrants. It may not be a real struggle but it is virtually being rediscovered within the
spirit of many Shan migrants who today no longer deal with Burma on a day-to-day basis
but come to identify with the struggle even more than before. In the age of virtual
insurgency, we may conclude that what these migrants are being recruited for is to ―join
the feeling.‖ ―A revolutionary never dies,‖ Che Guevera would say, but the concept of
revolutionary has to be refashioned so that the seeds of it, now dispersed outside the land,
can be rediscover within the Shans‘ own hearts and minds.
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Conclusion

Throughout my dissertation, I have argued on two grounds: I assert both the
heterogeneity of the Shan migrant community in Chiang Mai on the one hand, and the
diversity in both form and content of Shan pop music once it flows across the border on
the other. By investigating such relationships between cross-border flows of media and
the mobility of Shan people, my study points to three important issues which I wish to
revisit here.
To begin with, the media. The question I have raised throughout the dissertation is
whether emerging social movements enabled by media technologies strengthen or
undermine ―the nation.‖ So far I remain convinced that this is neither a case of ―nationstate gives way to transnationalism‖ nor the unconditional emancipation of transnational
media flows. Shan pop music, on one level, disturbs the boundaries of the state, as in the
case of live performances which have been broadcast back to audiences inside Burma,
and in the case of insurgent music videos which pirate elements from global media
materials and also include filming done on the battlefield. On another level, this ethnic
pop music illustrates ways in which mass media can offer a technology of state control as
well as parallel spaces for alternative transnational practice. As my ethnographic data has
shown, from ―above,‖ we have the Thai state striving to control its alien population
through flows of media texts and various migrant public spheres. In the ―middle,‖ while
the members of the existing ethnic Shan community have sought to make use of radio
broadcasts and migrant public spheres to mediate the interests of the newer Shan migrants
with those of the Thai state, the Shan ethno-nationalists have embraced media technology
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in order to draw support for their struggle from the migrant population. From ―below,‖ we
have migrants and exiled prisoners interpreting and engaging in the consumption of this
media for their own ends. All of these suggest new resources for alternative imagined
community and transnational identity, as well as agency on the part of those actors
involved, including the state. I am in agreement with Appadurai (1996), who suggests that
media and migration both separately and together produce an enormous degree of
instability in the creation of selves and identities. However, the question with which I
have been concerned is not whether or not seeing one‘s life woven together through a
mixture of songs, movies, or public spaces produce agency. What we need here instead, I
would argue, is an approach which recognizes the relationship of mass media and
migration but avoids fixation on either structure or agency, and which recognizes the two
as co-determining and co-constituting.
Another goal of my study is to investigate, in a situation of displacement, how
different social and material conditions and the history of migration shape the ways
people ascribe to ethnic and national identity. I have sought to understand this question
through different ways that people engage with, interpret and consume this Shan pop
music. Building on Malkki‘s (1995) approach of examining difference in meanings that
Hutu town migrants and refugees in a camp ascribe to national identity and homeland, my
study draws on four different categories of migrant. Each of these points to different ways
of engagement with this medium and the different meanings the individuals in each
category ascribe to national identity and to what it means to be Shan.
Similar to Malkki‘s town migrants, we have Shan migrants who, prior to
migration, were ethnic minorities in their country of origin. They carry within themselves
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different life experiences and varying degrees of identification with the Shan nationalist
project: some may yearn for a nation-state yet-to-be, while others may be willing to
accept democracy if it allows them to live their cultural way of life as they know it, free
from predation by the Burmese armed forces. Here we are referring also to the Shans who
migrate across the border to seek their fortune and who today no longer deal with Burma
on a day-to-day basis. As my ethnographic materials have shown, in one context,
migrants seek ways to incorporate into Thai society; they view migration as a movement
toward a modernity from which their marginality and economic condition in Burma
seems to separate them. In another context, being a migrant means being marked off from
the Thais, neither at home nor accepted as a proper part of the host country. Hence, on the
one hand, Shan migrants strive to maintain links with their homeland through various
kinds of mass media and modern technologies provided them. On the other hand, they
seek ways to assimilate into the host society. They may respond to the racial and cultural
prejudices they experience in the city by either participating in migrant public spheres to
make themselves visible on the economic and political scene of Chiang Mai, or by simply
enjoying aspects of modernity through the same medium that provides them their
―nostalgic selves.‖ Similar to Malkki‘s town migrants, Shan migrant workers challenge
the national order of things, an essential category of national imaginary that links with the
notion of ―nation.‖ Some forge their imagined community in a third space that is located
neither in Thai nor Burmese national space.
Like the Hutu refugees in Malkki‘s work, one can argue that Shan prisoners have
lost a kind of authority to stand for ―their kind‖ or the ―imagined Shan‖ due to their being
stripped of their identity and thrown into prison. Unlike the economic migrants, the
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prisoners respond to their own displacement by creating attachment to a Shan ―nation‖
that does not exist, or has yet to come into existence. Similar to the Hutu refugees in
Malkki‘s case who responded to their own displacement from the national order by
creating another nation, a ―pure Hutu Nation,‖ the Shan prisoners participate in, through
interpretation and engagement with Shan pop music, the process of re-imagining and reterritorializing their ―nation‖ at a very peculiar deterritorialized, transnational level.
Prisoners‘ interpretations of Shan pop music reveal that the spatial and social isolation of
prison figures in and influences the imaginative process of constructing a sense of nation
and identity. Migrants reason that they migrated due to economic necessity and seek ways
of assimilating, of inhabiting shifting identities that are both rooted in ―old places‖ while
at the same time borrowed from the social context of the present. Prisoners, however,
represent an extreme case of being in exile where they need to engage in the construction
of their history and nation as ―people.‖ Comparison of the prisoners‘ and migrant
workers‘ interpretations and engagement with media reveal differences in the meanings
both ascribe to national and ethnic identity. Such a comparison also illustrates that
different social and material conditions influence and contribute to different
interpretations of what it means to be Shan.
Another comparison can be drawn between those whom I call members of the
ethno-nationalist group or the ―diaspora‖ and the migrants. The diaspora comprises those
whose migration is motivated by political convulsions in Burma and whose background is
linked with nationalist projects at home. Members of the diaspora are obliged to maintain
links with homeland politics and to work with the Shan ethnic insurgency operating along
the border to draw support from the migrant population. Ultimately, the moral trajectory
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of members of the diaspora is to win the hearts and minds of the migrants; to woo them to
―return to the homeland,‖ to fight for the nation-state-yet-to-be. Most migrants--whom, as
I have argued, are driven by economic needs and the struggle to survive--do not share the
sentiments which the diaspora and the insurgency try to foster in them. Nevertheless,
some of them, being exposed to knowledge and information about the insurgency which
the diaspora tries to foster in them, do return to the homeland to join the fight. Others,
while being drawn to ―join the feeling‖ through exposure to imagery about the struggle,
are not fully committed to take action. They even ―trivialize the necessity of living by
radical nationalisms‖ (Malkki 1995: 36)
The last group in my four categories comes from the old ethnic Shan community
in Chiang Mai. The long-term resident Shans are defined loosely as those who have
obtained Thai citizenship and have completed formal education under the Thai school
system. Most of them come from established Shan communities in northern Thailand.
Although some of them were born in Burma, they have lived in Thailand for a long time
and have been well-assimilated into Thai society. They are scholars, artists, monks and
intellectuals who produce cultural commodities that underpin migrant community. Their
social formation has also enabled them to become cultural ―brokers,‖ mediating the
interests of Shan migrants with the interests of the Thai state. Analyses of Shan culture
brokers‘ activities reveal that they do not share the same nationalist sentiment with
members of the diaspora, rather their connections with the homeland are largely cultural
and symbolic.
On the one hand, trying to understand the circumstances of particular groups of
migrants illuminates the complexity of the ways in which people construct, remember,
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and lay claim to particular places as ―homelands‖ or ―nations.‖ On the other hand,
examining diverse ways in which migrants respond to the call to participate in homeland
politics demonstrates the ways that Malkki (1995), among others, has argued that
migrants manipulate multiple identities, making these identities changing and situational
rather than essential and moral (Hall 1990, Gilroy 1987). In arguing that different social
and material conditions, history of migration and the modes in which migrants are
received influence and contribute to different interpretations of and engagement with the
notions of nation and ethnic identity, I do not suggest that we take the boundaries of these
categories as fixed or unchanging. Being exposed to images and ideas that the diaspora
tries to foster in them, Shan migrants may themselves ―turn diaspora‖ at some point. The
long-term resident Shans may represent individuals who are well-assimilated into Thai
society, and ―Shan diaspora‖ may be people whose state of mind inclines them to think
about Shan nationalism with particular intensity. The difference is, however, merely a
matter of degree. The members of the diaspora may sustain their yearning for the nationstate-yet-to-be, but in other spheres of life they are not necessarily distinct from ―longterm residents.‖ It remains to be seen whether the recent wave of Shan migrants who
constitute a pool of people not yet differentiated among themselves will take up either of
these paths--diaspora or (eventually) long-term resident--or perhaps take still another
path, be it returning home or relocating to another country.
On one level, this fluidity demonstrates what Toloyan (1996) has argued: that
mobility is an internal as well as external characteristic of the contemporary
ethnodiaspora. The degree and intensity to which individuals conform to such categories
waxes and wanes in response both to the internal dynamics of the community and in
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reaction to the policies and cultural allure of the host country and homeland (1996: 18).
On another level, ―homeland politics‖ is never so monolithic as to involve only fighting
for the nation. The activities Shan ethnics engage in to facilitate transnational connections
between Shan communities in Burma and the Thai state can be seen as equally political.
As Clifford has pointed out, ―we should be wary of constructing our working definition of
a term like diaspora by recourse to an ideal type‖ (1997: 249). Such ideal types, I have
proposed -- the new migrants, the well-assimilated residents, the exile prisoners, the
diaspora -- in another context could be put under the framework of class, or defined by the
relative amounts of cultural capital they possess (Bourdieu 1984). These frameworks can
also be seen as describing a struggle within the ethnic group for control over its ―material
and symbolic resources‖ (Sahoo and Maharaj 2007:7). The notions of diaspora, exile, new
arrivals, or long-term residents are elusive ones and although it is convenient in my larger
analysis to provide typologies, I contend that we also need to be attentive to the dynamic
and fluid character of contexts in which these typologies emerge and acquire substance.
As I have attempted to show how different social conditions among various
groups of Shan in Thailand provide attachment to the idea of Shan nation in some and
discourage that notion in others, the last point I wish to revisit relates to gender. Shan pop
music, from its original place, is an integral part of Shan ethno-nationalism. Clearly this
ethno-nationalism expressed in the music is predominantly masculine. But what happens
when the media and the subjects are both deterritorialized? What are the residual and
emergence forces at play here? The evidence shows that even in deterritorialized space,
the burden still rests on women in a ―spiritual,‖ ―inner‖ domain, bearing the essential
markers of cultural identity in which women are supposed to retain a symbolic role as
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representing the ―innate nature‖ of a nation. While the loss of connection with homeland
for women comes to be perceived as a loss of moral bearings, I would argue that
transnational space also comes to offer alternatives for women. As I have shown, some
women attempt to break out from the masculinist realm which lies at the heart of Shan
nationalist sentiments by simply adopting strategies of assimilation, i.e. becoming modern
and Thai.
To conclude then, I suggest we bring the media, the migrants, and the nation
together to re-evaluate the notion of ―modernity.‖ It is agreeable that modernity today is
global, multiple, and no longer has a master-narrative to accompany it. The members of
these four categories I have presented views of modernity differently. As I have argued,
Thailand has been an ―alternative modernity‖ for many Shans for whom migration to
Thailand is a way of mediating between their ―late modern‖ desire to experience new
aspects of their selves and their roles as loyal sons and daughters, sacrificing their lives
for the survival of the family unit. The migrants embrace Thai modernity as an alternative
idea because it allows them to be modern without losing a sense of self. The wellassimilated show they have become Thai; they obtain Thai citizenship, they possess large
amounts of Thai cultural capital. In some spheres, they define Thai modernity for the new
migrants. On the flip side of the coin, the prisoners and HIV+ prostitutes were lured down
their unfortunate paths by the image of Thai modernity. They face the consequences by
paying for their actions with 20-plus years in jail or by dying of AIDS. They represent
how people might be captured, seduced by the image of modernity. In their confinement,
they turn back to another romantic idea, that of creating a Shan nation. The members of
the diaspora have a more abstract and symbolic view: they try to turn the migrants to the
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diaspora, to join the fight. The migrants are more pragmatic, they see that their migration
is tied to the economic survival of their families. But there are some who have been drawn
in by the romantic idea of fighting. They leave the very idea of Thai modernity, going
back to a different kind of romantic ideal. In a way, moving toward ―diaspora‖ can also
mean moving toward modernity, a more advanced version of themselves. Here, the two
concepts of modernity are competing. In this bleeding of population across the border, can
the Shan be united? Where and how will the desires of the heart be resolved? Will the
heart ever settle?
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Appendix A - Transcription

Note on Transcription
Transcriptions presented in this dissertation represent two different writing
systems: Shan and Thai. Thai words used in this dissertation have been transcribed
according to the Royal Thai General System of Transcription (RTGS). In the RTGS
system, consonants have the same value as in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA),
except combinations with ―h,‖ which are rendered as ―ph,‖ ―th,‖ ―kh.‖ This differs from
the representation of aspirated p, t, k in IPA [pʰ, tʰ, kʰ] (some sort of distinction is
necessary to distinguish these consonants from the unaspirated ―p,‖ ―t,‖ ―k.‖) Although
the Royal Thai General System has been criticized for several shortcomings such as not
recording tones and not differentiating between short and long vowels, it is the closest
thing to a standard of transcription for Thai. Note that there are two vowels that I have
not followed RTSG; 1) I use aew as in laew instead of aeo as provided by RTSG, 2) I use
ua in เ–ือะ, เ–ือ instead of uea as provided by RTSG. Below are the transcription tables
representing consonants and vowels according to RTSG.
The Shan words used in this dissertation have been transcribed according to Shan
orthography provided in Shan-English dictionary written by Sao Tern Moeng (1995). The
dictionary is an updated version of Dr. J.N Chushing‘s Shan-English Dictionary (1881, as
dated in the preface to the first edition). There are 20 consonants in the modern Shan
writing system and 10 initial vowels. As in Thai, they are five tones in Shan language.
However, I do not attempt to indicate tone markers in either of these languages in my
transcription. It should be noted that in some Shan words that have Thai equivalents, I
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follow Thai transcription system. I have also made changes in the transcriptions of some
vowels. My intention is to give non-Shan-speaking readers a general sense of the way the
word is pronounced.

Table 1: Thai Transcription

ก

Consonants
Initial
Final
position
position
kh
k

ข

kh

ฃ

Letter

Letter

Vowels
Romanization
a

k

–ะ, –ื, รร (with
final), –า
รร (without final)

kh

k

–ืา

am

ค

kh

k

–ื, –ื

l

ฅ

kh

k

–ื, –ื

ue

ฆ

kh

k

–ื, –ื

u

ง

ng

Ng

เ–ะ, เ–ื, เ–

e

จ

ch

Y

แ–ะ, แ–

ae

ฉ

ch

-

o

ช

ch

t

โ–ะ, –, โ–, เ–าะ, –
อ
เ–อะ, เ–ื, เ–อ

ซ

s

t

เ–ืยะ, เ–ืย

la

ฌ

ch

-

เ–ือะ, เ–ือ

uea

ญ

y

n

–ืวะ, –ืว, –ว–

ua

ฎ

d

t

ai

ฏ

t

t

ใ–, ไ–, –ืย, ไ–ย,
–าย
เ–า, –าว

ฐ

th

T

–ืย

ui
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an

oe

ao

ฑ

th

t

โ–ย, –อย

di

ฒ

th

t

เ–ย

dei

ณ

n

n

เ–ือย

ueai

ด

d

t

–วย

uai

ต

t

t

–ืว

Io

ถ

th

t

เ–ืว, เ–ว

eo

ท

th

t

แ–ืว, แ–ว

aeo

ธ

th

t

แ–ืว, แ–ว

Iao

น

n

n

บ

b

p

ป

p

p

ผ

ph

-

ฝ

f

พ

ph

p

ฟ

f

p

ภ

ph

p

ม

m

m

ย

y

-

ร

r

n

ฤา

rue, ri, roe

-

ล

l

n

ฦ
ฦา

lue
lue

-
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ว

w

-

ศ

s

t

ษ

s

t

ส

s

t

ห

h

-

ฬ

l

n

ฮ

h

-
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